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PEEFACE.

At the third meeting of the Society, held in Washington

in December, 1894, I presented an abstract of the trial of

Jorge De Almeida by the Inquisition in Mexico in 1607.

This was printed in No. 4 of the Publications, and of

the reprints I sent the first copy to Mr. Henry C. Lea,

the distinguished historian. In acknowledging it Mr. Lea

suggested that I send a copy to Colonel David Fergusson of

Seattle, Washington, adding :
" There is no one who knows

more than he about the Mexican Inquisition or takes more

interest in it." To this suggestion the present volume is

due, and it is hoped that much more that is important

for the history of the Jews in Mexico may follow in these

Publications from the same generous sources.

Colonel David Fergusson was born in Scotland in 1824 and

came to America while a young man. He was Colonel of

the First California Volunteer Cavalry in the Civil War,

and, with a portion of his command, went over the border

and into the interior of Mexico in quest of some Federal

cannon that had found their way into the hands of the

authorities of a Mexican city. He was also for a time

in command of the Department of Arizona. Resigning his

commission some time later, Colonel Fergusson took up
his residence in the neighboring Republic and resided over

twenty years in different parts of the country. He was

prominent in mining, banking and railway enterprises, and

secured the concessions for the two first roads built by

American capital. While residing in the City of Mexico,



from 1872 to 1883, he became interested in the collection

of rare manuscripts, books and paintings, and was much

sought after by antiquarians. He gathered together hun-

dreds of original manuscripts of the Inquisition in New

Granada, now the Republic of Colombia, and in Mexico.

Moving to the City of Washington late in 1883, he resided

there until 1888, when he went to Seattle, Washington,

where he has established his home on the shores of Lake

Washington. While his household goods, library and rare

manuscripts were stored in Knox's warehouse in the

City of Washington it was completely destroyed by fire,

and some twelve boxes containing Inquisition records

were reduced to ashes. Colonel Fergusson had translated

thousands of pages of these records into English and had

sent them to Mr. Lea, so that a portion of this interesting

material has been preserved.

I have selected the present trial to print from among a

number, because while not particularly interesting in itself

the record is practically a complete one, and gives a very

good idea of the formalities and details of the Inquisitorial

Courts.

Students of American Jewish history will no doubt be

interested to notice the new references to Thomas Tremino

de Sobremonte. I have purposely avoided giving any notes

about him, as the amount of material concerning this inter-

esting man now in my possession deserves a separate

paper.

It is also worth noting that Jews were in the Philippine

Islands as early as 1593, and that, dating from 1590, these

Islands were governed through the Viceroy and Audiencia

of Mexico, so that the endeavor to rule the Philippines from

the American continent is not a novel one.

VI



As indicated above, the original of this trial was destroyed,

and not being able to refer to it I have faithfully followed

the translation of Colonel Fergusson even to spelling and

capitalization. The notes signed D. F. are his, and the

ren ainder I have added.

This and similar trials cannot fail to have an interest

for the general student of Jewish history and of religious

ceremonies, since the minute testimony occasionally reveals

among the Marranos (secret Jews) the development of new

customs plainly influenced by their outward allegiance to

the Catholic Church.

CYRUS ADLEK.
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PROCESS (OR TRIAL) OF GABRIEL DE GRANADA Mexico.
1642

(13 YEARS OLD), OBSERVER OF THE LAW
OF MOSES, 1642 TO 1645.

PROCESS AND CRIMINAL CAUSE AGAINST

Gabriel de Granada,* native of this city. Observer of the Age is to u
T f \/r ye&ra.
Law of Moses.

Petition, Information. Votes of Arrest

Mandate, execution thereof July 12th, 1642.

Audiences

Monitibus 1. 2. 3.

Appointment of guardian.
Accusation. His answer and Communication.

Publication of Witnesses depositions
His answer, Communication and

Definitive Conclusion

Ratifications

Inspection of Circumcision. He is circumd.

Advocate & Guardian

D JUAN BAUTISTA MARTINEZ.

Confined July 12th, 1642.

* The following brief summary of the case is obtained from the
List of the Heretics posted in the Cathedral at Mexico : "Gabriel

Granados, native and citizen of this city of Mexico, son of Gabriel

Granados, deceased, and Maria Ribera, Hebrew new Christians,

Judaizing heretic, Reconciled 1646 " (p. 361). This is derived from
a most valuable work frequently cited in these notes :

"
ftpoca Colo-

nial
;
Mexico Viejo ; Noticias Hist6ricas, Tradiciones, Leyendas y

Costumbres, por Luis Gonzdlez Obregdn ; Segunda Serie ; Mexico,
Oficina tip. de la Secretarfa de Fomento, 1895."

1
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Witnesses who depose against this culprit :

Ratified RAPHAEL DE GEANADA, accomplice, age 15.

Ratmed JULIANA, a Negress (a slave) age 27.

Ratified DONA MAKIA DE RIVERA,* accomplice, age 35.

Ratmed DONA CATALINA DE RIVERA, accomplice, age 24.

Ratified DONA CLARA DE RIVERA, accomplice, age 24.

Ratmed DONA BEATRICE HENRIQUEZ, accomplice, age 23.

Ratified DONA BLANCA XUAREZ, accomplice, age 16.

Ratified DONA MARGARITA DE RIVERA, accomplice, age 28.

Ratified DONA JUANA TINOCO, accomplice, age 16.

Ratmed DONA ISABEL TINOCO, accomplice, age 16.

Ratified DONA ANA XUAREZ,f accomplice, age 19.

Ratified DONA ELENA DE SILVA, accomplice, age 45.

Ratified DONA MICAELA HENRIQUEZ, accomplice, age 28.

Ratmed DONA ISABEL DE RIVERA, accomplice, age 20.

Ratified DONA ISABEL DE SYLVA, wife of Caravallo, accomplice.

age 21.

Ratified ANTO. LOPEZ DE OfiDUNA, accomplice, age 23.

Ratified ESPERANZA RODRIGUEZ, a mulatto woman, accomplice.

age 60.

madness
DIEGO CORREA, accomplice, age 28.

Ratmed DONA BLANCA DE RIVERA, accomplice, age 50.

Ratified GASPAR DE ROBLES, accomplice, age 32.

Ratified JUANA RODRIGUEZ DEL BOSQUE, accomplice, age 26.

Persons against whom this culprit deposes :

DONA BLANCA MENDEZ DE RIVERA
DONA MARGARITA DE RIVERA

v

*For the Rivera family in North America see Max Kohler, Pub.

Am. Jewish Hist. Soc., No. 2, p. 101 ff.

fit is very important to find additional information concerning
this interesting woman. There are six references to her in this

MS. What was heretofore known of Ana Xuarez was summarized

by G. A. Kohut, Pub. Am. Jewish Hist. Soc., No. 4, pp. 118-120.
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DONA MARIA DE RIVERA, died in prison
DONA CATALINA DE RIVERA, died in prison
DONA CLARA DE RIVERA
DONA ISABEL DE RIVERA
RAPHAEL DE GRANADA
FRANCISCO HOME, alias Vicente Henriquez, died in

prison
JUAN PACHECO DE LEON, alias Solomon Machorro

DONA JUANA ENRIQUEZ
SIMON YAEZ SEVILLA
GASPAR VAEZ SEVILLA
DONA CATALINA HENRIQUEZ or TINOCO
DONA RAPHAELA HENRIQUEZ
DONA MICAELA HENRIQUEZ
DONA BEATRICE HENRIQUEZ
DONA BLANCA HENRIQUEZ, died in Mexico, tortured in

the Inquisition of Seville

DONA ISABEDE (sic) SYLVA, She of Espinosa
FRANCISCO LOPEZ DIAZ
DIEGO ANTUNEZ, died in Mexico

DONA ISABEL DUARTE, Antunez's wife

MANUEL ANTUNEZ
Luis NUNEZ PEREZ
PEDRO DE ESPINOSA

DONA ISABEL HENRIQUEZ, alias She of Huerta

ANTONIO LOPEZ DE ORDUNA
DONA ISABEL TRISTAN
MANUEL NUNEZ, or RODRIGUEZ CARAVALLA
JUANA TINOCO
ISABEL TINOCO
PEDRO TINOCO
DIEGO DE CAMPOS*

* Diego de Campos Segobia, Portuguese, trader of Campeche, in

Vera Cruz, son of Hebrew new Christian, brother of one who
was executed, Judaizing heretic, executed in effigy, 1649 (Obregon,
p. 369).
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ISABEL DE SEGOVIA, alias de Campos, died in Mex. :

THOMAS NUNEZ DE PEBALTA
SIMON XUABEZ de ESPINOSA

DIEGO COBBEA
MANUEL DIAZ CASTILLA

ESPEBANZA RODBIGUEZ INALATTA
ISABEL DEL BOSQUE
MABIA DEL BOSQUE
GASPAB DE KOBLES
PEDBO FEBNANDEZ DE CASTBof
MANUEL DE ACOSTA
GASPAB JUABEZ, died in prison

DONA ANA XUABEZ
DONA BLANCA XUABEZ
FBANCISCO LOPEZ DE FONSECA
JOBGE JACINTO BAZANJ
MIGUEL TINOCO

SIMON FEBNANDEZ DE TOBBES

* For the name see Relation Historica del Auto general de fe que se

celebrd en Madrid en el ano de 1680 con asistencia del Rey don Carlos

II, Madrid, 1820, a reprint of a contemporary pamphlet by Jose del

Olmo. This reprint has a copy of the original title page, and 3 separate

paginations, viz., I-XIX + 1-76 + 1-83. The present reference is

to p. 39 of the third pagination. See also Kayserling Ein Feiertag
in Madrid p. 26. A Mrs. Leah de Campos was in Barbadoes in 1680,
see Adler, Pub. Am. Jewish Hist. Soc., No. 1, p. 106, and Kayserling,
Ibid., No. 2, p. 76 note. Several persons of this name were natural-

ized in Jamaica shortly after 1740; see Hollander, Ibid., No. 5, pp.

112, 114 and 115.

t Pedro Ferandez de Castro, alias Julio Fernandez de Castro,
native of the city of Valladolid, in Castille, residing in the town of
los Yalles, of this Archbishopric, descendant of new Christians,
Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1647 (Obregon, pp. 361, 362).

\ Jeorge Jacinto Basan or Basa, native of Malaga in Andalusia,
citizen of Mexico, merchant, son of Portuguese new Christians,
Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1648 (Obregon, pp. 364, 365).

I For the well known Luis de Torres see Kayserling's Columbus;
Judieah Torez was in Barbadoes in 1680. Adler. Pub. Am. Jewish
Hist. Soc., No. 1, p. 106. Jacobe de Torres was made a denizen in
Jamaica in 1671, see Friedenwald Ibid. No. 5, p. 51, note.
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HENRIQUE FERNANDEZ, died in prison
NUNO DE SYLVA alias Xuarez

DON NUNO PEREA alias de Figueroa
GOMEZ DE SYLVA
DONA ELENA DE SYLVA
DONA ISABEL DE SYLVA
ANTONIO CARABALLO
DONA CLARA DE SYLVA. Died in Mexico

DONA ESPERANZA GERONIMA. Died in Mexico

MARIA GOMEZ. Relapse. Reconciled by this Inquisition

THOMAS TREMINO DE SOBREMONTE. Relapse. Reconciled

by this Inquisition
INEZ PEREIRA
ANTONIO VAEZ CASTELO BLANCO. Relapse. Reconciled

by this Holy office

LEONOR NUNEZ. Relapse. Reconciled by this Inqn
ISABEL NUNEZ. Relapse. Reconciled by this Inqon
ANA GOMEZ. Relapse. Reconciled by this Inq.
Luis PEREZ ROLDAN
BALTAZAR DIAZ
FRANCISCO LOPEZ BLANDON. Relapse. Reconciled by

this Inquisition

FRANCISCO NIETO or NETO
DUARTE DE LEON XARAMILLO, who abjured de Vehe-

menti in this Inquisition
SIMON LOPEZ DE AGUARDA
SIMON LOPEZ alias RAMIREZ. Absent in Seville

THOMAS LOPEZ MONFORTE
THOINE GOMEZ
DIEGO MENDEZ DE SYLVA
JULIAN DE ARBOLAEZ or ALOALAEZ.

ELVIRA, a Negress who served in these prisons. She died

SEBASTIAN ROMAN
FRANCISCO FEBO
MATHIAS RODRIGUEZ DE OLIVEIRA
Luis DE AMEZQUITA SARMIENTO
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Fugitive. PEDRO DE GUEVARA
JUANA DEL BOSQUE
MANUEL ALVAREZ DE ARELLANO
ISABEL NUNEZ DUARTE DE LEON, Xaramillo's wife

Presented on the 18th of June, 1642.

Most Illustrious Lords :

I, Doctor Don Juan Saenz de Manozca, Apostolical Inquis-
itor and Promotor-Fiscal of this Inquisition, in the most

favorable manner and form permitted by law, the legal

solemnities having preceded, appear before your Lordships
and denounce Gabriel de Granada, a native of this city of

Mexico, son of Manuel de Granada* and of Maria de

Rivera,! new Christians, and I say that he, the above-named,

being a baptized and confirmed Christian, has committed

many and grievous crimes against our holy catholic faith, he

having apostatized therefrom and passed over to the dead

law of Moses, in the keeping and observance of which he has

lived and does live, as is set forth by the proofs which I

present, in consideration of which I pray and supplicate
Your Lordships to be pleased to command that the said

Gabriel de Granada be arrested and his goods sequestrated,
and that he be brought to the secret prisons of this Holy
Office, where being imprisoned, I solemnly declare that I

will accuse him more in form
; I pray for justice, and I

swear, &c.

[Signed] DR. DON JUAN SAENZ DE MANOZCA

* Manuel de Granada alias Granado, native of the city of Seville,
merchant and citizen of this city of Mexico, resident in the Philli-

pines where he died; son of Hebrew new Christians, Judaizing
heretic ; executed in effigy 1649 (Obregon, p. 371).

t Maria Ribera, native of the city of Seville, citizen of the city
of Mexico, wife of Manuel Granado or Granados

; daughter, sister,
aunt and cousin of many who were executed

; Judaizing heretic
;

executed in effigy, with her bones 1649 (Obregon, p. 377).
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In the city of Mexico, Wednesday, the 18th of June, 1642, Presentation

the Inquisitors Domingo Velez de Assas y Argos and Dor

Don Francisco de Estrado y Escobedo, D. D., being in their

morning audience, Don Juan Saenz de Manozca presented

himself, Inquisitor Fiscal of this Holy Office, and presented

the foregoing petition and asked for what is therein contained

and for justice.

The said Inquisitors said that they admitted it, and that on

his presenting proofs of what is therein alleged they were

ready to decree justice.

The said Inquisitor Fiscal said that in evidence of what was

contained in his Information, he made presentation of the

following proofs :

Before me

[Signed] Lie. THOMAS LOPEZ DE EREXCHUN

In the city of Mexico, 19th June, 1642, the Inquisitors Do- votes for

mingo Velez de Assas y Argos and Don Francisco de Estra- Gabriel*

da y Escobedo [D. D.] being in their afternoon audience in
G

review and examination of Processes, together with Christo-

bal Sanchez de Guevara, Canon of this Cathedral, as Ordina-

ary, he holding powers from the Cathedral Chapter in sede

vacante, and from the other Bishops, to which I certify: the

testifications there are in this Holy office against Gabriel de

Granada, a native of this city, and son of Manuel de Granada

and Dona Maria de Rivera, having been examined, in which

he is testified against as an observer of the Law of Moses, and

of performing its rites and ceremonies and having fasted as

such an observer, they were unanimous, and agreed in their

votes and opinions, that he should be confined in the secret

prisons of this Holy office and that his goods be sequestrated

and his trial proceeded with according to law and the practice of

this Holy office ;
and the said Inquisitors affixed their rubrics. .

This agrees with its original which more exclusively is in
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the Book of prison Votes* at folio thirteen, to which I

certify.

[Signed] Lie. THOMAS LOPEZ DE ERENCHUN

In the city of Mexico, 20th of June, 1642, the said Inquisi-

torsf being in their morning audience and having examined

this process and Information concerning the said Gabriel de

Granada and what has been voted upon in regard to it : They
said : that they ordered and did order their mandate of arrest,

to be made out, directed to Captain Thomas de Suasnabar

y Aguirre, head Alguacil of this Holy Office in order that

he may arrest the said Gabriel de Granada and bring him as

a prisoner to these prisons, and deliver him to the Alcaide

and sequestrate all his property, which was made out and

given in due form, to which I certify.

[Signd] Lie. THOMAS LOPEZ DE ERENCHUN

Del
MSdate o?

^n *ke C^ ^ Mexico, Saturday the 12th day of the month
Arrest of July, 1642, the said Inquisitors (naming them) being in

their afternoon audience, they ordered Captain Thomas de
Suasnabar y Aguirre, head alguacil of this Holy office to

enter and he being in his accustomed seat, a Mandate of

arrest against Gabriel de Granada was given to him, which
he was commanded to execute immediately, and he having
promised so to do and comply, he was ordered to leave the

audience, to which I certify.

(Signed) Lie. THOMAS LOPEZ DE ERENCHUN

Apostolic Inquisitors against heretical pravity

ppeny
aPostas7 in a11 the Kingdoms and dominions of His

aga
de

8

G?anada
MaJ est7> in this New Spain, &c. Command you, Captain

Or, votes for arrests. D. F. f Here are their names. D. F.
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Thomas de Suasnabar y Aguirre, bead alguacil of this Holy
office, that immediately after this our Mandate shall have

been delivered to you, ye shall go to the house and habita-

tion, and to any other parts or places whatsoever that may be

necessary and ye shall seize the body of Gabriel de Gran-

ada, a resident of this city of Mexico wheresoever ye may
find him, although it may be in a church, monastery
or other consecrated, fortified or privileged place ;

and thus

arrested and in safe custody ye shall bring him to the

secret prisons of this Holy office ; and ye shall deliver him
to the alcayde thereof, to whom we give our commands to re-

ceive him from you, before one of the Notaries of the secret

chamber, and to keep him as a prisoner under safe custody
and not to let him loose, nor out on bail without our per-

mission and order
;
and ye shall sequestrate all his prop-

erty, real and personal, wheresoever ye may find it, in the

presence and with the assistance of the Receiver General of

this Holy office, and before Michael de Almonazir, Notary
of Sequestrations, and ye shall deposit them in possession of

solvent and legally qualified persons to the satisfaction of the

said Receiver General, to which said persons, in whose power

ye shall deposit them, we give our commands that they keep
them in faithful custody under sequestration and subject to

delivery on demand, and not to deliver any part or thing
thereof without our licence and command under penalty of

paying for them with their persons and goods besides the

other pains that ye, on our part, may impose; and for

which purpose they shall give an obligation in due form at

the end ofthe said Inventory ofSequestration and deposit; and,

if, in the said sequestration, there should be any money ye
shall bring with you for the food and maintenance of the above-

named One hundred dollars, in dollars of eight rials each,

and should there be no money ye shall sell goods whose

sale shall be the least detrimental, to the above sum, at pub-
lic auction, in the presence of and with the assistance of the

said Receiver, and before the aforesaid notary of sequestra-
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tions, before whom and in our presence ye shall deliver

them to the said Alcayde, in order that from that sum he

may feed him, and thus likewise ye shall bring from the

said sequestration a bed with bedding in which the above-

named may sleep, and the clothing and linen under

clothing that he may require for the use of his person, which

shall be delivered to the Alcayde before the said Notary of

Sequestrations. And if for complying with and executing
what is contained in this our Mandate ye should require aid

and assistance, we exhort, and request, and if necessary, in

virtue of holy obedience and under pain of the greater ex-

communication latce sententice trina Canonica monitione

premissa and a fine of five hundred ducats of Castile for the

extraordinary expenses of this Holy office, We Command
all and each and everyjudge and justice whatsoever, ecclesias-

tical as well as secular, of these Kingdoms and dominions of

his Majesty that, on being by you requested, they give and

cause to be given to you all the aid and assistance that ye

may ask of them and which ye may need. Given in our

Audience Chamber in Mexico on the twenty-first day of

the month of June, Sixteen-hundred and Forty-two.

The Lie. DOMINGO YELBZ Don FRANCISCO DE ESTRADA

DE ASSAS Y ARGOS Y ESCOBEDO D. D.

By Command of the Holy office.

[Signed] EUGENIO DE SARAVIA.*

prisoner to thl
^n ^ 12t^ of July, 1642, Captain Thomas de Suasnabar

alcaide y Aguirre, head alguacil of the Holy office, delivered as a

prisoner thereof Gabriel de Granada, mentioned in this

Mandate, and Francisco Ruiz Maranon, Alcayde of the

Secret prisons of this Holy office received him and acknow-

*The foregoing signature of the Inquisitor Velez de Assas y
Argos and his rubric were stamped, and consequently illegal.

D. F.
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ledged that the said prisoner was given into his charge ;
and

he searched him and examined him in my presence for what

he may have on his person, he being in cell number three

where he was confined
;
and no money, arms or any other

prohibited things were found on him; and what is above

related was done at seven o'clock at night of this day and ojo

the said Alcayde signed it with his name.

[Signed] FBANCO Kuiz MARANON.

Before me,

[Signed] THOMAS LOPEZ DE ERENCHUN.

In the city of Mexico, Monday 14th of July, 1642, the In- Ration

quisitors (naming them) being in their morning Audience of

this day, they designated as an ordinary daily ration for the

sustenance of this culprit two rials and a half.*

Before me,

[Signed] Lie. THOMAS LOPEZ DE ERENCHUN.

In the city of Mexico, Monday, Fourteenth day of July

Sixteen hundred and forty-two, the Inquisitor Don Francisco

de Estrada yEscobedo (D. D.), who at present attends alone,
asked tor

on account of the indisposition of the Inquisitor Licentiate

Don Domingo Velez de Assas y Argos, being in his morning

audience, there appeared therein Francisco Ruiz Maranon,
alcaide of the secret prisons, and made a statement that

Gabriel de Granada, a prisoner in the secret prisons of this

Holy Office prayed for an audience, and being ordered to be

brought there, he being present, an oath in due form of law

was received from him, under which he promised to speak
the truth as well in this audience as in all the rest that may
be had with him

;
and to keep and observe secrecy about all

*
Thirty-one and one-quarter cents. D. F.
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that he may see and hear and all that may come to pass to

him until the determination of his cause ; Being asked why
he has asked the audience, that he is in it, and told to say

why he has asked it and in all to speak the truth.

He Said that he asked it for unburdening his conscience

and in all to tell the truth, and that in comformity with

Against Da which he declares : that about six or seven months ago, more or

Riverafhia less, when this confessant was at the age of thirteen years,

D Margarita Dona Maria de Rivera, his mother, called him and when
Da cataiina alone with him in the house in which they then lived in the

Da Bianca, ma Alcayceria, she told him how the law of our Lord Jesus

Christ which he followed was not good, nor true, but that

of Moses, that she and her mother Dona Blanca de Rivera*

and his aunts Dona Margarita, Dona Catalinaf Dona Clara

and Dona Isabel de RiveraJ observed and followed, and be-

cause he was her son, and for the love she bore him, she

wanted to bring him out of the error and deception in which

he was and teach him the said law of Moses, because it alone

is the good, true and necessary law for his salvation
;
and

this confessant as a child and of scant capacity believed what

his said mother told him; and from that instant he left the law

of our Lord Jesus Christ and passed over to the faith and be-

lief of the said law of Moses, believing and holding for cer-

tain, as his mother told him, that it was the good and the true

and the one in which he must be saved, and not that of our

*Dofia Blanca Mendes alias Blanca de Ribera, native of the city of

Seville, citizen of this [city] of Mexico, descendant of new Chris-

tians, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1646 (Obregon p. 357.)

f Cataiina Rribera, native of the city of Seville, citizen of this

[city] of Mexico, deceased, wife that was of Diego Correa de Silba,

reconciled, daughter of persons executed & reconciled, sister, aunt
& cousin of persons reconciled, Judaizing heretic, executed in

effigy with her bones 1649 (Obregon p. 375).
t Isabel de Ribera, spinster, native of the city of Seville, citizen

of this [city] of Mexico, by employment a nursery maid, daughter
of Diego Lopez de Ribera and of Blanca de Ribera, new Christians,
Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1646 (Obregon p. 358).
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Lord Jesus Christ, knowing that it was contrary to and differ-

ent from the said law of Moses; and he answered unto his

mother that he would observe it if there were whom would

teach it to him
;
and on this occasion and on many others

his said mother told him and taught him how in the month
of September the fast of the great day must be kept in ob-

servance of the said law, bathing on the eve of the day pre-
vious and putting on clean clothing and supping on fish and

vegetables, and not flesh (meat) and that wax candles must be

lighted and put on a clean cloth, and that on that night the

prayers of the said law must be recited without going to sleep

until after midnight ;
and that all the following day they had to

go without eating until night when the evening star came

forth
; and that then they must sup on fish and vegetables

and not meat ;
and that they must ask forgiveness one of

another, and those who had quarreled become friends again.
And in conformity with this, this confessant made the said

fast of the great day in the month of September of last year
with his said mother Dona Maria de Rivera and with his

grandmother Dona Blanca and his aunts Margaret. Catherine. Da sianca, his
trrs/nclrnotlior

Clara* and Isabella de Rivera and with his brother Raphaelf Da Maria, his

de Granada ; and on the eve thereof all the above-named D Margarita

concerted with this confessant and his brother how they were D ciara and

going to keep it, and they (the women) all bathed in his his aunts.

room and this confessant in another and his brother Raphael Raphael his
brother.

in another, and they all put on clean clothes that they had

ready ;
and at night they all supped together on eggs, fish

and vegetables and afterwards they lighted four or five wax
candles and they put them on the floor of a bedroom, on a

* Clara de Eibera native of the city of Seville, citizen of this [city]
of Mexico, nursery maid by employment, wife of Felipe Lopez de

Norona, new Christians, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1646 (Obre-

gon p. 358).

f Rafael de Granada, unmarried, student, native and citizen of

this city of Mexico, son of Manuel de Granada Portuguese and of

Maria Ribera, Hebrew new Christians, Judaizing heretic, recon-

ciled 1646 (Obregon p. 361).
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clean towel ;
and afterwards his said mother, grandmother,

and aunts recited some prayers of the said law ;
and this

confessant one which he knows and was taught him by his

said mother ;
and his brother Kaphael also recited those he

knows and were taught him by his said mother
;
and they all

embraced each other and asked each other's forgiveness, and

this confessant and his brother Raphael kissed their mother's

and their grandmother's hands and they gave them their

blessing, saying to them, God bless you and make you good,
and he does not remember if they said any other words to

*nem > an(^ tna* nigh fc his said grandmother Dona Blanca
*"g

ai an(* *" s aunt Margaret became friends for they had quarreled,
and the said Margaret asked her forgiveness and kissed her

hand ;
and after midnight they went to sleep, and they left the

candles lighted until they should be burnt out
;
and in the

M^^if morning his mother said unto this confessant to go out and

play and spend the day wherever he pleased without eating
or drinking, because if he did he would break the said fast,

and to return at night to supper. And this confessant did

thus do, and he went that said day to the Alameda and to

other places, spending the day, and he did not eat or drink

anything whatsoever
;
and after vespers he returned to his

house, where he found all the above-named persons assembled
Baphaei. together, and his brother Raphael, and they supped all the

things mentioned, upon which they concluded the said fast
;

and he remembers that there was no outside person, either

the first or the second night, at supper with his said mother,

grandmother and aunts and this confessant and his brother

Raphael; for Diego Correa* and Felipe Lopez de Norona

*
Compare the name of the well-known Spanish-Jewish poetess

Isabella Correa, Relation &c. (cited in full p. 4) p. 40, Kayserling, Ein
Feiertag in Madrid, p. 22, note 15. SepJiardim, p. 246 ff. Graetz, His-

tory of the Jews (American edition), vol. 5, p. 114. BlaiLca Correa
was burned at the stake in 1680, Relation &c., p. 37. Moses Alvarez
Correa was naturalized in Jamaica in 1743. Hollander Pub. Am.
Jewish Hist. Soc., No. 5, p. 113.
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they cooked some albondiguillas (round balls of chopped-up

meat) of meat which they took to them in their rooms.

And that she also told him how they must keep Saturdays
as feastdays without working on them, in observance of the

said Law of Moses, and this confessant although he observed

them did not leave off going to school to learn to write and

to read.

And that his said mother did likewise teach him that

other fasts had to be kept in observance of the law of Moses
on Mondays and Thursdays, as well for the living as for the

dead, supping on the evening previous on fish and vegetables
and keeping the following day as a fast without eating until

night, after the evening star came forth, when they must eat

the aforesaid things and no meat without any more cere-

monies
;
and that keeping these fasts was voluntary on the

part of those who were willing to keep them
;
and that so

this confessant kept six or seven of these fasts referred to, on

Mondays and Thursdays, for himself and others, for the soul He fasted for

of his grandfather, Diego Lopez Rivera,* because his said Slego Lopez

mother, grandmother and aunts told him on different occa-

sions to keep them, to the end that God would make him

good, and also for the soul of his grandfather, as he did in the

manner related ; and that two or three of them this confes-

sant kept alone, and they gave him eggs, fish and vegetables
for supper, and the others were kept by his said mother,

grandmother and aunts, supping the said things in company
with this confessant

;
and although the other two or three

fasts of which he has spoken they did not keep with him and

they ate meat those days at dinner and supper, they knew
and understood how this confessant had kept them.

And that his said brother, Raphael de Granada, has kept Against

six or seven of these ordinary Monday and Thursday fasts of

*
Diego Lopez Ribero, native of Casteloblanco in Portugal, citizen

of this city of Mexico, where he died, husband of Blanca Ribera
alias Mendes, reconciled, children of Hebrew new Christians,

Judaizing heretic, executed in effigy 1649 (Obregon, p. 378).

his mother and
his aunts.
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the said law, and one of them in company with this confess-

ant and his mother, grandmother and aunts, and others alone,

and he said so to this confessant as they are voluntary fasts

they did not always keep them together. And that he does

not know if his brother has kept more fasts than those he

mentioned.

DoHa Maria, And that his said mother taught and told him that there

are other fasts of the said law of Moses, and especially those

of Queen Esther, which they kept by eating, the previous

evening at supper, fish and vegetables and going the three

following days without eating or drinking anything, until the

night of the last day when they again supped off the same

things upon which they finished the said fasts, and that these

were kept by such observers of the said law as pleased ;
and

that this confessant has never kept them ; and that he re-

Against MS members that these fasts of Queen Esther were kept one time

grandmother by his said mother, Dona Maria, and his grandmother, Dona
8 '

Blanca, and his two aunts, Margaret and Isabella, and they
did not keep the three together without eating during the

whole of the three days, but some of them the first day, and

others the second and others the third, supping on fish and

vegetables the first and second night of the days on which

they kept the said fasts, and that his aunts, Catherine and

Clara, did not keep them because they were sick, nor did his

brother Raphael keep them, because he did not want to.

Against DoHa And that his said mother also told him and taught this

mother confessant that there are other passovers and solemn feasts

of the said law of Moses, the names of which he does not re-

member, more than that she told him that at their due time

she would teach them to him ; and unto the present time she

has neither told him about them or taught them to him.

And that she likewise told and taught him that in the

observance of the said law of Moses fowls that were to be

eaten must have their heads cut off with a knife, and also

that it is forbidden to eat bacon, and fish without scales
;
and

that this confessant never beheaded hens nor does he know
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whether his mother, grandmother and aunts beheaded them

or ordered Juliana, the negress, who cooked them for them to Juliana the

behead them; and that this confessant and his mother,

grandmother and aunts and his brother have always eaten

bacon in the stew (olla) and in other ways, although it was

contrary to what the said law teaches. And that he has

never paid any attention to whether the fish that he has

eaten had scales or not.

And that his said mother taught him and told him how
there were prayers of the said law of Moses that must be

said and recited in the morning and at night for the living

and for the dead, and that she did not teach him more than

one prayer to recite when he wanted to pray, and it is the

following :

Lord, my soul calleth upon thee to deliver me from the Prayer,

fire and the flame that I may not be burnt or scorched. Here

am I in this desert, turned into a servato (a plant), where

great trouble shall overtake me. Into thick darkness shall

they cast me where nor brother nor cousin can aught avail

me, but only the works of my hands can save me. One

thing, My God, shall I ask of thee, that thou remember my
soul and deliver it at the mouth of a cave and going out at a

door
,
and that I may not amuse myself except in counting

the Stars of Heaven or throwing water in the Sea.* And
that with this the said prayer ends.

And that this confessant has recited it sometimes in ob-

servance of the said law but not frequently or usually.

And that his said brother Raphael has told this confessant at Raphael,

different times how his mother, Maria de Rivera, had taught
him the said law ofMoses, although he did not tell him so fully

that she taught him all the things which he has related, but he

presumes and he holds it for certain that she did teach them to

him in detail as unto this confessant ; for he kept with him and

* This is written in the original as if it were rhyme or poetry, but

it is not. D. F.
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HIS mother, with the aforesaid his mother, grandmother and aunts, the
grandmother 1.111 i

and aunts, fasts of the said law which he has mentioned.

And that last night, about eleven o'clock, this confessant

heard a voice, by which he knew that it was that of his aunt,

wno caMed him and his brother Raphael by their names,
aU

Maria?hi8 asking them if it were they and when did they bring them
mother.

ag prisonerg) anj both answered that it was they and that

they had brought them as prisoners the preceding Saturday

night ;
and his said aunt, Dona Maria, very weepingly said

unto them to be careful what they did and not to give testi-

mony against any person whatsoever without naming any
Raphael one, and this confessant and his brother Raphael answered

that they would do as she said. And then his mother, Dona

Maria, who it seemed to him was near, heard what was said

to them by their aunt Isabella and she asked them the same

as their aunt, charging them not to depose against any one,

and this confessant and his brother Raphael told her they
would do as she wished and they have not spoken any more.

And this confessant is determined not to answer even tho'

his said mother and aunt call him and he has thus admon-
ished his said brother Raphael, who has come to the same
determination.

The said Inquisitor told him and admonished him thus to

do, because it is expedient for him for unburdening his

conscience and for the quicker and better dispatch of his

business, who said he would comply as he was commanded.

Interrogated what is his name, of what place is he a native,
what is his age and what occupation has he, and how long
is it since he came as a prisoner
He said that his name is Gabriel de Granada, and that he

is a native of this city of Mexico, thirteen and a half years
Age is years of age, and that he has no occupation (trade, calling, &c.)

but that he has been at school writing and reading, until last

ojo Saturday about midnight on the twelfth day of this month
and year they brought him as a prisoner to this Holy office,

and he declares his genealogy in the following form :
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Parents. Genealogy.

Manuel de Granada, defunct, who died in China* about two

years ago ; and he was a native of Seville, by occupation a

merchant ; and Dona Maria de Rivera, his mother, a native

of Seville, a prisoner in this Holy office.

Paternal Grandparents.

That he does not know them nor has he heard them men-

tioned.

Maternal Grandparents.

Diego Lopez Rivera, Portuguese, defunct, and he does not

know of what place in Portugal he was a native ; and Dona
Blanca de Rivera, a native of Seville, and a prisoner in this

Holy office.

Paternal Uncles and Aunts.

That he neither knows or heard of any.

Maternal Uncles and Aunts.

Dona Margarita de Rivera, engaged to be married to a

cousin of hers called Miguel Nunezf said to be in Havana.J Jo

and they have no children.

Dona Catalina de Rivera, wife of Diego Correa, mer-

chant, a native of Portugal, and she has a son four years
old called Luis.

Dona Clara de Rivera wife of Philip Lopez de Norona
;

he does not know where he is from and she has no children.

*This is undoubtedly an error on the part of the boy ; his father

died in the Phillipine Islands, see above, p. 6 foot note.

f Miguel Nunez de Guerta alias Huerto, native of Cubillana in Por-

tugal, merchant, son of Hebrew new Christians, Judaizing heretic,

deceased, executed in effigy with his bones 1649 (Obregon, p. 373).

\ This would indicate the presence of Marranos in Cuba
; see Settle-

ment of the Jews in North America. Daly-Kohler, pp. xiii and xvii

and Kayserling's Christopher Columbus, pp. 93 and 95.
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Da Isabel de Rivera, who is not married and has no chil-

dren, and all his said aunts are natives of Seville and they

are prisoners in this Holy office, and he has no uncle.

Wife and Children.

That he is not married and has no children.

Brothers and Sisters.

Raphael de Granada, a native ofthis said city, who is about

fourteen and a half years old and he is a student of rhetoric.

Interrogated about what caste and generation his said

parents and grandparents are and the other transverse and

collateral relations about whom he has declared, and if they

or any of them or this confessant have been imprisoned,

penanced, reconciled or condemned by the Holy office of the

Inquisition

He said that he considered his father, Manuel de Granada,

Quality, as a good Catholic Christian and also his maternal grand-

father, Diego Lopez Rivera; but his said maternal grand-

mother, Dona Blanca de Rivera, and his mother and his aunts,

he considers and holds them, as he has declared, as observers

of the Law of Moses, and he does not know of what race and

caste they are
;
and that he does not know and he has not

been told that any of them have been chastised by the Holy
office, and that he only knows that within the last few days
his said grandmother, mother and his aunts and this con-

fessant and his brother, Raphael de Granada, have been

brought as prisoners to this Inquisition, and also his uncle,

Diego Correa, whom he believes to be an old Christian, and

likewise his uncle, Philip Lopez de Norona, because he does

not know that they are observers of the said law of Moses,
nor has he seen them keep any fast nor any other thing of

the said law, nor has this confessant declared himself to them

nor they to him, nor does he know that his grandmother, his

mother and aunts and his brother Raphael have declared

themselves to them or they to them : that they are able to tell.
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Interrogated if he is a baptized and confirmed Christian,

if he hears mass, confesses and takes the holy communion

when the holy mother church commands, and if he has

the bull of the holy Crusade.

He said that he is a Christian, baptized and confirmed in the

Cathedral Church of this city, and that his Sponsor in bap-
tism was Gabriel ybanez, separator of gold and silver in the

mines of San Luis, and the archbishop Don Francisco Manso

confirmed him in the said Cathedral, and his godfather was

Don Felipe de Chagoia, an advocate in this city, and that he

has a bull of the holy crusade
;
and he confesses and takes

communion in Lent, and the last time he went to confession

was in holy week of this last Lent with a clergyman called

Don Gaspar de la Paz, a servant of the archbishop Don
Feliciano de Vega, and he took communion in the Sagrario

of the said Cathedral, and they gave him a communion

ticket which his said mother keeps with the others; and

that he has a bull of the holy crusade in order to gain
the Indulgences thereof. He crossed himself and said the

Lord's Prayer, Hail Mary, the Creed, Salve Regina, the

articles of faith, the Commandments of the Law of God and

of the church and the general confession all in Spanish, very
well recited, and he said he knew the rest of the Christian

doctrine as contained in the catechism.

Interrogated if he knows how to write and to read and if

he has studied for any profession

He said that he knew how to read and write and that he

was taught in this city; the first master being Peter de

Sepulveda, deceased ;
and the second Pedro de Yizcarra, a

priest, defunct, and the third Francisco Ortiz de Rivera^

schoolmaster; that they likewise taught him the Christian

doctrine which he has repeated, and he has not studied any

profession.

Interrogated if he has left these Kingdoms of His Majesty, course of MS

and with what persons, and for the course of his life.

He said that he was born, as he has already said, in this city
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whence he was taken by his parents when a little over one

year old to the mines of San Luis because of the inundation

of this city, where they were about two years, and they

brought him back to this city, where they brought him up
until the present time without his having again left this city

nor has he treated with or had intercourse with anyone but

his parents, grandmother, his aunts and their husbands and

his brother Raphael, and he does not know nor has he had

any dealings with any other persons whatsoever nor does he

know that they are observers of the said law of Moses ex-

cept those he has declared, because he is a child and he as-

sociated only with the school children.

Interrogated if he knows, presumes or suspects the cause

why he has been arrested and brought to the Secret prisons

of this Holy office.

He said he knows it well, and that it is for what he has

confessed of his being an observer of the law of Moses as

his said mother, grandmother, aunts and his brother are, who

are prisoners for this same.

Monition He was told that in this Holy office it is not customary to

arrest any person without sufficient sworn information of

having said, done and committed, or having seen or heard

other persons do, say or commit something that is or appears
to be contrary to our holy Catholic faith and evangelical law

(or religion) which the holy mother Roman Catholic church

holds, preaches and teaches, or contrary to the right and free

exercise of the Holy office, and so he should believe that

upon this information he has been brought as a prisoner,

that from reverence to God our Lord and his glorious and

blessed mother, our Lady, the Virgin Mary, he is admonish-

ed and charged to search his memory and tp tell and entirely

confess the whole truth of all that about which he feels him-

self guilty, and what he knows about other persons who may
be guilty without concealing anything about himself or about

them, or raising false testimony against himself or against

others, because in so doing he will unburden his conscience
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as a catholic Christian and save his soul, and his cause shall

be despatched with all the celerity and mercy that by law

may be permitted; otherwise justice shall be done.

He said that he has told and declared the whole truth

about all that he has done and committed in offense of God
our Lord and of our Holy Catholic faith, and about all that

he has seen done, heard said and committed by the aforesaid

his mother, grandmother, aunts and brother, without his

knowing of anything else or heard said about any other per-

son whatsoever, because if he did know it he would declare

it fully and plainly. And that he is heartily sorry for what

he has done, as God knows, and he truly repents of having
left the true law of our Lord Jesus Christ and passed over

to the Law of Moses, believing, as a child, his mother, and

that he begs, for the love ofGod, that he be treated with mercy
for he is truly repentant, and that his tender years be taken

into consideration. And that he has told and declared the

truth as he will do whenever and wherever he may recollect

anything which he ought to tell and declare
;
and he solemnly

promises that he will pray for an audience for this purpose,
and that he is very sorry that he did not come voluntarily
to this Holy office to make a confession and beg for mercy ;

and many times he was determined upon doing it and that

from fear and fright he, as a child without experience, failed

to do it
;
and that at present he has nothing more to say.

Interrogated as to what moved him to ask for this said

audience and to confess therein the crimes that he has com-

mitted

He said that God has moved him thereto, and considering
that he was deceived and that the said law of Moses was not

good which his said mother had taught him, for she and his

grandmother and his aunts and his brother were prisoners
for the same crime, and that what his mother had taught
him could not be good and true, and so from this day forward

he has made up his mind and is determined to follow the law
of our Lord Jesus Christ as good and true and to separate
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himself from the said law of Moses as false and deceitful ;

and that he begs and prays, for the love of God, this Holy
office to direct him in the way of his salvation, leading him

away from his errors and teaching him all that he ought to

hold and believe as a Christian, because he wants to be one

and live and die as such in the faith and belief of our holy
catholic faith

;
and having read to him what he has declared

in this Audience he said that he had declared it and that it

was true and that there was nothing in it to correct
, and if

necessary he would declare it anew ;
and straitly admonished

to think it over well again and tell the truth, and warned

how he must behave or conduct himself in his cell he was

ordered to be taken back thereto, and he signed it with his

name.

[Signed] GABRIEL DE GRANADA

Before me,

[Sigd.] Lie. THOMAS LOPEZ DE ERENCHUN,

(the notary of the Secret Chamber)

I accept these confessions in so far as they favor me. Said

day, month and year.

[Signed] Dr. MANOZCA (the fiscal)

In the city of Mexico, Thursday, 17th day of the month of
Granada. July, 1642, the Inquisitor Licentiate Don Domingo Velez de

Assas y Argos being in his morning audience, he ordered
Gabriel de Granada to be brought thereto; and he being
present he was asked if he remembered anything about his

business to tell it and speak the truth in all things on the

oath which he has taken,
He said that he does not remember anything, and if he

did that he would declare it as he did in his first audience,
to which and to his confession he refers.
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He was told how in the past audience he was admonished 2nd Monition.

on the part of God our Lord, &c.*

He said that God well knows that he has told the whole truth

and unburdened his conscience, and that he again solemnly

promises to tell anything that he may remember or know or

believe about any other persons whatsoever, because he has

confessed against himself and against his mother, his brother,

his grandmother and his aunts, and about all he has done in

company with them
;
if he knew of any other persons he would

say and declare against them, for it would be of less import-
ance to him ; and because he is a boy he has not commun-
icated or treated with others about the said law of Moses, as

he has said, more than with the said his mother, grand-

mother, aunts and brother
;
and that he has nothing more to

say. And straitly admonished still to think well of it he

was ordered back to his cell. And he signed it:

GABRIEL DE GKANADOS

Before me,

[Signed] Lie. THOMAS LOPEZ DE EBENCHUN

In the city of Mexico, Monday, 28th day of July, 1642, 2nd voluntary

the Inquisitor Lie. Domingo Velez de Assas y Argos, who
attends alone because the Inquisitor Francisco de Estrada y
Escobedo is attending at the new prison, being in his after-

noon Audience, there appeared therein Francisco Ruiz Mara-

non, alcaide of the Secret prisons and stated that Gabriel de

Granada asks for an audience
;
and he being brought and

being there present he was told that the alcaide said that he

prays for an audience that he is in it : to say why he wants

it and in all to speak the truth on the oath he has taken

He said that he asked for it and he wishes it in order to

*The monitions are all alike and it is useless to repeat them,
although they are always repeated in full in every process. D. F.
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Against his declare that he has remembered that after they perverted him

grandmother from the law of our Lord Jesus Christ he sometimes heard

a his mother, his grandmother and aunts say that the daughters
paRataeia of Dona Blanca Enriques,* Dona Catalina Tinoco, and

DMicaeiat Dona Rafaela and Dona Juana, Dona Micaela and Dona

Henriquez, Beatriz Enriquez were observers of the Law of Moses, but

this confessant did not see them do anything of the said law

nor did he declare himself to them nor they to him as such

observers, and perhaps from his mother, his grandmother and

aunts some of them may have heard that he is an observer of

the law of Moses, but by no means does any one know such

a thing directly from his own mouth except his mother, grand-
mother and aunts as being such near relations who lived inside

of the same door; and that he does not remember anything
else to declare, that whenever he does he will ask for an

audience in order to make it manifest with the desire to merit

the mercy which this Holy office is accustomed to extend to

those who well and truly confess. And very straitly admon-

ished to think it well over again and tell the truth he was

ordered back to his cell. And he signed it.

GABRIEL DE GRANADA.

Before me [Sig'd] EUGENIC DE SARAVIA.

I acept this confession in so much as it does in my favor

and no more. Said day, month and year.

[Signed] Doctor MANOZCA (Fiscal).

* Blanca Enrriquez, native of the city of Lisbon, in Portugal, citi-

zen of New Veracruz, daughter of Hebrew new Christians, wife of

Fernando Rios, reconciled, Judaizing heretic, deceased, executed in

effigy with her bones, 1649 (Obregon, p. 376).
A Joshua Mordekay En Riques was in New York December, 1656,

and Jacob Cohen Henriques, in 1655
;
see Max Kohler, Pub. Am.

Jewish Hist. Soc., No. 2, p. 80
;
Jacob Jeosua Bueno Enriques was in

Jamaica about 1655, see Herbert Friedenwald, Ibid., No. 5, pp. 67

and 68.

t Micaela Enrriquez, native of Mexico, daughter of Antonio Rod-
riguez Arias and of Blanca Enrriquez, married to Sebastian Cardoso,
reconciled, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1648 (Obregon, p. 365).
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In Mexico, Tuesday, the 9th day of September, 1642, the 3rd Audience.

Inquisitors Lie. Domingo Velez de Assas y Argos and Don
Francisco de Estrada y Escobedo being in their afternoon

audience, they ordered Gabriel de Granada to be brought

thereto, to whom, he being present, it was said that the

alcaide said he wanted an audience that he is in it : to say

why he wants it and speak the truth on the oath he has

taken*

He said that he asked for it in order to declare what he

has remembered, which is that he heard it said in his house,
he does not recollect well whether by his grandmother, Da Da sianca de

Blanca de Rivera or his mother, Da
Maria, or which one of her daughters.

his aunts, Da
Margarita, Da

Catalina, Da Isabel de Eivera,
that a Portuguese named Francisco Ome, who is away from Franco Home,

this city, he does not know wnere,f is an observer of the law

of Moses whom he has never seen nor does he know him or

anything more about him than having heard what he has

stated, and that he remembers that his brother was present
and heard it and it is possible he may remember which of

the said persons said it
;
and that to make this declaration he

has asked this audience and that at present he does not

remember anything else
; that should he remember anything

he solemnly promises to tell it and ask an audience for the pur-

pose ; and that what he has now told is the truth on the oath

he has taken
; and it having been read to him he said it was

well written
; and very straitly admonished to think over it

well he was ordered back to his cell. And he signed it.

GABRIEL DE GRANADA.

Before me [S
d>

] THOMAS LOPEZ DE ERENCHUN.

I accept this confession in so far as it is in my favor and
not in more. Said day, month and year.

[Signed] DR. MANOZCA

* Hereafter this long heading of the audiences will be condensed
to merely giving the place, date and names of the Inquisitors. D. F.

fThe Holy office soon discovered where he was and he was
arrested. D. F.
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4tn Audience. Mexico, Tuesday, 16th day of September, 1642. Inquisi-

tors Argos and Estrada. Afternoon.

He said that he has asked the audience for unburdening
his conscience and to declare what he has remembered, which

is that after she taught this confesssant the law of Moses his

mother, Dona Maria de Rivera, was heard by him to say, and

also his grandmother, Da Blanca and his aunts, Da
Margarita

Da
Catalina, Dona Clara and Dona Isabel de Rivera, that a

young man named Juan Pacheco de Leon, who has been

absent for two years, he does not know where, and Captain
Simon Baez Sevilla* and his son Gaspar Baezf are observers

of the law of Moses, which he heard them say at different times,

and that this confessant has never declared himself to them

nor they to him, and although he lived in the house of the said

Simon Baez, the said Baez and his wife and his son Gaspar
considered him as a good Christian and they kept aloof from

him and he thinks that for this and his being a boy although

they may be observers of the said law, they did not declare

themselves to him and he did not see them do or say anything
of the said law more than he heard his mother, grandmother
and aunts say about them and the said Juan Pacheco de Leon
who he knows used to live in the said Simon Baez Sevilla's

house before he left the city; and that he has asked the

audience to declare this and that it is true on the oath he has

taken. And he signed it with his name
;
and very straitly

* Simon Baez Sebilla, alias Soburto, native of Castelo bianco, hus-
band of Dona Enrriquez, reconciled, son of Gaspar Gonsalez Soburto,
inn-keeper and butcher, who performed the function of execu-

tioner, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1649 (Obregon, p. 366).

See also Wm. Harris Kule, History of tlie Inquisition, London and
New York, 1884, p. 24 fl. quoted by G. A. Kohut. Pub. Am. Jewish
Hist. Soc. No. 4, p. 119.

f Gaspar baes Sebilla, unmarried, native and citizen of this city of

Mexico, son of Simon Baes Soburto alias Sebilla, and of Juana
Enrriquez, Hebrews, all of whose ancestors were executed, Judaizing
heretic, reconciled 1646 (Obregon p. 360).
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admonished to think well over it again he was ordered back

to his cell.

[Signed] GABRIEL GRANADA.

Before me [S
d
']
EUGENIO DE SARAVIA.

I accept this confession in so much as it makes in my favor

and no more. Said day, month and year.

DR. MANOZCA.

Mexico, Wednesday, Sept. 17th, 1642. Inquisitors Argos 5th Audience

and Estrada. Morning.
He was ordered t> appear at this audience and 3rd Monition

He said that he does not remember anything at present

which he ought to declare as he has already done so.*

He said he has nothing more to say than he has already
declared and that if he had remembered anything he would

say it with all truth
;
that he has confessed all his crimes in

order to deserve the mercy which he has begged for and

he hopes for from this Holy office.

He was told that he has declared that he is a minor under

twenty-five years of age and that in order that his process be

well substantiated, according to law, it is necessary that he be

provided with a guardian and a lawyer with whose counsel,

advice and assistance he can proceed with this suit
;
and Doc-

ors (D. Ds.) Francisco Lopez de Solis and Juan Bautista de

Martinez and the Licentiates Matheo de Cisnercs and Nich-

olas de Escobar prisoners' advocates of this Holy office

having been named to him to see which of these he wants to

choose as such.

He said that he named and he did name as his guardian Appointment
of Guardian

and counsel Dr. Juan Baptista Martinez Scotus, Professor in and counsel,

this Royal University ;
and that now he remembers that after

this Holy office had arrested Dona Maria Rivera, his mother,

* This monition is precisely like the two previous ones. D. F.
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and Dona Blanca, his grandmother, and his aunts, Margaret,

Catherine, Clara and Isabella, he went one night in about a

A8
uanaEnr* fortnight, a little more or less, to see Dona Juana Enriquez,*

ques wife of Simon Vaez Sevilla, who being alone earnestly en-

treated him because she had been good to him that in case he

were arrested by this Holy office not to declare anything

against her or against any of her sisters
;
and this confessant

so promised her without anything else having passed; and

he presumes that this caution on the part of Dona Juana was

because she thought that he knew, from being told by his

mother, grandmother and aunts, that she was an observer of

the law, as he has already confessed, and that he has nothing
more to declare.

iar
Ad
a
vocate And the said Inquisitors ordered the said Doctor Juan

Baptista Martinez to enter into the audience, and he having
said that he would accept the guardianship of the said Ga-

Guardian's briel de Granada, his oath was received in due form, under

the solemnity of which he promised that he would well,

faithfully and diligently defend his said ward in the progress
of his cause, and that where he saw anything to his advan-

tage he would allege and plead it in his favor and shield him
from loss and injury and not leave him defenseless, and that

in all things, he will act as a good, loyal and diligent guar-
dian and advocate is bound to do for his ward

;
and he binds

himself that if from his fault negligence or bad legal advice

and defense his said ward should sufler any loss or damage
he will make it good with his person and his property ;

and
he gave as a surety in the said guardianship Juan Kamos de

Zuniga a resident of this city, who is here present, who said

that he would be his surety and he did bind himself as

such surety for the said Dr. Don Baptista Martinez in

* Juana Enrriquez, native of the city of Seville, wife of Simon Baez
Sebilla, reconciled, daughter of the Eabbinical dogmatists Antonio
Rios Arias and of Dona Blanca Enrriquez, executed, mother of
reconciled persons, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1649 (Obregon,
p. 367).
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the said guardianship, and he took upon himself the ob-

ligation to do, comply with and pay what in the matter

had been sworn and promised if he did not do and com-

ply with, that he as his surety would pay for him; and

to effect which the said Dr. Juan Baptista Martinez as

such guardian and counsel and Juan Ramos Zuniga as his

surety, jointly and severally, and held and bound insolidum

for the whole amount, renouncing as they do renounce the

laws of mancomunidad obliging their persons and their Mancomuni-

property real and personal now held or to be held or ac-

quired by them
;

and they empowered the Inquisitors at

present being or who may hereafter succeed them in this

Holy office to whose jurisdiction they submitted themselves

and they renounced their proper privileges (fueros) and

jurisdiction and the law si convenerit de jurisdictione omnium

judicum in order that they may compel them to comply as if

it were a definitive Sentence passed in res adjudicata and

they renounced the laws in their favor and they gave a power
of attorney in due form, Francisco Murillo Criales, Gonzalo

de Estrada and Diego de Almonacir, assistant in the Secret

Chamber, being witnesses, and they signed it.

[Signed] Don JN- BAPA - MBZ. DE CEPDA-

[Signed] JN- RAMOS DE ZTJNIGA.

Before me,

[Signed] Lie. THOMAS LOPEZ DE ERENCHUN.

I accept this confession in so far as it favors me and no

farther, said month, day and year.
Dr. MANOZCA.*

And then forthwith an oath in due form oflaw was received oath oi the

from the said Gabriel de Granada in presence of the said presence of nia
guardian

* Here follows the appointment by the Tribunal of the Guardian,
which is similar to the same formality in other courts. D. F.
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Doctor Juan Bautista Martinez, his guardian, under the

solemnity of which he promised to speak (or tell) the truth.

And then in presence of the said guardian and counsel the

confessions which he has made in this Holy Office from the

Audience that was held with him on the 14th day of last

July of this present year until to-day 17th of September,
were read to the said Gabriel de Granada, word for word,
the said Gabriel de Granada said that these were his confes-

sions, that he had declared them as they were read to him,
and that what was written in them was correctly recorded

because they are thus true, which he affirms and ratifies, and

if necessary he would declare them anew in presence of and

with the assistance of his said guardian and counsel
;
and

that for the present he has nothing else to declare, for if he

knew anything more he would declare it, and that he solemnly

promises that whenever and wherever anything comes to his

memory he will declare it. And the said guardian and

counsel advised him so to do. And straitly admonished to

think well over it again he was ordered back to his cell, and
he signed it with the said Guardian & Counsel.

GABRIEL DE GRANADA. Don JN- BAP*- MRZ DE CEpda -

Before me,

[Signed] Lie. THOMAS LOPEZ DE ERENCHUN.

In the city of Mexico, Wednesday, 17th day of September,
Re8pe

e
c
rsons
^2

>
tne In

<l
u isitors Argos, Estrada and Juan Saenz de

Maiiozca being in their afternoon audience, they commanded
to enter therein, as respectable and religious persons who
have sworn to observe secrecy, Father Miguel de Santtanna

and Diego de Moedano, presbyters, and they being present,
Gabriel de Granada was brought, from whom was received an
oath in due form of law under which he promised to tell the

truth.

He was told that it is hereby made known unto him
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that the Fiscal of this Holy Office presents him as a witness

against Dona Blanca Mendez de Rivera, his grandmother ;

Margaret, Mary, Catherine, Clara and Isabel de Rivera, her

daughters ; Raphael de Granada, her grandson ;
Francisco

Home, Juan de Leon, Dona Juana Enriquez, Simon Baez,

Gaspar Baez his son, Dona Catalina Tinoco,* Da. Rafaela,f

Da. Micaela Enriquez and Dona Beatriz Enriquez J and

Dona Blanca Enriquez, to be attentive, that his depositions

shall be read to him, and that if in them there should be

anything to alter, to add or amend to do so in such a manner

that they may in all things state the truth, and to confirm

and ratify them, because what he may now say will stand to

the prejudice of all the persons above named, and forthwith

what he had said and deposed against the said persons in

the audiences had with him from the 14th of July until the

17th of Sept
r - of the year 1642 were read to him: and they

having been read to him de verbo ad verbum, and the said

Gabriel de Granada having said that he had heard it and

understood it all, he said that that was his declaration, and

he had said it just as it was read to him and it was correctly

written and recorded and there was nothing to alter, to add

or to amend, because it was true just as it was written, and

he adheres to and affirms and ratines it, and it being neces-

sary he would depose it anew, and he did not declare it from

hatred but for unburdening his conscience, and he signed it

* Catalina de Silba, alias Enrriques, native of the city of Seville,

citizen of this city of Mexico, wife of Diego Tinoco, daughter of

Antonio Rrios Arias and of Blanca Enrriques, executed, Judaizing

heretic, executed in person 1649 (Obregon, p. 368).

fRafaela Enrriquez, native of Seville, citizen of Mexico, married
to Gaspar Juares, daughter of Antonio Rodriguez Arias and of

Blanca Enrriquez, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1648 (Obregon,

p. 364).

\ Beatris Enrriquez, native of and citizen of this city of Mexico,
daughter of Antonio Rodriguez and of Dona Blanca Enrriquez,

Rabbinites, wife of Thomas Nunes de Peralta, reconciled, Judaizing
heretic, reconciled 1648 (Obregon, p. 364).
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with his name, and admonished still to think it over well he

was ordered back to his cell.

[Signed] GABRIEL DE GRANADA.
Before me,

[Sign'd] EUGENIO DE SARAVIA.

eth Audience, Mexico, Monday, 13 of October, 1643.

umari?y
h
a8ked~ Inquisitors, Argos and Estrada, afternoon.

tor *

He said that he has asked this audience to declare what he

Da Maria and has remembered, and it is that one day after the arrest of Da

Rivera wSftto Blanca de Rivera, his grandmother ;
and of his aunts Mar-

garet, Clara and Isabella de Rivera; his mother, Da Maria

and they fan de Rivera, sent this confessant to the house of Da Juana
t0
advice f ot Enriquez, wife of Simon Baez Sevilla, who already knew of

quez. the said arrests, and she ordered him to ask the said Dona
Juana if she thought that she the said Dona Maria and her

sister Dona Catalina de Rivera and this confessant ought to

Against Da come and present themselves to this Holy office and beg for

mercy ; and he remembers that it was on a Sunday morning
and ne found the said Dona Juana Enriquez on her dais with

and
Enriquel!

ner sister, Dona Micaela Enriquez, and her aunt, Dona Isabel

Enriquez,* wife of Pedro de Espinosa, and in their presence
this confessant gave the said message to the said Juana

Enriquez, who with the two others mentioned were weeping
and greatly distressed because of the said arrest; and having
heard the said message the said Dona Juana answered and

said to this confessant to tell Dona Maria de Rivera, his said

mother, why did she want to go with her said sister, Da Cata-

lina, to present herself? for peradventure her mother, Dona

Blanca, and her three daughters might get out free from

prison, and the said Dona Isabel Enriquez, hearing these

* Isabel Enrriquez, alias Isabel de Huerta, native of the city of

Malaga, in Spain, citizen of Los Angeles, Judaizing heretic, recon-
ciled 1647 (Obregon, pp. 363-364).
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words, said to this confessant to ask his mother why she

wanted to put herself into that row and go and present her-

self, for they knew the risk they were running, and likewise

the said Dona Isabel, Dona Juana, Dona Micaela Enriquez
and all the relations said the same, and this confessant went

home and he gave the said answer to his mother and aunt in

the same manner as it was given to him by the said Dona
Juana and Dona Isabel Enriquez ;

and they answered him

nothing and they remained very sorrowful and with great

fear; and notwithstanding this this confessant knows that

they wanted to come but there was no time because on the

next Monday night they were arrested.

And likewise he remembers that the day they arrested his

said grandmother and aunts, his mother, Da Maria Rivera, Against ws

went that same night to the house of Da Juana Enriquez, i> ft Maria de

with her son Rafael de Granada, brother of this confessant, g
a

r
j
i

uana

and they shut themselves up in the saloon where were Simon Eafaei de
* * Granada

Vaez Sevilla, Gaspar Vaez, his son, and Francisco Lopez simon vaez
r de Sevilla

Diaz,* with the said Dona Juana Enriquez, and the mother Gaspar vaez
A ' Francisco

of this confessant who was in the corridor with his said Lopez Diaz

brother, Rafael de Granada, and this confessant wishing to

go into the saloon to hear what they said, the said Gaspar
Vaez impeded him, telling him not to go in and to remain

in the corridor, and he went in and closed the door ; and

within an hour, more or less, his said mother came out
; and

because it had rained, the said Francisco Lopez Diaz took

her home behind him on mule-back ;
and this confessant

went home on foot with his said brother, and he has never

known what it was that was spoken of and communicated

* Francisco Lopez Dias, called El Chato, unmarried, resident

of Zacatecas, merchant, native of Casteloblanco, in Portugal, son

of new Christians, Judaizing heretic, reconciled, 1648 (Obregon,

p. 364).

A Lewis Dias was in Barbadoes in 1680. Adler, Pub. Am. Jewish

Hist. Soc. No. 1 p. 105. Diego Diaz was condemned by the Inquisi-
tion of Mexico in 1659. G. A. Kohut, Ibid., No. 4, p. 121.
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about by his said mother and the said Dona Juan Enriquez,

and her husband and son, Simon and Gasper Vaez, and

Francisco Lopez Diaz, although from the noise this confes-

sant heard in the corridor, he felt sure there were more per-

sons than those he has mentioned ;
he does not know who

they were for not having seen the said persons when they

left the house of the said Simon Vaez Sevilla, and for the

purpose of declaring the above, he asked for this audience,

and it having been read to him, he said it was well written

and it was the truth; and straitly admonished, &c., he was

ordered back to his cell and he signed it.

GABRIEL DE GRANADA.
Before me,

[Signed] Lie. THOMAS LOPEZ DE ERENCHUN.

I accept this confession in so far as it favors me and no

more, said day, month and year.

7tn Audience. Mexico, Monday, 24th of November, 1642. Inquisitors

Argos and Estrada, morning.
He said that he asked the audience to declare what

he has remembered, and it is that seven days after the

Against death of Dona Blanca Enriquez, this confessant was in

^Enrtquez
the house of Dona Beatriz Enriquez,* her daughter, in

Enriquez company with Dona Blanca de Rivera, his grandmother,
Rivera who gave him two dollars and told him to take them to

Da Isabel
de Rivera, his aunt, Dona Isabel de Rivera, in order that she might

keep two fasts for the soul of the said Dona Blanca Enriquez,
that her daughter, Dona Beatriz, who gave her those two

dollars so ordered it done for this purpose, and she gave
those two dollars to Blanca de Rivera in presence of this

* Beatriz Enrriquez, native of New Veracruz, daughter of Fer-
nando Bios and of Blanca Enrriquez, Judaizing heretic, reconciled
1647 (Obregon, p. 363).
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confessant and that of Dona Catalina Rivera, his aunt, who
was present ;

and this confessant took the said two dollars

to his said aunt, Dona Isabel, in order that she might keep
the said two fasts, and she received them and she said she

would fast them, but he does not know if she kept those fasts.

And he also remembers that when Diego Antunes* died, Against Diego

this confessant was that same day in the house of Dona deceased

Isabel Duarte,t his wife, in company with Dona Blanca de sianca

-r. I- i i -i i i i
de Blvera and

Rivera, his grandmother, who ordered him to go to her D cataiina

house and ask Dona Catalina de Rivera, his aunt, for some

grains of seed pearls, and he went to her house to ask for

them in the name of his said grandmother, and the said

Dona Catalina gave him wrapped up in a piece of paper,

two or three small pearls, which this confessant took and

gave to the said Dona Isabel Duarte, and as he has heard it

said that when some observer of the law dies, they put gold
or pearls in his mouth to be interred with him, a ceremony
of the said law, he presumes that the said Dona Isabel

Duarte as well as her said husband, Diego Antunes, were

observers of the law of Moses.

And that he remembers when they arrested Thomas Nunez Against

de PeraltaJ this confessant being in the house of Dona Juana de Enriquez

Enriquez and Dona Beatriz Enriquez, the wife of the said

Nunez, they said to this confessant, the said Dona Juana

*
Diego Antunes, citizen and merchant, Portuguese, of this city of

Mexico, where he died, husband of Dona Ysabel Duarte, Judaizing

heretic, executed in effigy 1649 (Obregon, p. 376).

Gabrielle Antunes was in Barbadoes in 1680. See Adler, Pub.
Am. Jewish Hist. Soc., No. 1, p. 106.

f Isabel Duarte, alias she of Antunes, native of the city of Seville,
citizen of that of Mexico, juggler by trade, daughter of Marcos Rios
Tristan and of Anna Enrriquez, Hebrew new Christians, Judaizing

heretic, reconciled, 1616 (Obregon, p. 359.)

t Thomas Nunez de Peralta, native of Cubillina, in Portugal,
citizen and merchant of this city of Mexico, son of Jeorge Baes

Alcaiceria, tanner by trade, and of Isabel Rios, Portuguese, new
Christians, husband of Beatriz Enrriques, Hebrew, Judaizing

heretic, reconciled, 1646 (Obregon, pp. 360, 361).
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and Dona Beatriz Enriquez, that his mother Dona Maria and

his aunts and grandmother had sent the said Thomas Nunez
to the Inquisition, and that they were the cause of his arrest

and that if they were to accuse the said Dona Juana and
Dona Beatriz and the other sisters and relations that they
would revenge themselves on the daughters of the sons of

the said Margaret, and this confessant believes that they meant

Diego Correa ; and that they have made grave depositions

against him in this Holy office, and in order that he may
not suffer for it at any time by reason of the said Dona
Juana and Dona Beatriz Enriquez he has made this declara-

tion in justification of and in favor of the said Diego Correa,
his uncle, who has had him in his house and company for six

years, and during that time he has never seen or felt that he

was an observer of the law of Moses, but rather he consid-

ered him as a very good Christian ; and that for this he has

asked this audience and that if anything else occurs to him
he will ask for an audience to declare it

; and strictly admon-
ished still to think well over it he was ordered back to his

cell, and it having been read to him he said it was well

written and he signed it.

GABRIEL DE GRANADA.
Before me,

[Signed] Lie. MELCHOR DE ARASUS.

I accept this confession in so far as it favors me and no
more. Said day, month and year.

Dr. GAVIOLA (Fiscal).

In the ciiy of Mexico
> Monday, 23d day of the month of

Guardian March, 1643, the Inquisitors Argos, Manozca and Estrada

being in their afternoon audience they ordered Gabriel de
Granada to be brought, and he being present, he was asked
if he remembered anything about his business and if so to

declare it and in all things speak the truth. He said he
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has nothing which he ought to say about his business. And
forthwith the said Inquisitors commanded Dr. Juan Bautista

Martinez, guardian and counsel of the said Gabriel de

Granada, to enter, to which minor there were read in presence
of his said guardian and Counsel the confessions which he

made in this Holy office on Monday the 13th of last October

and Monday, 24th of November of 1642, and having read

them to him word for word the said Gabriel de Granada

said that those were his confessions and he had declared

them according as they were read to him and that they were

well written and were true and that he adhered to them and

ratified them, and if it were necessary he would repeat them

in presence of his said Guardian and Counsel. And he

signed it. GABRIEL DE GRANADA.

[Signed] Dr. JUAN BAPTA MRZ. DE CEPDA

Before me,

[Signed] MELCHOR ARASUS.

He ratified all his confessions this same day in the after-

noon before the respectable and religious persons, father

Diego de Segura, of the order of St. Dominick, and the Licen-

tiate Juan de Suvielaga, presbyter and he was told that the

Fiscal would present him as a witness against all the persons

mentioning their names against whom he had made

depositions, and he said that there was nothing to alter, add
or amend, etc., and signed

GABRIEL DE GRANADA.
Before me,

Lie. MELCHOR DE ARASUS.

In the city of Mexico, Tuesday, 24th day of March, 1643.
Audience^

Inquisitors Argos, Manozca and Estrada. accusation

He said that he has nothing to say. He was told that the hlm

Fiscal of this Holy office wants to present an accusation
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against him, and that it would be very well for him as well

for unburdening his conscience as for the prompt and favor-

able despatch of his business that before the accusation is

presented he should declare the truth as he has been admon-

ished and he is now again admonished because there will be

liberty to extend the mercy to him which this Holy office is

accustomed to extend to those who truly confess, otherwise he

is warned that the Fiscal shall be heard andj ustice shall be done.

He said that he has already told the whole truth in his

confessions, to which he refers, and immediately Dr. Gaviola,

the Promoter Fiscal of this Holy office made his appearance
and presented an accusation signed by his name against the

said Gabriel de Granada, and he swore in due form that he

was not actuated by malice in putting it, the tenor of which

is as follows :

Very Illustrious Lords :

I, Doctor Don Antonio de Gaviola, Promotor Fiscal of this

Inquisition in the best way and most favorable form allowed

by law, the necessary legal formalities having preceded,

appear before your Lordships and criminally accuse Gabriel

de Granada, a native and resident of this city, son of Manuel
de Granada, deceased, and of Dona Maria de Rivera, prisoner
in the Secret prisons of this Holy office and say :

That he, the above named being a baptised and confirmed

Christian, and as such enjoying the graces, privileges and

exemptions that the faithful and catholic Christians enjoy
and ought to enjoy, in contravention of the profession made
in holy baptism, has done, said and committed, seen done,
heard said and committed many and grave crimes, against

what our holy mother Roman Catholic church and evan-

gelical law believes, holds, preaches and teaches, apostatizing
from her and passing over to the dead law of Moses which

he observed and does observe with all its rites and ceremo-

nies, believing with all his heart that it is the good and true,

and in which he must be saved, feigning and simulating to
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be a true and catholic Christian, all of which he has done and

committed, seen done and committed in the parts and places

and at the time set forth by my sworn informations, to which

I refer, of which I accuse him in general and in particular

of the following :

That in the month of September, of the year 1641, he kept chapter ut.

the fast of the great day in company with certain persons, his

nearest relations, they having concerted together to keep it

in guarding and observance of [the law of] Moses, bathing
himself for the purpose on the previous evening, putting on

himself clean clothing, lighting candles, supping things made

of fish, and being the most of the night on foot and reciting

in company with certain persons prayers of the said law
;

and the said Gabriel de Granada recited the following prayer,

which was taught to him by a certain person, his very near

relation,* and the following day until the night when the

evening star appeared, on which he took the second supper
on fish in company with the said certain persons, his very
near relations.

And that he has likewise kept six or seven ordinary fasts of 2.

the said law of Moses on Mondays and Thursdays for himself

and for the soul of a certain person, his very near relation
,

deceased, supping on fish the previous evenings, and going

all those days without eating until night when he ate the

same food.

And that being with a certain person, his near relation, in 3.

the house of another certain person, an observer of the law

of Moses, the said certain person, his near relation, gave two

dollars to the said Gabriel de Granada to take them to

another person, his near relation, in order to keep two

ordinary fasts of the law of Moses for the soul of a certain

person, an observer of the said law.

And that a certain person, his very near relative, being in *.

the house of another certain person, deceased, an observer of

* This prayer has been given on page 17.
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the law of Moses, the said certain person, his very near

relative, sent the said Gabriel de Granada to ask from a cer-

tain person, his near relative, some small pearls to put in the

mouth of the said deceased as a ceremony of the said law of

Moses, which pearls he brought and gave for this purpose to

another certain person, likewise an observer of the law of

Moses.

5. And that after the arrest by this Holy office of certain

persons, his very near relations, a certain person, an observer

of the law of Moses, sent for the said Gabriel de Granada

and entreated him that in case he should be arrested by this

Holy office not to discover her from which it ought to be

presumed, that the said Gabriel de Granada has not entirely

confessed the whole truth, keeping silent and concealing

many accomplices whom he has seen commit many and grave
crimes against our holy catholic faith.

6. And that having been admonished of the modesty and

silence with which they ought to behave in their cells and

the grave penalties which those incur who violate it, he has

communicated in prison with a certain other person, his very
near relation, inducing him not to expose the persons with

whom she had communicated as an observer of the law of

Foot. Moses. Besides which it is to be presumed and believed

that the said Gabriel de Granada has done, said and com-
mitted many other and grave crimes against our holy catholic

faith, and seen them done, said and committed by many
other persons, about all of which he keeps silent and

maliciously conceals them, of which I solemnly declare that

I will accuse him in the prosecution of his cause and every
time it comes to my knowledge, and if necessary I accuse

him of being a Judaizing heretic, an apostate from our holy
catholic faith and that he wants to live and die in the false

belief of the reprobated dead law of Moses in which he lives

and has lived, and as a perjurer, favorer, aider, abettor and
concealer of Judaizing heretics.

Wherefore, accepting his confessions in so far as they act in
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my favor and not in any more, and protesting not to be

obliged to furnish too many proofs
I pray and supplicate your Lordships, that accepting my

recital as true in so far as may be sufficient, and to pro-
nounce by your definitive sentence my intent as well proved,
and the said Gabriel Granada as a doer and perpetrator of

the crimes of which he is by me accused, and as a Judaizing

heretic, an apostate from our holy catholic faith, a denier,

favorer, aider, abettor and concealer of heretics, and having
for this reason incurred the sentence of major excommu-
nication and to be bound and held thereby, condemning
him in the gravest and severest penalties established by
law, relaxing his person to the secular arm and justice, de-

claring his goods as confiscated and to belong to the Chamber
and exchequer of His Majesty, in order that it may serve to

him as a punishment and to others as a warning example.
And in case of necessity and that my intent be not con-

sidered as well proved, I pray and entreat that the said

Gabriel de Granada be put to the question of torture in

which he may be kept and made to persevere until he tells

the whole truth, and if it should suit me to petition for more
and in a better manner, I so petition ; and above all that

justice be entirely and fully done according to my petition,
and for which, &c., I swear in due form that I do not put
this accusation from malicious motives.

[Signed] Dr. Don ANTONIO DE GAVIOLA (Fiscal).

And the said accusation having been presented and read, oath of the

an oath was received from the said Gabriel de Granada in presence of-,/.,. ,. T. , his guardian
due form of law, in presence of his guardian and counsel,
under the solemnity of which he promised to speak and
answer the truth about the contents of the said accusation,
and it having been read over to him again, chapter by chap-

ter, he answered thereto in the following manner :

To the caption of the said accusation
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He said that he is the one referred to in it, and that his

name is Gabriel de Granada, a native of this city and a son of

the said Manuel de Granada, now deceased, and of Dona

Maria de Rivera, and that he is a prisoner in the Secret

prisons of this Holy office because of his sins and the evil

teachings of his said mother and his aunt, Dona Margaret
he left the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ and passed over

to the reprobated law of Moses, for which he grieves with

all his heart, and he promises not to return thereto because

he desires to live and die as a Catholic Christian.

chap i. To the first Chapter
He said that what is contained in the chapter is true as

he confessed in his confessions from the time that he entered

as a prisoner in these prisons, and if necessary, he will again
confess it.

chap 2. To the second chapter
He said that what the chapter recites is true and that he

has so confessed,

chap 3. To the third chapter
He said that what the chapter says is true and he has

confessed it.

chap 4. To the fourth chapter
He said that what the Chapter contains is true and he has

confessed very particularly and specifically in his confessions,

chap 5. To the fifth chapter
He said that all contained in the Chapter has been con-

fessed by him in his confessions, to which he refers, but that

he does not keep silent about or conceal other accomplices,
because if he knew of more people than those against whom
he has declared he would wholly confess all he knew about

them, because he has desired to unburden his conscience

entirely and not to remain excommunicated,

chap e. To the sixth chapter
He said that he has already confessed what took place in

*^e Ce^S *ke ^rst n*&nt tnat ne entered into them in regard
to his aunt, Dona Isabel, and that nothing else has taken

place in the said cells about communications.
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To the foot of the said accusation TO the foot.

He said that he has no more to declare than he has con-

fessed, because his wishes are to live and to die in the law of

our Lord Jesus Christ, to which this Holy Tribunal has

converted him, and that as a child he was perverted by his

said mother and aunt, and that he begs and prays His Lord-

ship to be compassionate and merciful towards him, consid-

ering that he is only between thirteen and fourteen years old,

and that he has made a spontaneous confession of all his

faults and crimes even before he was admonished the first

time, and he has gone on confessing whenever he remembers

anything that he has done, heard or seen done, said and

committed by other persons that may be or appear to be con-

trary to our holy catholic faith, and that this is the truth

on the oath that he has taken, and he signed it.

GABRIEL DE GRANADA.

Before me,

Lie. MELCHOR DE ARASUS.

The said Inquisitors ordered that a transcript be given him A transcript is

of the said accusation, and that on the third day he make his given him

answer in defense, alleging his rights against it, and what in

the opinion of the said Dr. Juan Martinez, his guardian and

counsel, may be expedient for him to plead ; and straitly

admonished to think it over well and tell the truth, he was

ordered back to his cell.

It passed before me,

[Signed] Lie. MELCHOR DE ARASUS.

I accept this confession in so far as it makes in my favor

and in no more.

Dr. GAVIOLA.
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Audience to In the City of Mexico, Thursday, March 26th, 1643.
which he was J '

ordered to be Inquisitors Argos, Manozca and Estrada.

in which he He said that he does not remember anything new that he
communicated

with his ought to declare in this, his cause, unless it be that the night
advocate J

about the that he has confessed he went to the house of Da Juana En-
accusation

riquez, after his grandmother, Dona Blanca de Rivera, and

his aunts, Margaret, Clara and Isabel, were arrested, he saw

that Da Micaela Enriquez also went to that house and went

in and was shut in with the persons whom he has declared

in his confessions.

He was told that Dr. Juan Bautista Martinez Cepeda,
whom he had chosen as his guardian and lawyer, is present
to say and communicate to him what he pleases and may be

expedient in this, his business and cause, and with his opinion
and advice plead his rights, that for this purpose he was

ordered to be brought to the audience, and the said Dr. Don
Juan Martinez de Cepeda swore in due form of law that well

and faithfully and with all care and diligence will he defend

the said Gabriel de Granada, his minor ward, in this cause,

in so far as the law permits and allows, and if he should not

have justice on his side he will undeceive him and that in all

things he will do and perform what a good and faithful advo-

cate ought and should do and perform, and that he will

observe secrecy about all that takes place and comes to his

knowledge,
oommunica- And then forthwith the confessions of the said Gabriel de
tlon with the ~ , j i i i . 111

advocate brranada were read, and also the accusation and what he re-

plied thereto, and he spoke to and communicated what he

pleased about this business and cause with his said advocate

and guardian, who said to him and advised him what was

expedient for the unburdening of his conscience and rapid
and favorable dispatch of his business, and to declare and
confess the truth without raising false testimony against him-
self or others, and if he were guilty to pray for penance, be-

cause for this it would be given him with mercy. And the

said Gabriel de Granada with the advice of his said counsel

and guardian
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Said that he has declared and confessed the whole truth,

as is evident from the confessions to which he refers, and

he denies the rest contained in the said accusation, and that

on the publication of witnesses' depositions being given him,
he solemnly promises to allege and plead more formally
what may be expedient for his rights and defense, and that

he closed and did close for the next question, (articulo)

coming before the tribunal according to law in his cause.

The said Inquisitors said that they ordered and they did " "*"*

order, a transcript to be given to the said promotor fiscal of The Fiscal

this Holy office, who said that adhering to and reaffirming
what he has said, and accepting the confessions made by the said

Gabriel de Granada, so far as they make in his favor and no

farther, denying what is against and prejudicial to him, he

closes and he did close, and he asked to be admitted to proofs.

The said Inquisitors said that they considered and de- sentence to

clared this cause as closed, and they decided that they ought fixing a term

to receive and they did admit both parties to proofs, salvo

jure impertinentium et non admitendorum, according to the

style and practice of this Holy office, which was notified to

both parties.

And then the said Promotor fiscal said that he made a re- Notification to

production and presentation of the witnesses and proofs
*

which against the said Gabriel de Granada are received, as

well in the process as in the Registers and documents of the

Holy office, and he asked that the concurring witnesses be

examined, and that the witnesses ratify their depositions in the

form prescribed by law, and that the other necessary legal

measures to know and ascertain the truth be taken, and that

this being done, the publication be made of the depositions

of witnesses in this cause.

The said Inquisitors said that justice shall be done, and

all else which may be done in accordance with law; and

straitly admonished still to think it over well, he was or-
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dered back to his cell and he and his said guardian and

counsel signed it.

[Signed] Dr. JUAN BAPTA MRZ DE CEPDA

[Signed] GABRIEL DE GRANADA.

Before me,
Lie. M. DE ARASUS.

sth Audience Mexico, Friday, October 9th, 1643. Morning. Inqui-
V
askecTfor! sitors Argos, Estrada Manozca and Higura.*

He said that a week after his mother, grandmother and

aunts were arrested Isabel, wife of Antunes, called him, and

in her house in presence of her son, she asked him if he had

any news from his grandmother, mother and aunts
; he

Isabel, wife of answered no, and not to be afraid
;
to which she replied that

n

person
neither had they heard anything on her part. And that

about four months ago his mother and his aunt Margaret
LuisNuHez being talking at the grand door (of the Inq.) Luis Nunez
Margarita PerezJ recognized her from his cell and said : "It is an illusion

or thou art Margaret", from which it came to pass that they
Pedro de saluted each other, and Pedro de Espinosa asked if they

a
knew how his wife was, and they answered that they did not,

but that they suspected she was in the prison, in Picazo's

house, as this confessant and his brother had told them.

And that about this time they also communicated with a

* This and the following audiences are condensed and abbrevi-

ated as the verbose jargon in which they are recorded in extenso is

intolerable. D. F.

f Manuel Antunes, unmarried, vagrant, native and citizen of this

city of Mexico, son of Diego Antunes, Portuguese, citizen and mer-
chant of this city, Hebrew; and of Dona Isabel Duarte alias de

Antunes, reconciled, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1646 (Obregon,
p. 359).

t Possibly the same as Luis Munos Perez, native of Samameda,
near Lisbon, resident in this [city of] Mexico, peanut-vender, son
of Manuel de Abena, and of Batola Dias Silba, Hebrew new Chris-

tians, Judaizing heretic, reconciled, 1646 (Obregon, pp. 359-360).
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woman who he suspects is Isabel de Huerta, called by
another name, the Rose, and that the beginning of the com- Rose.

munication was that she thrust her hand out of a window or

door, which was seen by the said Espinosa and Nunez, and Pedro de
* r Espinosa and* Esp

they asked her her name, which she did not tell, feigning first Lui

that she was from Zacatecas and then from Celaya. And
that after they changed Antonio OrdunVs* cell and put him

with Espinosa and Luis Nunez Perez, the said woman, to

play a trick on a tame black and white cat, stuck a tooth-

pick in his hair, and as they must have made a pet ofhim in

the cell of the said Espinosa he went there, and Orduna
took the tooth-pick away from his hair and showed it to the

said Isabel and she recognized it, and he said to her that he

would keep it until he were released to give it to her then ;

and they spoke of many things touching amours, and that by
means of the said cat they carried on a correspondence, the

said woman sending them sweetmeats and snuff, and the men
whatever they had, tying them to the cat's neck ; and that

the said woman gave them to understand that her cell-mate

was Dona Isabel Tristan, who had been tortured, and she

saluted the said prisoners on the part of the said Da Isabel
T

Tristan. And that a few days before this confessant's aunt

died, the said woman sent by the said cat to Pedro Espinosa Pedro de

something that ran the risk of being broken, because she
B

said to look out that it did not break, etc.

And they being all afraid of the alcaide and his assistant,

they dare not speak at all hours, and Espinosa said that Pedro de

when they came and he heard the doors opening and shut,

he would give a sign, giving three blows with a small stick
H

on the bars of his window, which he did, &c.f

* Antonio Lopez Orduna, native of the city of Seville, merchant

by trade, and deputy of the principal Alcalde in the mines of

Chichicapa, unmarried, descendant of Hebrew new Christians,
reconciled for Judaizing heresy, 1646 (Obregon, p. 356).

t And he goes on giving minute details of trifling conversations

held by different prisoners, one of whom was Goys, for which his Goys
4
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Da Bianca And that after they moved him with his grandmother to
'

another cell, in order that they should not be recognized by
the adjoining prisoners, they made use of false names, she

calling herself Da
Paula, and he Don Jacinto * and the said

his grandmother complained that she having been a good

confessant, they had moved her away from her daughters ;

and that the scribes and pharisees, the demons, left off every-

thing as soon as the clock struck and went away, and that it

looked as if they would not escape with their lives, and that

she was going to ask for her grandson, little Lewis, in order

to find out how her daughters were, and that he and his

grandmother cursed the Inquisitors for their slowness, (the

phlegm with which they proceeded), and they cursed the

alcaides with many maledictions ; and that being in a state

of desperation, he swore many oaths and said other foolish

things, and his grandmother said that the witnesses had de-

posed against her about some money belonging to Duarte de

Leonf about which she did not recollect anything, and that

they afflicted her, and other details, and that she replied to

all of it with great spirit and courage ;
and that his grand-

mother told him to tell Ubiedo to take him to get his hair

cut, and when they were cutting it to cough and speak in a

name was put on the margin, a sign that he would be charged with
PO Espinosa it as a grave crime, and that Espinosa also communicated about

Margarita^ this time with Margarita de Rivera ;
and he goes on for pages de-

tailing trifling conversations between prisoners, involving no charge
beyond the mere violation of the rules to preserve absolute silence.

It is quite evident that this wretched boy had orders to act as a spy
and eavesdropper, under the false hope of getting off free. (See

Gaspar Alfar's prison communications.) D. F.
*See the prison communications reported by Gaspar Alfar. D. F.

t Duarte Leon Xaramillo, native of Casteloblanco in Portugal,
citizen of this city of Mexico, husband of Isabel Nunes, reconciled,
son of Hebrew new Christians, Judaizing heretic, relapsed, exe-
cuted in person, 1649 (Obregon, p. 377).

Francisco de Leon Xaramillo, native and citizen of this city of

Mexico, son of Duarte de Leon Xaramillo and of Isabel Nunes,
Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1647 (Obregon, p. 362).
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loud voice, so that his mother and aunts should know that

he was there, and that on coming down from the audience,

she said that the Inquisitor Argos had pressed her very hard,
she mocking him, and that he must be possessed of the devil

;

and that Philip (de Amesqueta, Notary), was an infamous

traitor, and that all had conspired against her, and she also

complained of the witnesses and that she would consume

them with maledictions and make them bite the dust, and

that it would be better to put her to the torture than to be

tormented by these executioners, meaning the ministers of

this Holy office; for this confessant to beware and lookout

what he did
; and that on another occasion he had great fun

with his grandmother, annoying and tiring out Ubiedo, ask-

ing him for a great many things to molest him
;
and one

night they maliciously put out the candle and called for the

Alcaide until they came to light it, and that altho, another

time the same night they put it out again and called the Al-

caide, he did not come though they gave a great many knocks

on the door ; and his grandmother said, cursing Ubiedo with

many curses, that she would like to see him wallowing in his

blood and that she would drink it ; and she said that they

spoke to her of some fasts that she did not understand, and

that the Inquisitor Argos was a devil (a satan), and this

confessant, boy-like, let her say during this occasion other

nonsense or foolish things.

And that his grandmother told him that they brought Against

great pressure upon her, and that she did not know what to de Rivera.

do with so many witnesses, and that the worst of it was that

they wanted her to say one thing and she another, and this

was on the occasion that the witnesses said she had taught
the Texosso women * which was not true.

* Four women of this name are found in the Mexican Inquisition
records : Francisca Texoso, spinster, native of the city of Seville,

citizen of New Veracruz, baker by trade, descendant of new Chris-

tains, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1646 (Obregon, p. 360).

Clara Texoso, native of the city of Lima, in Peru, and citizen of
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And this confessant, saying that he liked minced meat (or

hash), his said grandmother said that she would eat it very
well if it were made of the body of Ubiedo, and she sent

Against many other maledictions after these gentlemen. And that
D Blanca *

de Rivera njs grandmother told him that she found herselfsurrounded by

traitors, like a captain amongst his enemies
;
and she wished

that they were so wretched and persecuted as she was, "and

that she having found him weeping, she said that those

traitors, meaning the Inquisitors, having robbed her of all

they wanted, they now treated her in this manner
;
that those

Da Marfa
m^Sn* trust them who would, and believe in them

;
and he

de Rivera saj^ to her that his mother had well said not to trust them
;

that all should not be told to the judges, and this he said be-

cause he heard his mother say so when she was in the lane

(of the prison).

Da^fSS And his grandmother told him to keep his senses about
de Rivera.

fam) and to follow her in all things, and to be careful, be-

cause the Inquisitors were such that if you changed a word

or a phrase they could catch him and do what they liked with

them, that they had them down, and he answered that she

had nothing to advise him about, and much afflicted and

complainingly she said, let them revenge themselves, these

traitors, who hated her so much, and that they wanted her, in

all that they asked her, to say
"
Yes, sir, it is so,"

" I know it :"

or " I did it," that they would not see themselves in that mir-

ror, for only what I know, that ye know, and is the truth

that of New Veracruz, in this New Spain, descendant of Hebrew
new Christians, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1646.

Isabel Texoso, native of the city of Seville, and citizen of that of

New Veracruz, spinster, baker by trade, daughter of Pedro Gomez
Texoso, and of Violante Rios, Portuguese, Hebrew new Chris-

tians, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1646.

Violante Texoso, native of the city of Lima, in Peru, and citizen

of that of New Veracruz, spinster, seamstress, and daughter,
legitimate, of Rafael Gomez Texoso, merchant, deceased, in this

city of Mexico, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1646 (Obregon,
pp. 358, 359).
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shall I tell, and the rest I am going to deny, and what could

they do with her ? put her to the torture
; that they could not

injustice do it, and that if they should torture her she had
the spirit to suffer it ; and he answered her that the rope al-

ways broke at the weakest point, and she said that were she

to please them and confess, they would like her, and not ad-

dress her with obscene, indecent words.* And he tried to

soothe her, and he asked her if much remained to be done,
and she answered but little, that their evil intentions were

oozing from their eyes and mouths
; that she was watching

their actions, and that they maltreated a woman like her, and
when he was trying to console her, she said that their hearts

were harder than marble, and that they had no compassion on

her, and that if she wept they would think she was an im-

postor, and he told her to have patience.f And nothing
else occurs to him to declare, that whenever he remembers

anything, he will come to make it manifest with the desire

to unburden his conscience, and he signed it with his

name
;
and straitly admonished to think it over well, he was

ordered back to his cell.

[Signed] GABRIEL DE GRANADA.
Before me,

[Signed] THOMAS LOPEZ DE ERUNCHUN.J

* Here she illustrates their language with one of their obscene

proverbs. D. F.

fAnd then he relates the incident of the shells as declared by
Gaspar Alfar in his audience on this very day, in the morning,
before this one was given to Gabriel de Granada. It is evident that

the Inquisitors told this boy of Alfar's depositions about him and
his grandmother on the 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th of this month,
and so compelled him to'.testify, and thus they got two witnesses

against Dona Blanca de Rivera. D. F.

JThis is the fourth audience which the Secretary omitted to read

over, as he ought, to the culprit, as is strictly enjoined by Instruc-

tions and accorded letters. D. F.

The name occurs in the Archives de Aragon in 1273. See An Inquiry into
the Sources of the History of the Jews in Spain, by Joseph Jacobs, London, 1894,

p. 33, no. 535.
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I accept this confession in so far as it makes in my favor

and no farther. Said day, month and year.

[Signed] Dr. GAVIOLA.

Mexico, Monday, October 12th, 1643, morning. Inqui-
own volition g^or Estrada.

He said that in conformity with what he was ordered about

advising his grandmother wholly to unburden her conscience,

Da Bianca he has done so with great earnestness, and she answered him
8a
noYconfess to let her alone, that she does not want to speak or declare

what she does not know and what is not the truth, and she

told this confessant that they had accused her of what had

passed in that prison, in regard to the conversations that

passed between her and him, and the affair of the candle and

the mince-meat, or hash, made of Ubiedo, and other things

they had spoken against him
;
and this confessant answering

her that they also charged him with it, and he had confessed

she became it she became furiously angry against him, and asked him

angtywfth why he had confessed it, that she had denied it, and to take

because he notice that she was no longer his grandmother, and that he
C
communica- had neither mother nor aunts

;
she was enraged because he

'

had declared all that had taken place in the cell in which

they are, as it was against the Inquisitors ;
and that with

regard to the cat and other matters that passed in the other

cell he had done very well in declaring it because he had

related the whole of it to her notwithstanding that they
warned him not to mention it, but moved by the love which

he ought to feel for his grandmother, and with the desire that

she should wholly unburden her conscience, he told her all

that passed in the audience, telling her that he had done it

to relieve his conscience, and that she ought to do the same,
and knowing that he had done wrong in this, and revealed

the secrecy which he was under obligations to observe, he

repented immediately, and so he has asked this audience to

confess his fault, with the deepest sense of repentance,
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solemnly promising that he will not repeat it nor commit

such an offense any more, but that he will be very obedient

to what this Holy office may command him.

And that his grandmother has decided to come up to the

audience and confess the affair of the cat and prison commu-

nications, but that she will not do it right away in order cunning of the
. i .-11 . < { -i

ld woman
that it may not be imagined that this confessant has informed

her of it and they have thus concerted together ;
and to the

end that the good faith with which he proceeds should be

known, he has declared this circumstance, and he does not

recollect any others in particular; that whenever any light is

thrown upon them for him he will declare them with all

truth
;
and that all that he has declared is true on the oath

which he had taken, and it having been read to him, he said

that it was well written ;
and very straitly admonished still

to think well over it, he was ordered back to his cell, and he

signed it. GABRIEL DE GRANADA.

Before me, [Signed] PHELIPE DE ZAVALZA AMESQUETA.

I accept this confession in so far as it makes in my favor

and no farther. Said day, month and year.

[Signed] Dr. GAVIOLA.*

Mexico, Thursday, 5th November, 1643, afterooon. In-

quisitor Estrada y Escobedo. . . . voluntarily

* Two things are observable in this audience that are prohibited

by the Instructions and accorded letters: First, that Gabriel de

Granada was ordered to influence his grandmother to make a con-

fession without the fact being recorded in the audience, and that

his grandmother should be verbally accused of any offense without

its being recorded, and even then it is irregular and illegal, for the

accusations should be preferred by the Promoter Fiscal, either in his

accusation or the publication of the depositions of witnesses. Here
is proof evident of illegal methods practiced by these judges, for

every word said should be recorded by the Notary, using the very
words uttered, whether by the culprit or by the Inquisitors. D. F.
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He said he asked the audience for unburdening his con-

Diego oorrea science, and it is that he being one day with Diego Correa,
Manu

oastmo his uncle, he sent him with a message to Manuel Diaz Cas-

tillo, whom he found in his house (he then living in Eagle

Street) with a cap on his head, with his hands washed and

D Margarita raised towards the East, praying, and these being customary
ceremonies of the law of Moses according to what his aunt

Margaret told him when she taught it to him, and because

he is a Portuguese he suspects that the said Manuel Diaz is

an observer of the said law, but he never communicated

anything to him on this matter, although on this point he

remembers that Dona Juana Enriquez told his aunt Margaret
that the said Manuel Diaz observed the said law.

some ^8 Before Dona Blanca Enriquez died,

pa Juana this confessant entered into her house, where he found Dona
Enriquez. m

'

Juana Enriquez, who gave him a dollar, in order that he

should keep a fast for the health of her said mother
;
which

Da juana this confessant did, and when the said Dona Juana gave
Enriquez.
Isabel del him the dollar Isabel del Bosque* was present, who asked

Esperanza her mother, Esperanza Rodriguez, why they gave the dollar
Rodriquez.

J J
'

to this confessant, and the mother answered her, saying, in

order that he should fast it, to which the said Da Isabel

replied to give it to her, that she would fast it, to which her

mother said, what sort of fasts did she keep ! that they were

worth nothing ;
and the daughter answered saying, what other

kind of fasts did she want her to keep ? to which the mother

said that she would teach them to her
;
and she began to

teach them, both of them talking, and afterwards she com-

municated with this confessant as an observer of the law,

and he with her, one day that the said Isabel went to his

house on an occasion when she fasted.

And that his mother and aunts told him that Gaspar de

* Isabel del Bosque, sister of the father and mother of Juana del

Bosque, spinster, seamstress by trade, native and citizen of this city
of Mexico, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1646 (Obregon, p. 357).
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Robles* observes the law of Moses ; and that of the money The Biancas

that Dona Blanca Enriques left for fasts for her soul, Dona
Beatriz Enriquez gave him ten dollars with which he

redeemed from pawn a black dress
; and although he has tSmSy)

he

not communicated with the said Gaspar de Robles, he ought En5quez
a

to know, and he knows well, that this confessant observed Enrique?

the law, seeing that he used to talk to his mother and aunts Bowes.
de

about some things concerning it in his presence without any

suspicion.

And that he has heard all the above-named persons say, |
d
t

r
r
de

at divers times, that Pedro de Castro, son-in-law of Simon

Vaez, observed the law of Moses, and that he came from a

country where those who observed it did so freely.

Item. He heard all the above-named say that Manuel Manuelde
Acosta

de Acosta, Thomas Nunez de Peralta, Gaspar Xuarezf and

his two daughters, Anna and Blanca (Blanche), Sebastian

Cardosa,| Francisco Lopez de Fonseca, Jorge Jacinto,

Diego Tinoco and Pedro
||
and Miguel, Juana and Isabel

Fonseca
Jorge Xaclnto,

* Antonio Kobles, a Marrano, was in England in 1657 : Graetz, His- Mig
g
ueifJuln'a

tory of the Jews (American ed.), Vol. v, p. 49. Six persons of this
'

name suffered martyrdom in Madrid in 1680
;
see Relation, etc., pp. children.

41-43
; Kayserling, Bin Feiertag in Madrid, p. 37. A David Robbies E^^

was in New York in 1696
;
see Max Kohler, Pub. Am. Jewish Hist. Francisco

Soc., No. 2, p. 80. the
P
flat-nosed.

t Gasper Xuarez, native of Mego, in Portugal, citizen and
merchant of this City of Mexico, husband of Rafaela Enrriquez, Simon

reconciled, daughter of Hebrew new Christians, Judaizing heretic,

reconciled 1649 (Obregon, p. 378).

t Sebastian Cardoso, native of Seville, citizen and merchant of OrduHaNuflo

Mexico, son of Diego Cardoso Aseitero and of Antonio (sic) Gomez SxNufio de
his wife, native of Marchena in Andalusia, descendant of Hebrew Figueroa,

new Christians, married to Micaela Enrriquez, reconciled, Juda- Espinosa

izing heretic, reconciled 1648 (Obregon, p. 366).

Reverend Abraham Haim Lopez de Fonseca was buried in his wife

Curasao in 1671
; see Corcos, Jews of Curasao, p. 10. Joseph Nunez

de Fonseca was in Curasao in 1652
;
see G. A. Kohut, Pub. Am.

Jewish Hist. Soc., No. 3, p. 118.

||
Pedro Tinoco, unmarried, native and citizen of this City of

Mexico, son of Diego Tinoco and of Catalina Silba, alias Enrriquez,
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Tinoco, his children, and Simon de Espinosa observed the

law of Moses, and to this last-named person it was taught

by Francisco Lopez Chato (Snub or Flat Nose), and Manuel

de Acosta,* out in the fields, since when he has observed

it.

Item. He heard the same person say that Simon Fer-

nandez t and Henrique Fernandez, Antonio de Orduna and

Nuna de Silva J are likewise observers of the said law, and

also that Don Nuno de Figueroa and Pedro de Espinosa
and his wife, Dona Isabel de Silva, observed it.

Gomez de Item. The same persons told him that Gomez de Silva,

Da Eiena and his wife Da
Elena, and his daughter Da Isabel de Silva

de silva and her husband, Antonio Caraballo, are observers of the

carabaiio. said law, and that just now he does not remember anything
else which he ought to declare, and this is the truth on the

oath which he has taken
;
and straitly admonished, still to

executed, and descendants of such, Judaizing heretic, reconciled
1649 (Obregon, p. 370).

Miguel Tinoco, unmarried, apprentice to a silversmith, citizen and
native of Mexico, son of Diego Tinoco, Portuguese, and of Catalina

Enrriquez, native of Seville, new Christians, Judaizing heretic,
reconciled 1647 (Obregon, p. 363.)

* A Joseph D'Acosta was in New York in 1657. See Pub. Am.
Jewish Hist. Soc., No. 6, p. 88.

f Simon Fernandez, unmarried, of the trade of merchant, native
of Gobea in Portugal, citizen of the city of Guadalaxara in these

kingdoms, son of Diego Antunes de Torres and of Isabel Nunes
;

Hebrew new Christians, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1647 (Obre-
gon, p. 363).

$ Nuno de Silba, native and citizen of this City of Mexico,
descendant of new Christians, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1647

(Obregon, p. 363).

Nuno de Figueroa, alias Nuno de Pereira or Peredo, native of

the city of Lisbon, citizen and merchant of the city of Guadalaxara
in these kingdoms, son of Antonio Jabeira and of Isabel de Figueroa,
Portuguese, Hebrew new Christians, Judaizing heretic, reconciled
1646 (Obregon, p. 361).
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think it over well, he was ordered back to his cell, and he

signed it.

[Signed] GABRIEL DE GRANADA.
Before me,

[Signed] Lie. M. DE ARASUS.*

I accept this confession in so far as it makes in my favor

and no farther.

[Signed] DR. GAVIOLA.

Mexico, Thursday. 5th of Novr, 1643. Afternoon. In- n Audience
, _1

7
voluntarily

quisitor Estrada y Escobedo. asked for.

He said that he has asked the audience to declare what

he has remembered since yesterday,f and it is that he has

heard Dona Blanca de Kivera, his grandmother, and his D uianca de

aunts say several times that Dona Clara de Silva, Esper- daughters
D* Olara

anza, Geronima and Sebastian Roman all three dead

used to observe the law of Moses.

And that Maria Gomez, wife of Tremino, a few days before Man Gomez'

they arrested her, told him, this confessant being in her house,

chatting in a window of Inez Pereira's J room, that Antonio JjJJ vaea
7

* Here again they failed to read over his deposition to this boy,
and this omission ought to have been observed by the Fiscal Gav-
iola before he signed it. D. F.

t His last audience, No. 10, was on this same morning, before the

same Inquisitor, and the same Notary, and both are recorded in

the handwriting of this Notary Arasus
;
and his previous audience,

No. 9, was held on the 12th of October, before this same Inquisitor,
but a different Notary, viz., Phelipe de Zavalza y Amezqueta,
which makes it quite clear that the audience of yesterday was not

recorded ; but one of those strategic audiences referred to by Eym-
eric and other Inquisitorial authors. D. F.

\ Ines Pereira, native of Esmiquipan in this archbishopric, wife

of Baltasar Bias Santillano, daughter of Portuguese, of one executed

in person, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1649 (Obregon, p. 368).

A family of this name settled in Curasao about 1650
; see Corcos,

p. 7. Isaac Perera was in Barbadoes in 1680
; Adler, Pub.Am. Jewish

Hist. 8oc., No. 1, pp. 105, 106.
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Vaez said that since the Inquisition had arrested the

Blancas meaning his grandmother and his mother and

aunts every one ought to look out for himself, because they

would not be like him, who said that all the witnesses against

him lied, although they had put him to the question of tor-

ture, and that she answered him telling him to hush and not

to say such things.

And that this said Maria Gomez and her husband, Thomas
d
* Tremino de Sobremonte, are, in his opinion, observers of the

two windows, law of Moses, because he has so heard it said in his house,
The Biancas. by his mother, Maria de Rivera, his grandmother, Dona

Blanca, and his aunts, Margaret, Catherine and Isabelle de

Rivera, and that the above-named run great risks if they

were to be arrested again by this Holy office, because they
had been already chastised in it,* and that he heard his said

The Blancas 111
Tremiflo

mo*ner
^ grandmother and aunts say the same thing about

Leonor Nunez Leonor Nunez,t Isabel Nunez, and Ana Gomez, her dauerh-
Isabel Nunez

ters
>
as tne7 sa^ about Thomas Tremino, and his wife, but

that this confessant has never spoken to, or communicated

with any of these persons referred to about this matter, more
*nan w ^ia* took place with the said Maria Gomez. And that

he nas t̂en neard his mother, grandmother, and aunts say
tnafc LmS Perez Roldan,J kept the law of Moses, and that

Francisco Biandon, also observed it, but that with neither

* See the second prison communications of Gaspar Alfar.

t Leonor Nufies, native of the city of Seville, citizen of that of

New Veracruz, widow of Manuel Coronel, broker by trade in this

Veracruz, new Christian, legitimate daughter of Gaspar de Agart,
and of Maria Nufies, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1646 (Obregon,
p. 359).

J Luis Peres Roldan, native and citizen of this city of Mexico,
merchant, husband of Isabel Nufies, executed, son, cousin, and
uncle of reconciled, executed and penitent persons, Judaizer, rec-

onciled 1649 (Obregon, p. 370).
Francisco Lopez Biandon, alias Terrasas, unmarried, native of

this city of Mexico, gilder by trade, son of executed persons, Judaiz-

ing heretic, relapsed, executed in person 1649 (Obregon, p. 368).
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of the two has he communicated. And that he has also heard

them say that Inez Pereira, Balthazar Diaz, her husband, and Ba
^
hr^fla

her brother, Manuel Diaz Santillan, and Francisco Nietto,* Franco uietto

observed the said law, but that neither has he communicated

with them.

And that after his said mother, grandmother and aunts

were arrested, this confessant went to see Esperanza Rodri-

guez, who told him that she had lately taught her daughter,
Maria del Bosque,t the law, and that the only one now want-

ing was the Fleming, meaning her son John, but that he

would soon fall, (be caught or cave in), and that being in

the prison in company with her said mother, grandmother
and aunts, he heard his said mother say, that before they had

apprehended her, she had been with Duarte de Leon, and that

he said to her, that it was better not to talk, (confess or de-

clare), that four turns of the rope on trie rack did not signify ;

(and here he relates about his mother, asking Duarte about a

slave of the alcaide, who used to carry messages from him

to his wife, &c.)

And that he also heard his said mother say that by means Luis Perez

of this same negro slave Luis Perez Roldan used to commu- Isabel Nufiez

nicate with his wife, Isabel Nunez ;
and all this that he has Leonor

related, he heard her say in the prison; speaking to his

grandmother and his aunts, and that just now he does not

* Francisco Nieto, alias Neto, native of Casteloblanco, in Portu-

gual, citizen and merchant of this city of Mexico, son of Hebrew
new Christians, married first in Seville to Clara Fernandez, and

second in this city to Leonor Nufies, Judaizing heretic, reconciled

1649 (Obregon, p. 371).

I Maria del Bosque, native of Guadalaxara, spinster, seamstress by

trade, daughter of Esperanza Rodriguez, reconciled, and of Juan

Baptista del Bosque, German, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1649

(Obregon, p. 357).

This may be the same name as Bosch, mentioned by Max Koh-

ler, Pub. Am. Jewish Rut. Soc., No. 2, p. 83.
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remember anything more, and it is the truth on the oath

which he has taken, and straitly admolished, &c.,* . . . .

and he signed it.

GABRIEL DE GRANADA.

Before me, (Signed), Lie. MOR< DE ARASUS.

I accept this confession in so far as it makes in my favor,

and no farther.

[Signed] DR. GAVIOLA.

12

vokStSiil Mexico, Friday, 6th Nov., 1643. Afternoon. Inquisitor,
askedfor Estrada y Escobedo

He said that two or three months before they were arrested,

as it appears to him, that he does not remember well, his

aunt, Margaret, told him, they being alone, they two, when

speaking about the Virgin and her precious son, she speak-

ing of them both with contempt, how they used some nights

to flog a small wooden crucifix they had there unnailed, (or

unscrewed), from a cross from which it had fallen, that she

lashed him with a scourge, and that he was held between

(by) her grandmother, and her aunt, Isabelle, for her to do

this. And that his said aunt, Margaret, had burnt in the

kitchen fireplace of her house, an arm of the holy Christ,

which had dropped from him, because as the Christ was

rolling about without the arm, and the arm without the

Christ, on account of the negress who saw it, they said it

would be better to burn it, but is clear that the intention was

wicked, for they being Jewesses, and abhorring and flogging
the effigy of Christ, she would burn the said arm with the

same abhorrence ; and although he did not see the said arm

being burnt, his said aunt told him of it
;
neither did he see

when they flogged the holy Christ, nor could such a thing
enter in his imagination, though two or three nights he

*The reading over of the deposition was again omitted. D. F.
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heard in his bedroom, as if they were giving blows in the

saloon or in the room where they made the dolls, and not

paying attention to what might cause the noise, after his

aunt told him of it, he understood then that those blows and

noise, as if of flogging, happened on the occasions of com-

mitting such a grave and atrocious crime, which this con-

fessant not only did not vituperate, but as a jew, which he

was, he applauded his said aunts act and because he thought

by doing so he would please her.

And that he heard his said aunt say that Simon Lopez de

Aguarda and Simon Lopez Ramirez and Thomas Lopez
Monforte* his brother, Thomas Gomez and Diego Mendez

de Silva, Manuel Nunez Caravallo and Julian de Albalaez

were observers of the law of Moses, but this confessant does
JJJjJ\

not know them, except Caravallo and Diego Mendez ;
but he

has not treated with any of them about this matter.

And the Lord Inquisitor showed him a crucifix of wood, a Alvalaez

quarter ofa yard long, minus an arm, and a scourge (cat) offive

tails, of gray ixtle (maguey hemp) with its handle of spool

thrtad
;
and the said Gabriel de Granada having seen the said

crucifix and held it in his hands, kissing it with all reverence

He said that he recognized the holy Christ very well, be-

cause he saw him many times in his house, where he held him that was
* ' shown him in

in great devotion, on an altar before his said aunt had perverted

him to the law of Moses
;
and because his arms used to drop Rivera

off sometimes he used to stick them on again with wax. And
that the arm that is missing is the one that his aunt told him

she had burnt, and the holy Christ the one she told him she

used to flog, and that the scourge, he does not even know it,

[this was written and then the pen drawn through it thus
"
Yque el apote ni ni lo conosse and then they made him say

as follows :] he saw it in his house, and he thinks it was

* Thomas Lopez de Monforte, native of Monforte in Portugal

vagrant, son of Francsisco Gonzales, merchant, and of Constanza

Lopez, Portuguese, Hebrew new Christians, Judaizing heretic,

reconciled 1646 (Obregon p. 360).
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That this made by his uncle Diego Correa for the purpose of flogging
made by the little nigger, but he does not know that they flogged the

to flog the holy Christ with it, nor did his said aunt tell with what
negro

they flogged him : that if he knew this as having seen it or

with a better foundation he is so desirous of unburdening
his conscience that with all precision he would declare it ;

and that this is the truth on the oath which he has taken,

and straitly admonished still to think it over well he was

ordered back to his cell, and he signed it.*

[Sig'd] GABRIEL DE GRANADA.

Before me, [Sig'd] Lie. Mor DE ARASUS.

I accept these confessions in so far as they favor me and

no farther Said day month and year.

[Signed] D TGAVIOLA.

isth Audience Mexico Friday 13th Nov 1643. Afternoon. Inquisitoro his own J

volition. Estrada y Escovedo.

He said that he asked for this audience to declare that he

has remembered that the Monday before he was arrested he

was with Maria Gomez in her house in a window of Inez

Maria Gomez Pereira's room, and the said Maria Gomez told him that

the Sunday before Antonia, the daughter of Elvira, from the

house of the Alcaide Marafion, had been to see her and had

told her how they had taken up on Saturday night, to the

Alcaide's room, a woman with a blue overskirt, and a white

jacket (jubon) who had a little boy dressed in blue; and

that the boy held the candle in his hands while the mother

was dressing her running sores, and that the Inquisitor, Don
Francisco [de Estrada y Escobedo] had sent her up, and
that for this good news she had given to the said Antonia a

dollar and a Chinese mantilla with point lace ; and when the

said Maria Gomez told this to this confessant she reasoned

*The reading over again omitted. D. F.
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that seeing that they had sent her upstairs she must have

confessed, about which this confessant gave an account to

Diego Correa, just as the said Maria Gomez, she of Tremino,
had told him, in presence of the said Inez Pereira

;
and that Inez Pereira

a month before he was arrested he went to the foliseo* to

see a comedy, and he went to the room where Luis Perez

Roldan lived, retired in that hospital, where he found Eleanor

Nunez, who was there with her daughter, Isabella Nunez, SJJ? Huflez

and her son-in-law, the said Luis Perez Roldan, and speak- Lu's
d
perei

ter

ing of the imprisonment of the grandmother, mother and Boldan

aunts of this confessant and the privations that he must

suffer without them the said Eleanor Nunez said accursed

be the soul who was the cause of their arrest and of those

who arrested them also : that they are there now under-

going the same sufferings that we underwent when we were

there.

And that the night they arrested him before the arrest

took place, his brother, Raphael de Granada, told him that

he had just been with Dona Juana Enriquez who told him
that Elvira, the old negress belonging to the Alcaide, had

been with her and informed her that his aunt Margaret had

been the previous Tuesday in the audience, from eight o'clock

in the morning until eight o'clock at night, and that that

evening, at vespers, which was a Saturday, 12th of July,

they had arrested Simon de Espinosa,f from which it was

infallible that his aunt Margaret had accused him. And
that Raphael de Granada, his brother told him, that Da

Beatriz Enriquez, being sick, had given him twenty dollars

for Luis Perez Roldan and his wife and Isabel Nunez, and hl8 wlfe

*This is the oldest theatre in Mexico, now called El Teatro Prin-

cipal. D. F.

t Simon Xuares de Espinosa, native and citizen of this city of

Mexico, sugar hawker by trade, married to Juana Tinoco, reconciled,

son of Julio Xuares de Fegueroa, Portuguese new Christian, and of

Anna Espinosa, of this city, daughter of Simon Rios reconciled

for Judaizing heresy, reconciled 1646 (Obregon p. 357).

5
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Francisco one dollar for Francisco Febo, who was sick in the Hospital

of Our Lady, to whom she sent to commend her to God, and

that just now he does not recollect other things, and that

this is the Truth on the oath which he has taken, and straitly

admonished still to think it well over he was ordered back

to his cell* and he signed it

GABRIEL DE GRANADA.

Before me. [Signed] Lie. Mor DE A.RASUS.

I accept these confessions in so far as they make in my
favor and no farther. Said day month and year.

[Signed] Dr GAVIOLA.

Au
wh1ch

e
tie Mexico, Friday 20th of Novr

1643, afternoon. Inqui-
pubiication of gitor Juan Saenz de Manozca. .....

WltH6SS63

He was asked what has he remembered about his business,

and on the oath he has taken to tell the whole truth.

He said he has confessed all he knows, that if he should

recollect anything at any time he will declare it. He was

told that he is notified that the Fiscal of this Holy Office is

going to request the publication of the witnesses who have

deposed against him, and that, before he is informed of what

they declare it will be very well for him to declare the whole

truth, and he is admonished to do so because there will be

more liberty to despatch his cause quickly and extend mercy
towards him.

pray8
e
for

s

t

c
h
a
e

And forthwith Dr Don Antonio de Gaviola, Promoter
publication Fiscal of this Holy office, appeared present, and said that

he prayed, and he did pray, for the publication of the Wit-

nesses who deposed against the said Gabriel de Granada,

according to the practice of this Holy office. The said

! Inquisitor commanded the said publication to be done,

omitting the names and surnames and other circumstances

* The reading of the deposition was again omitted. D. F.
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by which he could arrive at a knowledge of the persons of

the witnesses, according to the Instructions and practice of

the Holy Office. Which was done in the following form and

manner.

Publication of the witnesses who deposed against Gabriel

de Granada judaizing Jew resident of this city of Mexico.

A witness sworn and ratified in due time and form, who

deposed in this city one day of the month of July 1642

Said that he knows, saw and heard that the said Gabriel de

Granada said to a certain person his very near relation that

another person, also his very near relation, whom he named?
had taught him the law of Moses, saying to him that it

behooves him in order to be saved to depart from and leave

the law of our Lord Jesus Christ, because it was not the

good and the true law, but the said law of Moses which

was the one necessary for his salvation, and that in its ob-

servance he must keep some fasts, in the keeping of which

he must on the preceding eve sup on fish and vegetables
and the following day he must not eat during the whole day
until night after the evening star appeared when he must

again eat the things mentioned and not meat, and that on

the eve of the said fasts he must bathe and put on clean

clothes.

And that in conformity with this the said Gabriel kept Ohapter2nd

six fasts of the Law of Moses, on Mondays and Thursdays
in company with seven persons his very near relations whom
he named, supping the night before on fish and vegetables

and going the next day without eating until nfght after the

evening star appeared, when he again supped the aforesaid

things and not meat

And that the said Gabriel being a prisoner in this prison chapter 3rd

of the Inquisition in company with a certain person his

very near relation two other persons their very near

relations whom he named called (hailed) them and told them
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to be careful what they did and not to give evidence (testimony)

against any one, and the said Gabriel and his said very
near relation answered that they would do as they asked.

chapter 4th The same witness sworn and ratified in due time and

form in another deposition

Said on a day of the said month and year that he

knows, saw and heard that in the past year of 1641

in the month of Sept
r six persons whom he named

very near relations of the said Gabriel, notified him and

another certain person his very near relation that the fast

of the Great Day would fall on the next day and that they

and all of them would have to keep it in conformity with

which the previous afternoon the said Gabriel and all the

before-mentioned persons his very near relations bathed them-

selves although not. altogether, and they put on clean

clothes and that night they all supped together fish

and vegetables, and not meat. And afterwards they lighted

four or five candles, and they placed them on a clean cloth on

the floor of the bedroom where they slept and they remained

nip until near midnight sometimes on foot and sometimes

seated. And the said Gabriel and the said his very near

relation had their hats on, because they were warned by the

said persons that they must not uncover their heads, and

ach one recited apart by himself the prayers that he knew
of the law of Moses, and about midnight they went to bed,

and the following night the said Gabriel and all of the

aforesaid persons his very near relations at the hour of

supper again supped the same eatables of fish and vegetables,
and not meat, with which the fast ended

chapter 5th And that on the eve of the fast mentioned the said Gabriel

and the said his very near relation kissed the hand of their

mother and their grandmother who gave them their bless-

ing saying to them May God make ye good and they all

embraced each other and asked forgiveness of each other.

chapter eth And that the said Gabriel and his said very near relation

saw and knew that six persons their very near relations
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whom he named when living in the Alcaeceria kept the three

days of the fast of Queen Esther and that some kept one

day and others another.

The same witness sworn and ratified in due time and chapter!.

form in another deposition that he made
Said that one day in the month ofJanuary ofthe year forty-

three, that he knows saw and heard that the news came of the

death of Manuel de Granada, father ofthe said Gabriel, he and

seven persons his very near relations whom he named : did on

the seventh day after receiving the news fast for the soul of

the said Manuel de Granada, and they supped on fish and

vegetables the night before and the night after having been

the whole day without eating ; and that the six preceding

days the said Gabriel with a person very nearly related to

him staid in the house retired without going out as a cere-

mony of the law of Moses because he was so told to do by
both the said persons his near relations, and that on the eve

of the second day a certain person whom he named sent

the supper in order that the said Gabriel and the aforesaid

persons should keep the fast

And that the said six days preceding the seventh of the chapter s.

said fast five persons whom he named sent things to eat to

the said Gabriel and his near relations, one of which five

persons used to dine some days with the said Gabriel and

with his very near relations, and that the said dinners were

of fish because on such days the jews eat fish for the sake

oi their dead and that this is the truth and he does not

declare it from hatred

Another witness sworn and ratified in due time and form 2nd witness,

who deposed in this city on one day of the month of June

of the year
;42 Said that she knows saw and heard that when

Julian^
the

this Holy office arrested the grandmother and three aunts

of the said Gabriel as soon as they brought them the said

Gabriel and two persons his very near relatives whom she

named went to the house of a certain person whom she also

named and they returned at ten o'clock at night ;
and very
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early next morning the said Gabriel and the two said per-

sons his very near relations, went out again, and on a cer-

tain person asking the said Gabriel what they were running
about for he answered that they were going to the house of

certain persons in order that they should entreat the Lords

Inquisitors to release his said grandmother and aunts, and

that this is the truth and that she does not say it from hatred.

srd witness. Another witness sworn and ratified in due time and form

who deposed in this city of Mexico one day of the month of

^ '42 said that she knows saw and heard that a cer-

Person Ver7 nearly related to the said Gabriel about a

year ag taugnt tne law of Moses to the said Gabriel and
cell) afterwards taught it to another person very nearly related to

the said Gabriel, to each one alone telling him that in order

to be saved it was necessary to follow it and leave that of

our Lord Jesus Christ, and that only the law of Moses was

the good the true and the necessary one for salvation and

not the other one of Jesus Christ our Lord, and that other

persons very nearly related to the said Gabriel observed it,

naming them by their names

chap. 2. And that likewise the said person very nearly related to

the said Gabriel taught him the fasts which in observance

of the said law of Moses had to be kept especially that of

the great day which fell in the month of September, the rites

and ceremonies which on its eve had to be observed and per-
formed bathing themselves and putting on clean clothes,

and supping, on fish and vegetables that night and'not meat,

passing the following .day without eating or drinking until

the evening star came forth when they had to sup on the

things mentioned and not on others : asking forgiveness the

one from the other and the parents giving their blessing to

their children all in observance of the law. And that the

said Gabriel for this persuasion left from that time the faith

of Jesus Christ and was converted to the Law of Moses, and
that they have lived therein until this time, the said person
his very near relation telling the said Gabriel that other
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persons very nearly related to him, naming them by their

names kept the said law

The same witness sworn and ratified in due time and form chapter 3rd

in another deposition that he (she) made in this same city

one day in the month of August of '42 Said that he (she)

knows siw and heard that the day that this Holy office

arrested his grandmother and three aunts of his, the said

Gabriel with two persons his very near relations went to

the house of a certain person, whom he (she) named, to whom
one of the persons with whom the said Gabriel had gone
said in presence of another person whom he (she) named that

he wanted to come and present himself in this Holy office,

and that the person to whose house they went told him not

to do it offering him five hundred or one thousand dollars

to give to the Alcaide of this Inquisition to let him speak to

a certain person (female) confined in those prisons very nearly

related to the said Gabriel in order to intimate to and

admonish her not to declare anything against the person in

whose house they were nor against some others who he

named and that this person very nearly related to the said

Gabriel answered that he would thus do.

And that while they were in this conference in the dark, a chapter *.

person entered who was the owner of the house with three

others whom he (she) named and upon his asking why the

person very nearly related to Gabriel did weep he was

answered that on account of the arrests made by the Holy
office of the said grandmother and aunts of the said Gabriel

and that he (or she) wanted to speak to one of them and of

the offer that was made of the five hundred or one thousand

dollars for effecting that purpose ;
and the said person, owner

of the house, approved saying that the said sum of the

thousand dollars should be so promised, and the person very

nearly related to the said Gabriel said to them not to be

troubled that though they should arrest her she would not

expose them, there being present at all this two other persons

whom he named besides those above mentioned
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chap. 5. The same witness sworn and ratified in due time and form

in another deposition

Said one day in the month of August of the year
'42 that he knows saw and heard that the said Gabriel

being a prisoner the night that a person a very near

relation of his felt that he was arrested said to him
from another cell that in no manner should he declare any-

thing about the persons there outside, that it was enough
that he should confess his own fault without confessing that

of others, and in particular he, (she) said to the said Gabriel

not to do harm to a person related to the said Gabriel nor

to another whom he, (she) also named and that this is the

truth and he (she, his mother), does not declare it from

hatred.

4tn witness And another witness sworn and ratified in due time and
Chap. 1st

Da C
R?ver

a ôrm W^ deposed in this city of Mexico on a day of the

(his aunt) month of June of 1642 Said that she* knows saw and heard

that the said Gabriel is an observer of the law of Moses,
and that it had been taught to him by a person very nearly
related to the said Gabriel, and that the said Gabriel as such

an observer was present at the fasts of the great day of the

past years of '40 and '41 other persons also being present
whom she named, very near relations to the said Gabriel,
and that she is in doubt whether he fasted or not some day
of the fast of Queen Esther with the said persons very near

relations of his who did hold that fast. And that likewise

she is in doubt if the said Gabriel the day of the great fast

of the year forty was found in the house of a person very

nearly related to him, whom she named, in presence of four

other persons, his near relations, whom she also named, when
two persons, whom she named, entered into the said house

who said that they came very tired from the Alameda, where

they had been to dissimulate the fast of the said great day.

* The masculine pronoun is used throughout to deceive the culprit.
D. F.
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And that in the fast ofthe great day of the past year of '41 cnap.2nd

the said Gabriel being present the night before the fast a

person very nearly related to the said Gabriel lighted six

candles and placed them on a clean towel on the floor in ob-

servance of the law of Moses, six persons very nearly related

to the said Gabriel being present all of whom kept the said

fast.

And that when a certain person, whom she named, died, chap. 3

a certain person, whom she named, very nearly related to the

said deceased having retired to her house there went to visit

her at her house a person nearly related to Gabriel with

another person also very nearly related to him, whom she

named
; and that they supped with the person very nearly

related to the deceased on eggs, fish and vegetables with two

other persons whom she named
; and that evening the person

very nearly related to the said deceased gave certain pieces

of money to a person very nearly related to the said Gabriel,

to send them to another person, a very near relation of the

said Gabriel, who, with another relation of his had staid in

his house, in order that he should buy eggs, fish and vege-
tables because the following day was the seventh after the

death of the said defunct so that they might fast for him (or

her) in conformity with the observance of the law of Moses

when there dies some observer thereof. And this person

very nearly related to the said Gabriel who received the

money sent it by the said Gabriel who she understands kept
the same fast with the person his very near relation to whom
he took the money.
The same witness sworn and ratified in due time and form chap,m

who deposed in this city on a day of the month of June '42

Said that she knows, saw and heard that the said deceased

person having charged a person very nearly related to her

(or him) with the manner in which a distribution had to be

made of three hundred dollars which he (or she) left; and

the manner was that every Wednesday seven fasts of the said

law of Moses had to be made, and that an alms of one dol-
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lar should be given to the person who kept the fast, and that

if there should be more than three hundred dollars they

should be distributed amongst some of the poor observers of

the law of Moses after they had kept the said fasts for his

(or her) soul for the supper of that day, and that this is

known to the said Gabriel and the rest of the persons his

very near relations, and that the said Gabriel fasted some of

those days, a person very nearly related to said Gabriel

ordering him to do so to which person and to another very

nearly related person they gave some money for this purpose,

chapter 5th And that the said Gabriel with the said persons his very
near relations used to read and recite certain prayers and

psalms (which she mentioned) in observance of the law of

Moses on the eve of the great day, and that each one separ-

ately lighted candles, and that to a certain person very

nearly related to the said Gabriel, whom she named, who does

not know how to read another person also very nearly
related to the said Gabriel, whom she also named, used to

read the prayers to him (or her).

chap, eth The same witness sworn and ratified in due time and in

another deposition Said on one day of the month of July of

'42 she said that she knows saw and heard that on the

news having arrived of the death of a certain person very

nearly related to the said Gabriel, as a ceremony of the law

of Moses and for the soul of the said defunct (his father)

the said Gabriel ate fish for seven days, fasting on the last

of them, all the rest of the persons very nearly related to

the said Gabriel doing the same except one who did not

fast for a certain cause which she declared.

chap. 7th The same witness sworn and ratified in due time and

form in another deposition Said one day of the month of

July of '42 that she knows, saw and heard that this Holy
office having arrested some persons very near relations of

the said Gabriel a person a very near relation of the said

"Gabriel taking the said Gabriel in company with him and
another person a very near relation of his went to the house
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of a certain person, whom she named, to visit a certain person,
whom she also named, to advise him (or her) of the arrest

made, the said person returning the said same night with

the said Gabriel and the other person his very near relation,

who said to another person likewise very nearly related to

him that the person to whose house they went together with

another who was with that person, naming them both, were

afraid and suspicious that one of the said prisoners would

expose them in this Holy office.

Item that when a certain person, whom she named, died in cnap. sth

this city, an observer of the said law of Moses, two persons

very closely related to the said Gabriel sent some small

pearls, that she does not remember how many, in order that

they should be put in the mouth of the said defunct and she

does not quite recollect if they sent them by the said Gabriel

or by another person a very near relation of his.

The same witness sworn and ratified in due time and form chapter QA

in another deposition she made one day in the month of

February of '43 Said that she knows, saw and heard that

a certain person, whom she named, having died another

person very nearly related to the said Gabriel sent with the

said Gabriel or with another person very nearly related to

him three hard boiled eggs in order that the other three

persons, whom she named, should eat them as soon as they
took the said defunct away to be buried, and that this is the

truth and she does not declare it from hatred.

Another Witness sworn and ratified in due time and form 5?
witness

Gii&ptor 1 st

who deposed in this city on a day of the month of June of
2fv |,*

ra de

'42 Said that she knows, saw and heard that the said

Gabriel observes the law of Moses which was taught to him

by a very near relation of his about two years ago, and that

a certain person, whom she named, had the said Gabriel in

his (or her) house about three months and that he (or she)

had seen him fast twice in that time, the day of the great

fast not eating meat at supper and going the whole day with-

out eating until the evening star appeared, supping after-
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ward in company with certain persons very near relations of

the said Gabriel and after supper reciting a certain prayer
which he (or she) declared and it was : Holy Consistories,

divine and holy, lift up your voices and clamor to the God
of Israel for me !

chapter 2nd Item that a certain person, whom she named, an

observer of the law of Moses, having died and left another

person, whom she also named, a certain sum of money in

order that for her should be kept the fasts of the said law of

Moses a person very closely related to the said Gabriel

received twenty-five dollars and that the said Gabriel and

another person very nearly related to him were making those

fasts some Mondays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays when they
were able, for the soul of the deceased person.

chapter 3rd And that on having received news of the death of a

certain person, very nearly related to the said Gabriel, the

said Gabriel with five other persons, very near relations of

his, fasted for the soul of the said defunct according to the

observance of the Law of Moses and that this is the truth

and she does not declare from hatred.
81xtt

ohap
e
i

s
.t

Another witness* sworn and ratified in due time and form

w^10 deposed *n ^is city on one day of the month of August
of '42 Said that he (she) knows saw and heard that the said

Gabriel with another person very nearly related to him
observed the law of Moses which was taught to him by
another person his very near relation.

chap. 2nd The same witness sworn and ratified in due time and form

in another deposition that he (she) made one day in the

month of November of '42 Said that she knows, saw and

heard that news having been brought of the death of a person

very nearly related to the said Gabriel, who observed the law

of Moses
; on the third day after the said news was known

a certain person, whom she named, sent a supper of fish to a

*His reverence puts her in the masculine gender again as he did
with all the female witnesses. D. F.
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certain person very nearly related to the said Gabriel from

which six persons, whom she mentioned, took their suppers,
all of them very near relations to the said Gabriel and five

other persons whom she named, and although this supper
which consisted of fish was eaten in the time of lent it was

done as ceremony of the law of Moses and that this is the

truth and she does not declare it from hatred.

Another witness* sworn and ratified in due time and seventh
WltDBSS

form who deposed in this city on one day of the month
of November of 742 Said that he (she) knows, saw and

heard that the said Gabriel and another person a very
near relation of his were observers of the law of Moses,
and that a certain person his very near relation had taught
it to him and that this is the truth and she does not say it

from hatred.

Another witness t sworn and ratified in due time and 8th witness
Chap. l*t

form, who deposed in this city on one day of the month of

July '42 Said that he (she) knows, saw and heard that

the said Gabriel is an observer of the law of Moses,
and that a certain person very nearly related to the said

Gabriel, whom she named, taught it to him when they were

alone about a year and a half ago, and that he should keep
in its observance the fast of the great day and that the said

Gabriel did so in the Month of September of the past year
of 1641 in company with four persons, whom she named,

very near relations of his, bathing themselves on the eve of

the said fast and putting on themselves clean clothes and

going without eating all the following day until night when
the evening star had appeared, when they supped on fish and

vegetables and other things and not meat, in observance of

* Masculine again. D. F.

t Blanca Xuares, native and citizen of Mexico, wife of Jeorge
Jacinto Basan or Basa, reconciled, daughter of Gaspar Xuares and
of Rafaela Enrriquez, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1648 (Obregon

p. 365)
% Masc. again. D. F.
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the said law, and that five other persons very nearly related

to the said Gabriel know that he is an observer of the said

law and that he kept the fast of the great day. And that

the said Gabriel kept two other fasts of the ordinary ones of

the law of Moses when a certain person whom she named

died.

chapter 2nd And that a certain person, whom she named, very nearly

related to the said Gabriel tried to teach him three prayers

of the said law of Moses, two of which are recited in the

morning and at night, and the other when some defunct of

the law of Moses dies (sic), and that she is in doubt whether

the said Gabriel learned them [or not] and that the first

morning and evening prayer that the said person very nearly

related to the said Gabriel endeavored to teach commences

thus: ....
9th witness Another witness* Sworn and ratified in due time and form

only chapter
who deposed in this city one day in the month of May of the

Dofia juanat year 1643 Said that he (she) knows, saw and heard that a
Tlnoco J 111. .11 A

certain person, whom she named, being in the house of a

certain person, whom she named, very nearly related to the

said Gabriel, the said Gabriel entered and the said person
his very near relation said to her who was in her house that

the said Gabriel was fasting that day, and she put by choco-

late and fruit in order that he might sup on them and that

she had taught him the law of Moses. And that this is

the truth and she does not declare it from odium.
I0th

chip
ie

i

8
5 Another witness sworn and ratified in due time and form

Da
? who deP sed in this city one <% in the month of Novr '642

* Masc. again. D. F.

t Juana Tinoco native and citizen of this city of Mexico, wife of

Simon Xuares Espinosa, sugar merchant, descendant of Hebrew
new Christians, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1647 (Obregon p. 363).

\ Isabel Tinoco, native of the city of Zacatecas, citizen of that of

Mexico, wife of Manuel de Acosta alias Francisco de Torres, recon-

ciled, daughter of Diego Tinoco and of Isabel Silba, executed,

Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1649 (Obregon p. 378).
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Said that she knows, saw and heard that a certain person
whom she named, being in the house of a certain person,
whom she named, a certain person, a very near relation of

the said Gabriel went there one Saturday night and being
alone with this person very nearly related to the said Gabriel

she told her that she wanted to teach her a prayer, and she

made signs for her to hush because the said Gabriel was

there, the said person his very near relative said that it did

not matter because the said Gabriel was already instructed in

the law of Moses and catching hold of him the said person
his very near relative She embraced him and affectionately
caressed him, the said person so nearly related to the said

Gabriel saying that another person, a very near relation of

his, whom she named, had taught him, and that the said

Gabriel asked the said person his very near relative who had

taught him why they 4iad concealed it from him, and likewise

the person very nearly related to the said Gabriel said to the

person with whom she was that the said Gabriel had already

kept many fasts of his law

,

And that so likewise what confirms that the said Gabriel chap, and

is an observer of the law of Moses is that one day after last

St. Dominic's day, a certain person, whom she named, being
a prisoner in the cells of this Holy office, about 10 o'clock in

the forenoon she heard from her cell a certain person very

nearly related to the said Gabriel, whom she recognized by
her voice, speak, in another cell very near hers, and call

another person a very near relation of the said Gabriel who
answered apparently from another cell to whom the said

person very nearly related to the said Gabriel told not to

declare in the audience that she had taught the said Gabriel,

and to another person her very near relative because she had

already declared it, taking upon herself all the blame, to

which the said very nearly related person answered that she

would so do.

And that the day after the death of a certain person, whom chapter sra

she named, she saw that a certain person very nearly related
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to the said Gabriel sent to her house, she does not well re-

member whether with the said Gabriel or with another per-

son very nearly related to her, some wet clothes and asking
what clothes were those she said some clothes with which he

had washed the body of the said defunct as soon as he (or

she) died

chapter 4th And that a certain person, an observer of the law of

Moses, whom she named, having died and having left some

money to be distributed in alms and for keeping some fasts

for his (or her) soul, the person with whom this money was

left whom she named, gave alms to the said Gabriel to the

end that he should fast and to some other persons very near-

ly related to the said Gabriel, and that this is the truth and

she does not declare it from hatred

nth witness Another witness sworn and ratified in due time and form,
DoflaAna who deposed one day in the month of August 1642 Said that

she knows, saw and heard that a person very nearly related

to the said Gabriel, whom she named, who said to another

person, whom she named, that she had taught the said Ga-
briel the law of Moses, and that this is the truth and she

does not declare it from hatred.

i2th witness Another witness sworn and ratified in due time and form
84

who deposed one day of the month of January 1643 Said that

*DI Elena she knows, saw and heard that a certain person, whom she

'named, going to the house of another person, whom she

named, to see him (or her) found there seventeen other per-

sons, whom she named, and the person whom she visited giv-

ing chocolate to this person she asked her why she did not

give it to the others to which she answered that they [of both

sexes] were all fasting and so they would not drink it, and
at this time, the said Gabriel arrived there with another

*Elena Silba, alias Elena Lopez, native of Casteloblanco in Portu-

gal, daughter of Gaspar Voncalbos Soburto innkeeper and butcher
and of Leonor Baez, Judaizing heretics, Judaizing heretic, recon-
ciled 1648 (Obregon p. 366).
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person, a very near relative of his, whom she named, who -

whispered to the said person of the house, and that from this

and because the said Gabriel and the other person his very
near relation who came with him are very near relations of

the observer of the said law they also must observe it.

And that three years ago, a little more or less, a person chap, and

very nearly related to the said Gabriel, whom she named,
went to the house of another person, whom she named, to

whom and to a daughter of the said person, whom he named,
he (or she) asked if they wanted to fast because soon a day of

obligation to fast would come, and they told her yes, to which

the person very nearly related to the said Gabriel responded
that she would come on the eve of the said fast, which was
within eight or nine days, and she went and said that it was

the eve of the day that they must fast, and that that night

they supped on salad, eggs and chocolate. And she remem-
bers that the said person very nearly related to the said

Gabriel took with her either Gabriel or another and that the

said Gabriel or the other person his very near relation kept
there the said fast

; because although the said Gabriel or the

other person, his very near relation did not sleep there next

day at four o'clock in the afternoon he came for the person his

very near relation who had gone there to fast and had staid

there that night, and asked how she got along with the said

fast

And being at supper on the eve of the said fast a person chapterw
very nearly related to the said Gabriel, whom she named,
said that it would have been better for her to have gone to

supper to the house of a certain person, whom she named,
who had many presents prepared because a certain person,
whom she named, was at supper there with another, whom
she named, very nearly related to the said Gabriel and the

said Gabriel or another person his very near relation whom
she named.

And that when a certain person, whom she named, died,

on another person, whom she named, going to make a visit

6
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of condolence to a certain person very nearly related to the

deceased there was with her thirteen persons, whom she

named, and the defunct was -in the middle of the parlor

covered with a new cloth and she who went to condole

noticing it asked those present why they had put a covering

over the defunct for she had remained beautiful and with her

natural features as they said to which a person very nearly

related to the said Gabriel who was with the rest with

another person very nearly related to him, whom she named,
answered it is because we put a little gold in her mouth and

that if she should empty it that they could not see it.

And she saw that after they took away the said defunct to be

buried the said Gabriel or another person very nearly related

to him she does not remember well which of the two it was,

brought some eggs boiled hard and a very nearly related

person, whom she named, taking them from the said Gabriel

she got up from where she was sitting and she went around

giving to each one of the persons very nearly related to the

defunct every one his egg and at the same time expressing
her condolences standing up on foot, and then she did the

same with the persons related to the deceased, and having
finished giving the said eggs the said person very nearly re-

lated to the said Gabriel took her own turning up her eyes

towards heaven and giving her own self the condolence say-

ing, it is certain that her soul is enjoying God, for the num-
ber of eggs came so exact to the persons who are connected

by blood with the defunct, that it appears that such a one

counted all of them, naming a person very nearly related to

her, who had sent the eggs by the said Gabriel or the other

person his very near relation and she does not remember well

which of the two it was, and that this is the truth and she

does not declare it from hatred
13th

oha
ne

ist
Another witness sworn and ratified in due time and form

deposed one day *n tne month of April 1643 Said that

she knows, saw and heard that a person very nearly related

to the said Gabriel, whom she named, said to another, whom
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she named, how she and seven other persons very near rela-

tions of hers, whom she named, amongst whom she mentioned

the said Gabriel, fasted some times on week-days observing
the fasts of the law of Moses.

And that a certain person, whom she named, having died chap. 2^

and having left a certain person three hundred dollars to the

end that he (or she) should distribute them amongst poor ob-

servers of the said law, the said person distributed a sum of

this money to the said Gabriel and to seven other persons

very near relations of the said Gabriel that they might fast

according to their observance for the soul of the defunct, and

that is the truth, and she does not declare it from hatred.

Another witness sworn and ratified in due time and form i*th witness
Chap, lit

who deposed one day of the month of July 1642 Said that i>isabeide

she knows, saw and heard that a certain person whom she

named declared himself (or herself) as an observer of the law

of Moses with seven persons very near relations of the said

Gabriel, and with Gabriel himself, the said Gabriel living

with with the said person his very near relations in a room

in the house of Hernando de Penalosa in front of the houses

of Simon Vaez Sevilla.

And that she knows that the said Gabriel is an observer chap. K&

of the law of Moses which was taught him by a certain

person very nearly related to him, whom she named, and he

has declared himself as such with other persons very near

relations of his, whom she named, and that this is the truth

and she does not declare it from odium.

Another witness sworn and ratified in due time and form

who deposed one day in the month of June 1643 Said that

she knows, saw and heard that a certain person, whom she
J

named, kept a fast on the great day in the month of Sep-

tember although she does not remember of what year in

* Isabel de Silba alias Correa, native of'Casteloblanco in Portu-

gual, citizen of this city of Mexico, married to Antonio Carabajal,

reconciled, daughter of reconciled [persons] Judaizing heretic,

reconciled 1649 (Obregon p. 378).
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company with two persons his very near relations, whom
she named, and of another person very nearly related to the

said Gabriel, whom she named, and the said Gabriel or

another person a very near relation of his, whom she men-

tioned, she does not remember which of the two it was, and

in company also with two other persons, whom she named.

chapter 2nd The same witness sworn and ratified in due time and form

in another deposition which she made one day in the month
of June 1643 Said that she knows, saw and heard that a cer-

tain person, whom she named, having died and left a sum of

money with another person very nearly related to him (or

her), whom she named, to be distributed among poor obser-

vers of the law of Moses to the end that they would do good
to his soul the said person sent a certain amount of that

money for certain persons very near relations of the said

Gabriel and to the said Gabriel in order that they should fast

for the soul of the defunct, and that this is the truth and she

does not declare it from hatred.
16

oniTchap
S Another witness sworn and ratified in due time and form

nt
de orduC who deposed one day in the month of September 1642 Said

that he knows, saw and heard that the said Gabriel is a Jew,
. an observer of the law of Moses, because a person very nearly
related to the said Gabriel told him so, and that the said

Gabriel fasted for the soul of a certain defunct, whom he

named, every time that the said person his very near relation

ordered him, and heard the same from two other persons

very near relations of the said Gabriel, whom he named,
from which he feels sure that the said Gabriel is an observer

of the said law of Moses, and because another person, whom
he named, and a very near relation of the said Gabriel told

him so, and that this is the truth, and he does not declare it

from hatred.
1116

Tdded!
r

^ne same witness sworn and ratified in due time and form
chap. 2nd jn another deposition 'which he made one day in the month

of October 1643 Said that he knows, saw and heard that the

said Gabriel said to his grandmother, mother and aunts and
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his brother that a certain person whom he named had told

him when they were brought as prisoners and he staid out

that his said grandmother, mother and aunts used to flog a

holy christ because the said person lived under the parlor
where they used to flog him, and he heard the blows of the

lashes and he also related, the said Gabriel did, that a certain

person whom he named had told him that the said person
who lived under the parlor had told him the same thing and

that he had heard the said blows, and that this is the truth

and he does not say it from hatred

Another witness sworn and ratified in due time and form n witness
only Chapter.

who deposed one dav in the month of April 1643 Said that *Esperanza
Rodriguez.

she knows saw and heard that the said Gabriel de Granada

is a Jew and as such he declared himself to a certain person,

whom she named, and that she thinks a certain person very

nearly related to him, whom she named, taught the law of

Moses to the said Gabriel. And that a certain person very

nearly related to the said Gabriel, whom she named, went to

the house of a certain person, whom she named, to keep the

fast of the great day taking with her the said Gabriel she does

not remember what year it was, and both of them staid there

all day in that house without eating, and that this is the

truth and she does not say it from hatred,f
18th witness

Another witness sworn and ratified in due time and form

who deposed one day in the month ofAugust 1642 Said that isth witness

he knows, saw and heard that a certain person very nearly
D

related to the said Gabriel, whom he named, said to another

person, whom he named, that the said Gabriel was an

*Esperanza Rodriguez native of the city of Seville and citizen of

that of Mexico widow and daughter of Hebrew New Christians,

Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1646 (Obregon p. 358).

t Here his Reverence got muddled and repeated a former chapter

as we find by a marginal note in the hand writing of the smart In-

quisitor Dr Don Juan Saenz de Manozca, in these words : "this wit-

ness is repeated twice and he is the 16th in order and so he is

passed over." D. F.
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observer of the law of Moses and that a person very nearly
related to the said Gabriel had taught it to him although he

does not remember positively who it was, tho' he under-

stands that all his very near relations may have taught it to

him.

chap. 2nd The same witness sworn and ratified in due time and form

in another deposition that he made one day in the month of

December '642 Said that he knows, saw and heard that

certain persons, whom he named, told a certain person
related to the said Gabriel to tell and instruct the said

Gabriel and to two other persons his very near relations not

to declare what they all followed which was the law of

Moses, altho' they put the knife to their throats.

chap, srd And that the said persons whom he named, told the said

person related to the said Gabriel that when he went to his

(or her) house to go at night without any ruff (golilla) and

disguised and to change his name calling himselfDon Pedro,

changing his voice and taking with him the said Gabriel with

another person very nearly related to him, and that this is

the truth and he does not declare it from hatred.

19
Sa^\

t

anca
Another witness sworn and ratified in due time and form

de Enriquez. who deposed one day in the month of November 1642 Said

that she knows, saw and heard that a person very nearly
related to the said Gabriel, whom she named, said to another

person, whom she named, that the said Gabriel was an
observer of the law of Moses and that two persons very

nearly related to him had taught it to him and that they
must have taught him the said law about a year ago since

when the said Gabriel has kept six or seven ordinary fasts,

and one of them was for the soul of a certain defunct whom
she named the said Gabriel having received the alms there-

for

chap. 2nd And that a certain person, whom she named, having died

a person very nearly related to the said defunct, whom she

named, gave to a certain person very nearly related to the

said Gabriel in presence of two other persons very near rela-
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tions of his two dollars to give them to another person a very
near relation of the said Gabriel in order that he should

keep two fasts for the soul of the said defunct, and the said

person very nearly related to the said Gabriel having
received them gave them to the said Gabriel who was present
to the end that he should give them to the said person his

very near relation, and to tell him, that the said person

very nearly related to the defunct had sent them to him
in order that he should keep those fasts, which the said

Gabriel did.

And that a certain person, whom she named, having died chap. 3rd

in this city another person very nearly related to the defunct

said to another person very nearly related to the said

Gabriel that the defunct person had been an observer of the

law of Moses and on his having just expired the said person
his very near relation sent to a certain person a very near

relation of the said Gabriel asking him (or her) to send him

(or her) something made of gold or some pearls to put them

in the mouth of the defunct as a ceremony of the said law of

Moses, and the said person very nearly related to the said

Gabriel sent with the said Gabriel three or four small pearls

wrapped up in a small piece of paper and he gave them to

the said person very nearly related to the defunct a certain

person very nearly related to the said Gabriel being present

when he gave them to him (or her)

And that a certain person a very near relation of Gabriel chap. *th

having died, on the seventh day after the news of the death

arrived the said Gabriel with seven other persons his very

near relations fasted for the soul of the said defunct : and a

certain person, whom she named, sent them their dinners on

the Friday and Saturday which fell on those seven days, who

said to one of the persons very nearly related to the said

Gabriel that he (or she) did not send fish dinners on meat

days for the fear in which she lived on account of the harm
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it might cause them by sending them fish dinners on meat

days.*
Witness 20tn

only Chap.

Another witness sworn and ratified in due time and form

wno deposed on one of the days of the month of August

soiet
e
nin?be 1641 Said that he knows, saw and heard that a certain

P
witnes8

6
2o'tb person, whom he named, being in the house of a certain

Gasparde Person >
whom he named, where there was a certain person a

Robies. very near relation of the said Gabriel they said to him (or to

her) that the said Gabriel and five other persons very near

relations to the said Gabriel were good people and observed

the fasts of the law of Moses, altho' of the said Gabriel he (or

she) did not say that he kept them but that he was good, and

that this is the truth and he does not say it from hatred

chapter 2nd The same witness n 20 sworn and ratified in due time

and form in a deposition he made on one of the days of

the month of September 1643 Said that he knows, saw and

heard that the said Gabriel is an observer of the law of

Moses, and as such in the keeping and observance thereof he

fasted on the great day in the month of September of the

past year of 1641, going without eating all the following day
until night after the evening star came forth; when he

supped on fish, vegetables and other things and not meat in

observance of the said law, putting on himself clean clothes,

and he does not remember if he bathed.

The same witness sworn and ratified in due time and form

in another deposition he made on one of the days of the

month of October 1643 Said that he knows, saw and heard

that a certain person, whom he named, a very near relation

of the said Gabriel called the said Gabriel about six or seven

months ago and speaking to him alone, said to him that the

law of our Lord Jesus Christ which he followed was not

* The Reverend gentleman got entangled in his own meshes again,
in repeating the 11th "Witness" here as we find in the margin, the

discovery having been made by the "
Chiquito" Inq. Saenz de

Manozca. D. F.
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good nor true but the law of Moses, which she and another

person very nearly related to the said Gabriel observed and

followed, and that for the love she bore him she wanted to

deliver him from the deception in which he was and 'teach

him the said law of Moses, that the said Gabriel believed the

said person very nearly related to him and from that

instant he departed from the law of our Lord Jesus Christ

and passed over to the faith and belief of the said law of

Moses believing and holding it for certain that it was the

ood and the true in which he must be saved and not that

of our Lord Jesus Christ as the said person his very near

relation told him, to whom the said Gabriel answered that

he would guard and keep what she would teach him.

And that on this occasion the said person very nearly re- chap. 4tn

lated to the said Gabriel told him and taught him that in

the month of September the fast of the great day must be

kept in observance of the said law bathing the previous

evening and putting on clean clothes and supping on fish

and vegetables and not meat, and that candles must be lit

and put on a clean cloth, and that the prayer of the said law

must be recited that night without sleeping until after mid-

night and that the whole of the next day must be passed

without eating until night after the evening star is visible

and that then they must again sup on fish and vegetables and

not meat and that they must ask forgiveness of each other

and those who had quarreled become friends.

And that conforming to this in the month of September chapter 5th

1641 the said Gabriel fasted the fast of the great day in com-

pany with the same persons his very near relations and on

the eve of the said fast they all concerted how they had to

observe it, and that these persons his very near relations

bathed themselves in his room, and the said Gabriel with

another person his very near relation bathed each in a differ-

ent room, and the said Gabriel with the rest of his very near

relatives put on them the clean clothes they had, and at night

they supped on fish, eggs and vegetables, after which they
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lighted four or five wax candles and they put them on the

floor of a bedroom on a clean towel and afterwards the said

persons very near relations of the said Gabriel recited some

prayers of the said law and the said Gabriel also recited one

that he knows which the said person his very near relation

had taught him, and the said persons his very near relations

embraced each other and asked forgiveness of each other, and

the said Gabriel and another person his very near relation

kissed the hands of a person very nearly related to them, who,
with other persons their very near relations gave them their

blessing saying, May God make ye good.

chapter eth And that next morning the said Gabriel was told by his

very near relation to go and play and spend the day where-

ever he pleased without eating or drinking because if he did

he would break the said fast, and to return at night to sup-

per, and the said Gabriel did thus do, and he went the said

day to the Alameda and other places spending the day and he

did neither eat or drink anything, and after vespers he re-

turned home and found his said near relations assembled

together and they supped all the things mentioned, upon
which they ended the said fast.

chapter 7th And that the said Gabriel kept six or seven of the ordinary
fasts of the law of Moses some for himself and others for the

soul of a certain defunct person, whom he named, his very
near relation, because the said persons his very near relations

had told him on different occasions to do so telling him to do

so to the end that God would make him good, and that the

said Gabriel kept two or three of these fasts alone and they

gave him eggs, fish and vegetables for supper, and the others

he kept in company with his said very near relations, and all

supped together.

chap, sth And that a certain person a very near relation to the said

Gabriel and the rest of his very near relations said to the

said Gabriel that five persons, whom he named, very near

relations daughters of another person whom he likewise

named were observers of the law of Moses.
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And that the said persons his very relations said to the chap. 9th

said Gabriel that a certain person, whom she named, who
has been absent from this city for two years and he does not

know where, and another certain person, whom he also

named, and a son of his, are observers of the said law of

Moses.

The same witness sworn and ratified in due time and form chap. ioi

in another deposition that he made on one of the days of the

month of October 1643 Said that he knows, saw and heard

that a certain person a very near relation to the said Gabriel

and his very near relation said to the said Gabriel that a

certain person whom he named, an old Portuguese who is in

the city of Vera Cruz is an observer of the said law of Moses.

And that a certain person, very nearly related to the chap.ii*

said Gabriel, living in the house of Penalosa, two persons,
whom he named, entered into her house and being in a con-

versation with the said person a very near relation to the

said Gabriel and the rest of his very near relations, the

said Gabriel or another person very nearly related to him

asked the said very near relations what people these were to

which all of them responded that the said two persons were

observers of the law of Moses.

And that when a certain person whom he named died, chap. 12^

which was in January 1642, a person whom he named, a

daughter of the defunct, gave to a person very nearly related

to the said Gabriel some dollars in order that his said very
near relations should keep as many fasts as there were dollars

of the said law for the soul of the said defunct, and that the

said person very nearly related to the said Gabriel gave to

the said Gabriel three dollars to the end that he should keep
three fasts, as he did on three different Wednesdays because

they are kept on such days for the dead.

And that a certain person, a very near relation of the said

Gabriel, who was a prisoner in the prison of this Holy office

said (as it appears to him) to the said Gabriel and to the rent

of his very near relations that he was afraid they would
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inflict some chastisement on them for having deposed

against three persons whom he named
; because altho' the

said three persons were Jews they would deny it in order

that they should not strip them of their property, to which

all of them replied that as they could not deny it neither

would the said persons because the Lords Inquisitors knew
that all who came to these prisons were Jews.

chap, nth The same Witness sworn and ratified in due time and

form in another deposition that he made on one day in

the said month of October '43 said that he knows, saw and

heard that the said Gabriel being in the cell of his prison
with the persons his very near relatives he heard 011 a certain

day that a certain person whom he named imprisoned in

another cell asked for some snuff from a certain person very

nearly related to the said Gabriel, whom he named, and the

said person answering him that he (or she) did not have

any person by whom to send them, the said person who
asked for it said that there was a tame cat going about there

by whom he (or she) could send it to him because a certain

person, whom he named, had sent him many things by him,

that upon this the said person very nearly related to the said

Gabriel called the cat which is a tame black and white one

to which they tied some snuff wrapped in paper from the

[illegible] of the said Gabriel tying them by a strip of cloth

around the cat's neck and sent him with the snuff, and after-

wards the said person who asked it said that he had received

the snuff and all in the cell saw it with the said Gabriel

and this is the truth and he does not declare it from hatred,

witness 2ist Another witness sworn and ratified in due time and form
Ch
juana who deposed in this city of Mexico one day in the month of

aVufatto September 1642 Said that she knows, saw and heard that
>n

going to the house of a certain person, whom she named,
a certain person very nearly related to the said Gabriel to

keep two fasts of the law took with him (or her) one time the

said Gabriel and the other time another certain person whom
she also named his very near relation, and at both fasts the
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person their very near relation who took them said to the

person to whose house they went that the said Gabriel and
the other person his very near relation also kept the said

fasts and that they observed the said law of Moses and they
told it to the said person declaring themselves to her and she

to them that is, with the said Gabriel and the other person
his very near relation and that this is the truth and he does

not declare it from hatred.

The same witness sworn and ratified in due time and form cnap.2nd

in another deposition that she made one day in the month of

October 1642 Said that she knows, saw and heard that a

certain person, whom she named, an observer of the law of

Moses having died and it is a ceremony of the law of Moses
when an observer thereof dies to send something to eat to the

widower or widow his greatest friend or nearest relation and
as certain persons very closely related to the said Gabriel

were such great friends of the widow of the defunct, whom
she named, the said person a very near relation to the said

Gabriel sent to her the hard boiled eggs and chocolate which

was eaten by the said widow and her children, whom she

named, and as it is likewise a ceremony of the law of Moses
to spill the water there is in the house of the defunct the

said persons very near relations of the said Gabriel sent a

jar of water which with the eggs and chocolate were taken to

the said widow by the said Gabriel and another person his

very near relation, and that this is the truth and she does

not say it from hatred.

The same witness sworn and ratified in due time and form chap. 3rd

in another deposition that she made in this same city on one

day of the month of January 1643 Said that she knows, saw

and heard that two certain persons, whom she named, his

very near relations have declared themselves to the said

Gabriel and another person his very near relation in presence
of a certain person, whom she named, as observers of the said

law of Moses, and that this is the truth and she does not

declare it from hatred.
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Here is the Inquisitor 1

Maiiozca's rubric j

cuip?it

h
be

f

forl And the said publication having been made an oath in due
his guardian form of }aw was received from the said Gabriel de Granada

in presence ofDr Juan Martinez de Cespeda his guardian and

lawyer under the solemnity of which he promised to tell the

truth and answer it in reply to what these witnesses who are

given him in publication declare against him, and the said

publication being read to him he replied thereto in the

following form :

lst

oha
tne

i
88 To tbe first Witness Chapter first

Ea
Gran

e
ada

e ^e sa^ ^at ^e to^ n*s Brother Raphael that his aunt Dona

Mar aritade Margarita had taught him the law of Moses, and the rest

Rivera contained in the chapter he has already confessed it.

Hismother
^ ^e second chapter

grann
lunts

^e sa^ ^at ^ *s ^rue *^a* ^e ^eP* those fasts in company
with his mother and grandmother and aunts as he has

already confessed.

BaSi Sa To the third chapter
Mari

de
&
Biver

e
a ^-e sa^ that it is true and passed with this confessant and

his brother Eaphael and his mother Dona Maria and his

aunt Dona Isabel and that he has already confessed it.

chap. 4th To the fourth chapterHis brother,

mother'
^e sa^ ^a^ he has already confessed what passed at this

& aunts.' fast of the great day which he kept in company with his

grandmother, mother, aunts and brothers.

chap. 5th To the fifth chapter
He said that he has already confessed it and it is true.

HisSSoS To th sixth Chapter
gr
andTunt

e
s'

He said ifc is true that these fasts of Queen Esther were

kept by his mother, grandmother and aunts as he has already
confessed.

C
agEinst

To the seventh Chapter
E^ael

5
e He said that he had not confessed what is contained in

unnm&cui
Da juana this chapter because he did not remember it and that is true
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and happened thus : that when the news came about his

father Manuel de Granada who died in the city of Manilla*
this confessant and his brother Raphael de Granada fasted

the seventh day after receiving the said news which was on

Monday, Christmas eve, and that Da Juana Enriquez wife of

Captain Simon Vaez sent some fried eggs and other vegetables
in order that they should sup and likewise the grandmother,
mother and aunts and the said brother of this confessant

fasted to both of whom their aunt Margaret told that they
must not go out of the house for those seven days, as a cere-

mony of the law of Moses, when some relation dies.

To the eighth Chapter
He said that the six days preceding the said seventh

Dona Catalina Enriquez and her sisters Rafaela, Micaela,
Juana and Beatriz and Dona Ana Suarez and he thinks

Dona Elena de Silva sent chocolate one day of the said six,

and that who staid there to sup with them was Isabel, she of

Antunes, Dona Juana Enriquez and Dona Micaela and that

he had forgotten all this and not from malice.

To the second Witness only chapter
He said that who went with his mother Da Maria was

his brother Rafael and that he has already confessed what

passed and took place in this matter.

To the third Witness first chapter

He said that he has already confessed that his aunt

Margaret taught him the law of Moses and to his brother

Rafael and all that took place in this matter.

To the second Chapter
He said that he has already confessed that this confessant

and his brother Rafael went with his mother Dofia Maria

to the house of Dona Juana Enriquez and all that this

chapter contains.

To the fourth chapter

* Indicates the presence of Jews in the Phillipine Islands at this

early date.

Enriquez
D Blanca
Da Margarita
Da Catalina
Da Isabel
D Clara de
Rivera
* He added
when ratifying
before his

guardian that
Da Beatriz
Enriquez also
sent something
for supper, to
which I certify
Phe de A.

Chap. 8th

Da Catalina
Enriquez
Da Bafael
Da Micaela
Da Juana
Da Beatriz
Enriquez.
Da Ana Suarez
Da Elena de
Silva
Da Isabel
Duarte

2nd Witness
Only chapter J

Da Ma de
Rivera
Rafael de
Granada

3rd witness
Chap. 1"
Margarita de
Rivera
Rafael de
Granada

Chap. 2nd
Rafael
Da Maria de
Rivera aud
Da Juana
Enriquez.

Chap. 4th
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chap. 5th He said that it is true and he has already confessed it, and

it occurred in the house of Simon Yaez Sevilla.

To the fifth chapter
He said that all that this chapter contains is true and that

he has already confessed it.

To the fourth witness first chapter

chap. 2nd He said that he had already confessed all contained in this

chapter with great minuteness.

To the second chapter
He said that he has already confessed what this chapter

says,

chap. 3rd To the third chapter
He says that he has already confessed all contained in this

chapter, but that he did not keep the fast with his aunt Dona

Isabel, and it is easily seen because the Witness says he

thinks or understands that this confessant did it.

Dott?BTan
4
c'a To the fourth chapter

an
Beatriz He said that he has already confessed what took place

Enriquez about the fagts kept fop i}ie money iefl. ^y Dona Blanca

Enriquez and distributed by Dona Beatriz Enriquez.

chap. 5th To the fifth Chapter
He said that he had already confessed all that is contained

in this chapter,

chap, eth To the sixth chapter
He said that he has already confessed what this chapter

says in reply to what another witness said because he had

forgotten it.

chap. 7th To the seventh chapter
He said that he has already confessed it.

chap, sth To the eighth chapter
He said that he has already confessed this about the

pearls,

chap. 9th Xo the ninth chapter
against Da t

*

s
^>ei

inmrte He said that he who took those eggs to Dona Isabel, she

Granada his of Antunes, was his brother Raphael and that this he justbrother J

now remembered.
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To the fifth Witness, first chapter s* witness

He says that it is true and he has already confessed it.

To the second chapter Chap 2nd

He says that he has already confessed what this chapter
contains.

To the third chapter Chap 3rd

He said that he has already confessed what this chapter
contains.

To the Sixth Witness first Chapter 6th witness

He said that he had already confessed what this chapter
contains.

To the second chapter chap. 2nd

TT" -i ,1 ,i against D
He said that the person who sent this supper was Da

Beatriz Enriquez, but that the news of the death of his father

did not come in Lent but seven days before Christmas, and
the witness is mistaken in saying that it came in Lent.

To the Seventh Witness, only chapter 7th witness

He said that some of his aunts, his mother or his grand-
mother may have told some of the many Jewish persons with

whom they are in communication that to this confessant and
his brother Raphael the law of Moses had been taught by
his aunt Margaret anfi that he observed it.

To the eighth Witness first chapter s* witness

He said that all that this chapter contains is true and that

he has already confessed it.

To the second chapter cimp. and

r-r . n . ,.- .
D Margarita

He said that his aunt Margaret tried to teach him these de Rivera

three prayers but he was not able to learn them all.

To the ninth Witness, only chapter oni
W
cha

e
>

8S>

He said that it is true and it took place in this confes- aeainst I)a
r

f f
J uana Tlnoco

sant's house when Da Juana Tinoco was there on a visit and Maria ae
Rivera

that who kept chocolate and fruit for her was his mother Da

Maria, and that he forgot to declare it in his confessions

although he has deposed other things against the said Dona
Juana.

To the tenth Witness first chapter 10* witness
* Chap, lit

7
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-H-6 6ays tnat w^at tn*s chapter says is true and that it

Isa
Rivera happened with Isabel, she of Acosta, to whom his aunt Dona

Isabel de Rivera was teaching a prayer in the corridor of

Dona Ana Suarez's house when she told the said Isabel, she

of Acosta, that this confessant was now a Jew and that he

kept fasts and that she embraced this confessant rejoicing in

that he was like" unto her.

D. island T the SeCOnd chaPter
Da M

Kivera
e

-^-e sa*^ *na^ ne ^as alrea(ty confessed what this chapter
relates and it happened with his aunt Isabel and his mother

Dona Maria, and that it is very possible that the said

Isabel, she of Acosta, may have heard it, and that it may
have confirmed her in the belief that this confessant was a

Jew.

chapter 3rd To the third chapter

EspeSnza He said that what this chapter contains is false testimony
Rodriguez -. ,. , .,,. ,. ,,

Isabel, she of and a he, because neither his mother nor his aunt Margarita
'

nor his grandmother washed the body of Da Blanca Enri-

quez, but Esperanza Rodriguez and so they could not send

the wet cloths of which this witness speaks. And that this

confessant saw that the said Esperanza Rodriguez went into

the parlor where the corpse of the said Dona Blanca was on

her bed with some wet cloths to wash her, and that Dona

Isabel, she of Antunes, was in the said room.

Doaa E
a
i

p
anca

To the fourth Chapter
jje g^ ^a^ jje nas already declared about these fasts

which were kept by Dona Blanca Enriquez.
To the eleventh witness, only chapter

Marga
mve?a He said what fault is it of his that his aunt Margarita

Canada should say that she had taught the said law to him and to

his brother Rafael.
iaft

oES?ft To the twelfth Witness, chapter first

8ai
juana He said it is true that this confessant and his brother went

1U
aii 'her into the parlor of the house of Dona Juana Enriquez where

the relations of were all her relations and those of her husband and amongst
D
m
MarTa de them his mother Dona Maria to whom both of them went to
Rivera
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speak to give her a message but that this confessant does not

know for certain if they were fasting, but that he

thinks they were for such meetings are only held for the

purpose of fasting, and more so they being so shortly after

the death of the said Dona BlancaEnriquez and that his said

mother did not say so to him but he conjectures it.

To the second chapter
He said that who went with his aunt Dona Margarita to

the house of Dona Elena de Silva to keep the said fast of

the great day with her and with her daughter Dona Isabel

and Don Antonio Caravallo was his brother Raphael,
and that he does not know how witness can say that his

said aunt went to advise the said Dona Elena to keep the

said fast because she is an exceedingly great Jewess and fled

from the Inquisition of Portugal, as he was told by his

mother, grandmother and his aunts.

To the third chapter cnap. 3rd

He said that seeing that he did not go to the house of the

said Dona Elena, but his brother he cannot answer what the

witness says.

To the fourth chapter

He said that who took the hard boiled eggs to the said

Dona Blanca's house was his brother Rafael and so he can give

no information about what this chapter states, that his

brother as a good confessant will confess it or has already

done so.

To the thirteenth witness, first chapter

He said that his grandmother, his mother or some one of

his aunts may have told what this chapter contains to some

Jew, and that he has confessed the fasts he kept and those

he saw kept.m i T -, Chapter 2nd
To the second chapter D Bianca

He said that he has already declared about the money
E

left by Dona Bianca Enriquez for keeping fasts for her soul.

To the fourteenth Witness, first Chapter against juan

He said that this is Juan de Leon and he declared himself
d
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confessant, his grandmother, his mother and his

aunts ai*d brother when they were living in Penalosa's

houses as he has already declared.

chap. 2nd To the second chapter
He said that he has already confessed all that is contained

in this chapter and that it is true.

i5tn witness To the fifteenth Witness, first chapter
Da Eiena de He said that it refers to the fast that was kept in the

Granada house of Dona Elena de Silva where his brother Rafael

went and which he has confessed.

chap. 2nd TO the second chapter
D&'BlcHlCci

Enriquez. He said that he has already confessed several times this

of the fasts kept for the said Dona Blanca Enriquez.
i6th witness To the sixteenth Witness, only chapter
Only Chapter .-IT ITT//. i

His mother his He said that he holds it for certain that his mother, his
grandmother . ...
and his aunts grandmother and his aunts told many Jewish persons that

this confessant and his brother were Jews because they were

very ready to declare themselves to every one.

The 5th witness TO the fourth chapter of what was added by the fifth
Chap. 4th adds

Rafael de witnCSS
Granada

He said that who told this confessant of what this chapter
relates was his brother Rafael, and it is true and he has con-

fessed it.

i7th witness To the seventeenth Witness, only chapter
against He said that although it is true that he declared himselfas

Rodriguez, a Jew to Esperanza Rodriguez and her daughters he does
Juana, Maria 3

Isabel del not remember having gone with any of his aunts to keep any
fast in the house of the said Esperanza Rodriguez and so

this witness lies.

18th
c^"P

ne
i^

To the eighteenth Witness, first chapter

grandmother
^e 8a^ tnat al^ough ^ ig true tnat his aunt Margaret

and aunts, taught the law of Moses to him and to his brother, his

mother, grandmother and aunts also taught it to him some-

times.

chap. 2nd To the second chapter
He said that it is true and he has confessed that before
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they were arrested this confessant, his brother, his mother,
his grandmother, and his aunts and his uncle Diego Correa
were determined not to confess. D1eg correa.

To the third Chapter
He said he has already confessed that his uncle Diego chap. 3rd

Correa used to go to the house of Simon Vaez Savilla at

night after the first arrests of his grandmother and uncle

and that it is true that Dona Juana Enriquez told his said

uncle to change his name and call himself Don Pedro so as

not to be recognized by the negroes and also to change his

voice as he did sometimes when he went with this confessant

and at other times with his brother Rafael.

To the nineteenth Witness first chapter
He said that he has already confessed what is contained in

this chapter.

To the second chapter chap. 2nd

He said that he also confessed it.

To the third chapter cuap. 3rd

He said that he had already confessed what this chapter

says.

To the fourth chapter chap. 4th

He said that he has already confessed it.

To the twentieth witness, first chapter

He said that this chapter speaks of his mother, grand-
mother & aunts and his uncle Diego Correa and that what

it states is true because it took place with them.

To the second chapter chap. 2nd

He said that he has already confessed what came to pass

in this fast of the year '41.

To the third chapter chap. 3rd

He said that he has confessed it.

To the fourth chapter 2Si*ii

He said that he confessed that his aunt Margaret taught

the law of Moses to him and to his brother and likewise Rlvera -

what this chapter contains.

To the fifth chapter
chaP- 6th
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He said that he has confessed it.

chap. 6tn To the sixth chapter
He says that he has already confessed it.

chap. 7th To the seventh chapter
He said that he has already confessed all the fasts that

he kept and that what this chapter says is true.

T the elghth CnaPteF

^e sa^ *kat ke has already confessed that his mother

Enrique?!&
n
an grandmother and aunts had told him that Dona Blanca

her daughters Enriquez and all her daughters were Jews.

chap, gth To the ninth chapterJuan de Leon

G
simonvaez He said that this chapter speaks of Juan de Leon,

Simon Vaez and Gaspar Vaez and that he has already con-

fessed it.

chapter i th To the tenth chapterFranco Home
. t

*

He said that this chapter speaks of Francisco Ome, that

he has already confessed it.

chap, nth
To the eleventh chapter
He said that he cannot imagine who these two perssons

can be, that undoubtedly they must be some persons against
whom he has made confessions, that they are Jews because

his mother, grandmother and aunts having told him that

they were.

To the twelfth chapter
Chap. 12th

^
f

He said that it is and he has confessed it.

chap, isth To the thirteenth chapter
Rodriguez de He said that what the chapter contained is true and

Luis de that his grandmother was suspicious of Matias Rodriguez
Pedro de de Oivera * and Luis de Amesqueta f and Pedro de
f^-n *ITT Q-t*aGuevara

*A family of the name settled in Curagoa in 1650. See Corcos, p. 7.

|Luis de Mesquita alias de Amesquita Sarmiento, unmarried,
native of the city of Segobia in Castille, citizen and merchant of

that of Mexico, 'son of Lope de Amesquita and of Isabel Gomez,
native of that city, Hebrew new Christians, Judaizing heretic,
reconciled 1646. (Obregon p. 357).
This is no doubt the same name which appears under the form
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Guevara * that they being Jews they would deny what the

chapter says, and this took place in the cell where this

confessant and his brother were with his mother, grand-
mother and aunts.

To the fourteenth chapter
He said that he has already confessed this about the cat.

To the twenty first witness first chapter STi?i2
e88

He said that he has already confessed that who went US?ffJJ
with his aunt Margaret to Esperaza Rodriguez's house was Rivera,

rita de

his brother Raphael and that if this confessant had gone a^nada
6

he would have confessed it like a good penitent as he

has been.

To the second chapter chap. 2nd

He said that it speaks of the death of Diego Autunes

and he has already confessed it with all precision and truth.

To the third chapter SSiTa*,.
He said that the persons of whom this chapter speaks SSriguez del

are the daughters of Esperanza Rodriguez and he has Bo8que -

already confessed it with all truth and precision and that

is the truth on his oath which he has sworn.

The said Inquistor ordered that a copy and tran-

script of the said publication be given to him and that

on the third day he respond thereto and allege against it, allege

Mesquita. The oldest Jewish gravestone now remaining in New
York is that of Benjamin Bueno de Mesquita who was buried in

1683. See N. T. Phillips Pub. Am. Jewish Hist. Soc., No. 1, pp. 91

and 92. David Bueno de Mesquita was a -well-known resident of

Amsterdam in the beginning of the 18th century. See Graetz,

History of the Jews (American edition), Vol. V, p. 205. The family
Bueno de Mesquita still exists in England.

* Pedro Guebara, Portuguese, merchant and citizen of this city of

Mexico, Judaizing heretic, fugitive, executed in effigy 1649(0bregon

p. 375).

t Juana del Bosque native of the city Carthegena of the Indies,

resident in this [city] of Mexico, wife of Bias Lopez, Portuguese,

fugitive, daughter of Esperanza Rodriguez, reconciled, and Juan

Baptista, German, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1640 (Obregon

p. 357).
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by and with the opinion and advice of his advocate and

guardian what may be expedient in his defence, and very

strictly admonished still to think over it well and declare

the truth he was ordered back to his cell, and he signed it.*

GABRIEL DE GRANADA.

Before me [Signed] GONZALO DE ESTRADA.

I accept these confessions in so far as they make in

my favor and no farther. Said day month and year.

[Signed] Dr GAVIOLA.

14* Audience. Mexico, Saturday 18th December 1643. Inquisitor

Estraday Escobedo. Morning.
He said that he has asked this audience in order to

declare that he has remembered that after his mother,

grandmother and aunts were prisoners in this Holy Office

a
MariaGomez ne went to see Maria Gomez she of Tremino to give her

She of Tremino D

a dollar that she had sent him for some shoes and having

gone to her house which was in San Francisco Street he

found them in company with the said Maria Gomez, her

Eleanor Nunez mother Eleanor Nunez who was sitting down on a bench

in the wide corridor near to the door of her said daugh-
ter's room, she said to this confessant and to her said

daughter Maria Gomez who was standing up with her

son Raphael in her arms speaking of the arrest of the

said mother, grandmother and aunts of this confessant,

what would they not make them suffer in this Tribunal

what would they not say to them and charge them with ?

that when she was a prisoner, they charged her in the pub-
lication of Witnesses that she had flogged a holy christ, and

that although she denied it they read it in the auto all

of which was heard by this confessant and by the said

* The reading over of these answers was omitted. D. F.
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Maria Gomez. And proceeding with her chat with the

two the said Eleanor Nunez told that shortly after she Eleanor Nunez

went out in the auto she was making a visit to Dona
Isabel de Espinoza who asked why Isabel Cardado,* she

of Balthazar del Yalle,t who had put a holy christ into

a servicio (a night-stool) and that she answered that only
those who had been and are prisoners in this Holy office

knew why they confessed, saying all this with a peculiar
look and significant tone giving it to be understood that

they forced them in this Holy office to confess.

Item he remembers that before and after what he has

related he heard the said Eleanor Nunez telling several Eleanor Nunez

times that her imprisonment in this Holy office had been

strewn with flowers on account of her having got so well

and so quickly over it.

And that by means of the negro. Manuel, who served in the The NegroJ Manuel
secret prison, they were able to communicate by writing and

had her daughters Maria and Isabel come and present them-

selves.

Item. He remembered having heard his aunt Margaret
de Rivera (one day in the morning that she sent to Luis

Nunez a cross which was that of the Holy Christ shown him

in this Tribunal) say the following words : what a bad day
Luis Nunez will pass to-day, for the first thing that

enters his doors will be a cross, and although some of his

aunts were present when she said jt he does not remember

which of them.

And that sometimes likewise he heard his said aunt

* Isabel Lopez Cardado, native of Med na del Campos, citizen of

the mines of Pachuca, wife of Baltasar del Balle, reconciled, Juda-

izing heretic, reconciled 1635 (Obregon p. 355f).

t Baltasar del Balle, Portuguese, or Baltasar Diaz native of the city

of Samora in Castillo, citizen of the mines in Pachuca, Judaizing

heretic, reconciled 1635 (Obregon p. 355). Jacob Fonceco Vale wat

in Barbadoes in 1680. Adler, Pub. Am. Jewish Hist. Soc. No. 1, p.

107; Isabella de Valle perished in the flames in Lisbon, May 10,

1682, Kayserling, Sephardim.
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Margarita^ Margaret when the most holy sacrament happened to pass
near her house when the bell would ring say there goes the

!=onhoi = dishevelled (or the unkempt or the bald-head) meaning the

most holy Sacrament, and at other times he heard her say
when our Lady would be mentioned call her Dona Maria,

saying both things about Chrst our Lord and his Most Holy
Mother with scorn and contempt.
And that this kind of language was commonly used by

*

Snoco Catalina Tinoca and Isabel, she of Antunes, which this con-

fessant heard several times, in scorn of our Lord Jesus

Christ and his most Holy Mother. And that just now he

does not remember any thing else, and that it is the truth

on the oath he has sworn.

And very straitly admonished to think over it well he

was ordered back to his cell* and he signed it.

GABRIEL DE GRANADA.
Before me

[Signed] Lie. Mor DE ARASUS.

I accept this confession in so far as it makes in my
favor and no farther.

Dr GAVIOLA.

Audience Mexico, Tuesday 22nd November 1643 Inquisitor Higuera

y Amarilla. Afternoon.

He said . . . that he remembers that three or four months
before his grandmother, mother and aunts were arrested . . .

his aunt Margaret said that Mathias Kodriguez de

MargI
eS Olivera was an observer of the law of Moses, that Dona

Da iSir/iS Raphaela Henriquez had told her so. And that when Dona
Blanca Henriquez died the said Mathias Rodriguez de

Olivera sent a fish supper to the daughters of Dona Blanca,
tnat ne heard his aunt Margarita de Rivera say this on

of Da Blanca
Enriquez

* Not read over as it ought have been. D. F.
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the occasion above referred to, and that so he presumes
that the said Mathias Rodriguez de Olivera is an observer

of the law of Moses because it is a ceremony of the law of

Moses to send the sai<l suppers and dinners of fish to the

children and near relations of the dead person who has

been an observer of the law on such occasions.

And that six or seven months before they arrested this con-

fesant, his mother aunts and grandmother he heard them say on

several occasions sometimes to one and sometimes to others

that Manuel Alvarez de Arellano* was an observer of the law Manuel

of Moses because Dona Raphaela Enriquez had told it to

his mother grandmother & aunts. And that three or four

months before the arrest of this confessant his mother,

grandmother and aunts when they were all talking about

Duarte de Leon and his wife Isabel Nunez his aunts

said that the said Duarte de Leon and his said wife

Isabel Nunez were observers of the said law, and that the

said Duarte de Leon observed it after he was released

from this Holy office, and his aunt Margaret said that

the said Isabel Nunez wife of the said Duarte de Leon

told her so.

And that now he remembers that a year before he was

arrested this confessant went to the house of Dona Juana

Enriquez to see her and she gave him two dollars to keep
two fasts of the law of Moses for her health, which

he kept, and that to declare this he has asked this audience

and he solemnly promises that whenever he remembers any-

thing altho' he may be out of these prisons he will ask for

an audience and declare it with all precision and truth

and this that he has declared is the truth and straitly admon-

ished still to think it over well he was ordered back to his

cellf and he signed it.

GABRIEL DE GRANADA.

* Manuel Albarez de Arellano, native of Jelbes in Portugal,

unmarried and merchant of Spain in these kingdoms, descendant of

new Christians, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1647 (Obregon p. 362).

fThe reading over omitted. D. F.
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Before me.

[Sig
d
] FRANCISCO MURILLO CRIALES.*

I accept this confession as far as it makes in my favor and

no farther.

[Signed] Dor GAVIOLA.

Mexico, Saturday, January 9th 1644 Inquisitors Agros,
and Saenz de Manozca

w
iawyer

-^-e sa^ *na* wna* ne remembers is that less than two years

ago this confessant being one Sunday afternoon in the house

of Simon Vaez Sevilla sitting down on a bench in the cor-

ridor he saw Gaspar Vaez aud his uncle Antonio Vaez
Casteloblancof walking up and down there for a long time,

and after the said Antonio Vaez had gone away this confes-

z sant asked the said Gaspar Vaez what he and his uncle had

been talking about, and he answered that he had been

teaching a prayer of the law of Moses, and he asking him

again if he did not know some prayers of the law of Moses

he answered that because of his occupations in his father's

service, Simon Vaez Sevilla, he did not have time to

learn them, and that his mother Dona Juana Enriquez,
when he allowed her could not teach them to him, and that

this is what he remembered and had to say.
Cons

with
t

the
-^e was to^ *kat ^ ^uan Baptista Martinez his guardian

advocate and advocate is present to treat with him and consult with

him about the publication of the Witnesses who depose

against him the said Gabriel de Granada and what he has

answered thereto and so likewise the confessions he has made
at audiences voluntarily asked for by him since Friday the

* This man Criales was the Secretary of the Archbishop of Mexico
and was afterwards Mayor of the city. D. F.

t Antonio Baez and by others called Captain Casteloblanco Portu-

guese, native of Casteloblanco in Portugal, Judaizing heretic, recon-

ciled 1625 (Obregon p. 354).
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ninth day of the mouth of October of the year 1643 until

Tuesday the 22nd day of December of the said year '43, and

that which he made to-day in the audience had with him the

said Gabriel de Granada with all the rest that was necessary
and he ratified the said confessions and said they were his

and he had made them according to and as they were read
JJi8

pr
uard?an

f

to him, and that they were true and he adhered to, affirmed

and reaffirmed them and ratified and did ratify them and if

necessary he would repeat them and in the presence of and

with the assistance of his said guardian, in whose presence
he had previously sworn to speak the truth and having con-

ferred and consulted what he pleased with his said guardian
and advocate about his business and cause and with his

opinion counsel and advice

He said that as is set forth and evident in and from his

said confessions he has wholly confessed the entire truth

about the crimes which he has committed against our holy

catholic faith in which he solemnly promises to live and die

as a faithful and catholic Christian, believing as he well and

faithfully believes all that our holy Roman Catholic mother

church believes, holds and teaches, he being sorrowful and

repentant of the evil deed, in feeling complacent at such a

great iniquity, when he knew that his grandmother, mother

and aunts had flogged the holy christ, and that the reason he

did not confess it instantly, forthwith, was the shame and

terror which put themselves before his eyes, and that these

two things in those of his age even in smaller crimes and in

very light faults are what prevents them from telling the

truth because he is scarcely fifteen years old, for all of which

he humbly begs forgiveness from this Holy Tribunal, as its

custom is to grant to good penitents, as he has been
;
and

deceived and persuaded by his own mother, grandmother
and aunts to whom as an incapable boy he believed, and

that all that can be said in his favor on account of his age

and incapacity he begs that it be considered as herein alleged

in his favor and seeing that he is truly repentant he prays
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for mercy and firmly purposes to amend his conduct and he

begs and implores most humbly that he be absolved from

the censures in which he has incurred and incorporated into

the bosom of our holy Roman Catholic apostolic mother

church and to the communion of the faithful, and he defini-

tively closed by and with the advice and consent of his

advocate.

Referred to the The said Lords Inquisitors commanded that the said Fiscal

be served with a notice and that he close at the first audience ;

He answers and then straitly admonished he was ordered back to his cell,that he hears it. *

and he signed it together with his guardian and lawyer.

(Sig
d

)
Don JUAN BAPTA DE CEPDA

(Signed) GABRIEL DE GRANADA.

Before me (Signd) PH
B de CABALQA AMEZQUETA.

I accept these confessions in so far as they favor me and

no farther. Dor GAVIOLA.

Answer oi the And forthwith what was decreed by the Lords Inquisitors

was by me the present Notary notified to the said Fiscal who
said that he heard it, to which I certify.

(Sig
d
)

PHE
CABAL^A AMEZQUETA.

Ratification m And forthwith incontinently the said guardian and advo-

procedure cate having been commanded to leave, there being present as

respectable respectable religious persons Father friar Diego de Segura
and the Lie. Mohedano presbyters who have sworn the oath

of secrecy, in due form of law there was received from the

said Gabriel de Granada an oath on which he promised to

tell the truth.

He was told that the Fiscal of this Holy Office presents

him as a witness against Isabel de Antunes (and 85 other

persons, as per list at the beginning of the process) to pay

Fiscal
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attention and that his confessions shall be read to him and if

in them there should be anything to alter to add or amend
to do so in such a manner as wholly to tell the truth and to

affirm and ratify it because what he now says will stand to

the prejudice of the aforesaid persons and then what he

declared and deposed against the said persons since the

audience of Friday the 9th of October 1643 until to day

Saturday 9th of January 1644, all having been read to him

word for word,* and the said Gabriel de Granada having
said that he had heard and understood it, he declared that

those were his depositions and that he had declared them

just as they were read to him, and that they were well

recorded, and written and he had nothing to alter to add or

to amend because they are the truth just as they are written

and he adhered to and affirmed and reaffirmed them, that he

ratified and did ratify them, and it being necessary he would

declare them anew against the above-mentioned persons and

not from hatred but for unburdening his conscience and he

signed it, and straitly admonished he was ordered back to

his cell.

(Signed) GABRIEL DE GRANADA

Before me

PHB DE CABALZA AMEZQUETA

In the city of Mexico first day of the month of September
of 1645f the Inquisitors Lie. Domingo Velez de Assas y

Argos Doctors (D. D8

)
Don Francisco de Estrada y Escobedo,

Don Juan Saenz de Maiiozca and the Lie. Don Bernabe de

la Higuera y Amarilla being in their afternoon audience

They said that in conformity with what is prescribed in the

accorded letter of the Lords of the Council of His Majesty,

of the Holy and general Inquisition of the 31 8t of January

* De berbo ad berbum, as the "
present notary

" has it. D. F.

f Twenty months after the last audience. D. F.
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*

of the past year of 1635 and which is in the seventh volume

of Letters from the said Lords, folio sixty, Urbano Martinez,

Juan Correa, Pedro and Sebastian del Castillo, Surgeons of

this Holy Office proceed to make an inspection and examine

the said Gabriel de Granada and ascertain if he is cut

around or circumcised and let them declare it under oath in

this Tribunal taking the said oath before all things to exer-

cise faithfully and well their office and to observe secrecy

about all they may see and hear and in their presence should

come to pass, and they affixed their rubrics

[Here are the four rubrics of the Inq.]

Before me (Sig
d
) EUGENIC DE SABAVIA

And then the said Inquisitors commanded the said Urbano

Martinez, Juan Correa, Pedro and Sebastian del Castillo to

enter into the audience for the said purpose, from whom,

they being present, was received an oath in due form on

which they promised well and faithfully to perform their

office and to observe secrecy in all that they may see and

hear and in their presence come to pass.

And they were commanded by the said Inquisitors that

with me the present secretary of the secret chamber of this

Holy office and with Francisco Ruiz Maranon alcaide of the

secret prisons thereof they proceed, to the cell where the said

Gabriel de Granada is confined, and to inspect and examine

him with all care according to their art and profession to

ascertain if he is circumcised according to the custom of the

Jews, and they having promised so to do and comply they

went down to the cell where the said Gabriel de Granada is

confined and each one separately having seen him and exam-

ined him and gone up to the Audience where the said

Inquisitors were they Declared that having inspected the

said Gabriel de Granada they found a mark .... running

longitudinally and with a cicatrix, made apparently with a
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cutting instrument, and that it is not a natural mark, and
that they remember having inspected and found another

culprit with the same mark who they think is Simon

Montero,* and that perchance it may be a mark of circumci-

sion amongst the Jews, who have various rites and ceremo-

nies, and that this is what according to the best of their

loyal knowledge and belief they are able to declare on the

oath which they have sworn, and they signed it (Signed)

UBBANO MAETINEZ SEBASTIAN DEL CASTILLA JOHAN

DE COBREA FBANCO DEL CASTILLO^ P DEL CASTILLO ^ordt
ed in

Before me (Sig
d
) EUGENIC DE SABAVIA

In the city of Mexico, Saturday 2nd of September 1645 the

Inquisitor Doctor Don Juan Saenz de Manozca being in his

morning audience he ordered Gabriel de Granada to be

brought there from the secret cells and he being present he

was asked if he remembers anything about his business to

tell it .... He said that he does not recollect anything
that he ought to declare. He was told that yesterday after-

noon as he is aware, he was inspected by five Surgeons of

this Holy office and they found on him a mark .... and

not to be a natural mark which must have been made a few

years ago, and that they judged and pronounced it to be a

mark of circumcision such as the Jews make use of: that he

is admonished and charged to say and confess clearly and

openly what he knows about that mark and who made it on

him, for it is not likely nor can it be believed that he has not

observed it, and tried to find out the purpose for which it

* Simon Montero, native of Casteloblanco in Portugal, citizen and

merchant of this city of Mexico, married in Seville to Dona Elena

Montero, daughter of Hebrew new Christians, Judaizing heretic,

feigned confessor and impenitent, executed in person 1649 (Obregon

p. 375).
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was done; because by so doing he will relieve his conscience

and all mercy shall be extended to him

He said that since he entered as a prisoner in this Holy
office he has tried to speak the truth and unburden his con-

science, with a solemn promise to do so whenever and wher-

ever he would remember anything or aught should be asked

him, and that about what he is interrogated he can only say

that since the use of reason dawned on him he found himself

with that said mark and he believed that it was natural to

him and common to all men, and that as he has always acted

in these matters so much like a boy that even yesterday

when the Surgeons inspected him he did not fall into the

suspicion of circumcision nor has he any suspicion of any
one but his mother Dona Maria de Rivera who perchance
caused him to be circumcised when he was so small that he

does not remember the pain or the rest that may have taken

place. And that when he was arrested three months had

passed since he had left school, and that he had read some

books in Spanish about the old law which treats of circumci-

sion comparing it with holy baptism, and that it said that

circumcision was a cutting .... and as he had no mark

around he did not suspect that the mark he has was one of

circumcision, for he had neither heard nor read that any
other mark would serve for circumcision; and that being in

San Luis Potosi when he was a year and a half old he has

heard his grandmother his mother and his aunts say that

there lived there one Alvaro de Acuna* a great Jew a rela-

tion of Manuel de Granada, father of this confessant and

that perhaps he may have done him the harm that he to-day

has, and that it would not be a miracle that moved by reason

of the relationship he may have marked him believing that

*Albaro de Aquna, Portuguese, resident in this city of Mexico,
drowned at sea, merchant, Judaizing heretic, dogmatist, executed
in effigy 1649 (Obregon p. 375).

For the name see Kayserling Bin Feiertag in Madrid, p. 33.
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this confessant would be as great a Jew as he in which he

deceived himself for although they perverted him he acknowl-

edges that he cannot be saved except in the faith and belief

of our Lord Jesus Christ because His Divine Majesty has

enlightened him, and that this is what he can declare and

the truth on the oath that he has sworn, and admonished

still to think it well over he was ordered to his cell and he

Signed it. GABRIEL DE GRANADA

Before me (S
d
) EUGENIC DE SARAVIA*

I accept this confession in so far as it favors me and no

farther (S
d
)
Dr

GAViOLA.f

Gabriel de Granada + No. 26.

Reviewed and Examined [literally seen] by Us the Apos-
tolic Inquisitors against heretical pravity and apostasy, by

Apostolic authority in this city, and Archbishopric of Mexico,

States and provinces of New Spain &c. jointly with the

ordinary, a process and criminal cause which before us has

pended and is pending between parties litigant ;
of the one

part the Fiscal of this Holy Office Accusing plaintiff, and of

the other part a defendant culprit Gabriel de Granada, native

of this city and resident therein, who is present, a son of

Manuel de Granada defunct in the Phillipine Islands,^ and

* There are no- votes by the Inq. Consultors or Doc. as req
d by

law. D. F.

fThis deposition was neither read over to him nor ratified by
him as absolutely necessary to make it valid. D. F.

tSee p. 95, where it is stated that he died in Manilla. It is

especially interesting to note at this time the early relation be-

tween the American continent and the Phillipine Islands
;
from

1590 the Phillipines were dependent on the viceroy and audiencia

of Mexico : The Establishment of Spanish Rule in America by Bernard

Moses, Ph. D. Putnam, New York and London, 1898, pp. 70, 71.

I found in addition to the above the following entries of Jews
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of Dona Maria de Rivera : about and for the reason that the

said Gabriel de Granada being a baptized and confirmed

Christian and as such enjoying the graces, privileges and

exemptions which faithful and catholic Christians enjoy and

ought to enjoy, in contravention of the profession made in

the holy baptism, had done said and committed, seen done,

said, and committed many and heinous crimes, against what

our holy mother the Roman catholic church and evangelical

law believes, holds, preaches and teaches, apostatising from

her and going over to the observance and belief of the dead

law of Moses, keeping it with all its rites and ceremonies,

believing with all his heart that it was the good and true one,

and that one in which he must be saved, he feigning to be a

true and catholic Christian, and that the law of our Redeemer
Jesus Christ was not the good and the true one, having him-

self circumcised as a sign of the Judaic profession, as it was

evident that he was so circumcised by the hand of a famous

Rabbi who had been in these kingdoms and who was a

relative of the said Manuel de Granada his father. And
that in the past year of Sixteen hundred and forty-one, a

certain person very nearly related to the said Gabriel de

Granada catching him when alone had said to him, that in

order that he should be saved he must follow the law of

Moses, which alone was the good and the true and necessary
one for salvation, and not that of our Lord Jesus Christ,

because she and other persons likewise his very near relations

tried by the Inquisition in Mexico who resided in the Phillipine
Islands.

Jeorge Rios, Portuguese, unmarried, native of the city of Seville,
resident of Manilla, Phillipine Islands, Judaizing heretic, recon-

ciled 1593 (Obregon, p. 340).

Domingo Rios, Portuguese, brother of Jeorge Rios, native of Fondon
in Portugal; resident of Manila, Phillipine Islands, Judaizing
heretic, reconciled 1593 (Obregon, p. 340).

Manuel Gil de la Guarda, native of the city of La Guarda in Por-

tugal, citizen of Manilla, Judaizing heretic, reconciled 1601 (Obre-
gon, p. 350).
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observed it. Whereupon from that instant he departed from
and left the law of our Lord Jesus Christ, and passed over

to the Faith, and belief of the said Law of Moses, saying to

the said person his very near relation, that he would observe

it and do what she would teach him, such as the fasts that he

had to keep, especially that of the great day which falls in

the month of September, the rites and ceremonies which must
be observed on the eve thereof, bathing, putting on clean

clothes, supping on fish and vegetables and not on other

things on the said eve and day after the evening star came

forth, going without eating or drinking the whole day, asking

forgiveness the one from the other, those who had quarelled

becoming friends, and the parents giving their blessing to

their children, lighting wax candles and placing them on a

clean cloth, and on the night of the said fast reciting the

prayers of the law without sleeping until past midnight.
And that the said Gabriel de Granada had asked her why
they had concealed from him what has been related.

And that conforming to this in the month of September of

the said year of 1641 the said Gabriel de Granada kept a

fast of the great day, with the said persons his very near

relations they having concerted it between themselves before-

hand, bathing himself the previous eve, putting on clean

clothes, supping fish, eggs, and vegetables lighting four or

five wax candles which they put on the floor of a bedroom on

a clean towel, and there they staid until near midnight, some-

times on foot and at other times sitting down, and afterwards

the said Gabriel de Granada recited the following prayer,

his head covered with his hat on according to the custom of

the Jews,* and they embraced each other and prayed for

forgiveness from each other, and they kissed the hand of the

oldest of their said very near relations who gave her blessing

to all of them saying : May God make ye good. And in the

morning he went to amuse himself and spend the day, and

*The prayer is omitted it being too long and foolish. D. F.
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at night he returned to sup on the things mentioned ;
and

that he also kept many other ordinary fasts of the said Law
of Moses to the end that God would make him good, and he

kept others for the soul of a certain Judaising person, receiv-

ing money for them and fasting them on Mondays, Wednes-

days and Thursdays. And that a certain person an observer

of the said law having died, as a ceremony thereof, the said

persons very nearly related to the said Gabriel de Granada

for being friends of the widow of the said defunct, sent by
him to the said widow three hard boiled eggs and a vessel

full of water, because she had spilt that of her house as a

ceremony of the said law. And upon the said person having

expired; the said widow, his wife, by means of the said

Gabriel de Granada, sent to ask another certain person, like-

wise a Judaizer, something made of gold or pearls to put
them in the mouth of the said defunct as a ceremony of the

said law : and the said Gabriel de Granada brought three

or four grains of pearls wrapped in a small piece of paper,
and he gave them to the said widow. And that a certain

person very nearly related to the said Gabriel Granada

having died, on the seventh day after the arrival of the news

he with the said persons his very near relations, fasted for

the soul of the said Defunct, eating things made of fish and

vegetables the other six days, keeping himself retired in his

house without going out therefrom as a ceremony of the said

Law. And that the day that this Holy office arrested cer-

tain persons very near relations to the said Manuel de

Granada, he and two other persons likewise his very near

relations went to the house of certain persons who offered one

of the said persons his very near relations five hundred or

one thousand dollars to give them to the Alcaide of this In-

quisition to the end that he would let him speak to another

person who was a prisoner to tell her and admonish her not

to declare anything against the people of the said house. And
the said person very nearly related to the said Gabriel de.

Granada promised that although they should arrest her she
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would not expose them, and that the said Gabriel and his

brother should they arrest them, would not declare what they
knew although they should put knives to their throats. And
that the said persons of the said house said to the said person

very nearly related to the said Gabriel de Granada that when
another certain person should go to her house at night to go
without a ruff and disguised changing his name to that of

Don Pedro and imitating his voice, and in company with

the said Gabriel de Granada and that the said Gabriel de

Granada being a prisoner, a certain person also his very
near relation exhorted him from her cell not in any manner
to declare aught against people outside, that it was enough
for him to confess his own faults without confessing those of

others. And she continued these prison communications

from another cell where she was, by means of a tame cat

tying what she sent to his neck, infringing the modesty and

silence with which she was admonished to conduct herself in

her cell, and of the serious pains
(2) incurred by those who act

to the contrary. And that it is to be presumed and believed

that the said Gabriel de Granada had done said and com-

mitted many other and heinous crimes against our holy
catholic faith, and seen them done said and committed by

many other persons about which he kept silent, maliciously

concealing them, of which he solemnly declared that he [The

Fiscal] would accuse him in the prosecution of his cause

when and where they came to his knowledge and if necessary

he from that moment accused him of being a Judaizing heretic

an apostate from our holy catholic faith, and that he desired

to live and die in the false belief of the reprobated law of

Moses, in which he has lived : and of being a perjurer,

favorer, aider, abettor and concealer of Judaizing heretics
;

and that therefore accepting his confessions in so far as they

made in his favor and no farther, protesting against being

compelled to too many proofs he begged and prayed us that

we should admit his relations as true and his intent as well

proved, and that we declare the said Gabriel de Granada to
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be a doer and perpetrator of the crimes of which he accused

him, and a Judaizing heretic, an apostate from our holy
catholic faith; and to have incurred a sentence of the

greater excommunication and to be held and bound thereby ;

and that we should condemn him to the greatest and severest

penalties established by Common law, by the laws and prag-
matics of these kingdoms Proper Motives of his Holiness

and Instructions of the Holy Office, relaxing his person to

the secular arm and Justice, declaring all his goods to

belong to the Royal Exchequer of this Holy office, from the

day that he commenced to commit the said crime to the end

that he should suffer condign punishment and to serve for

the Christian people as an example and a warning.
And he asked us that if it were necessary the said Gabriel

de Granada should be put to the question of the torture and

to have it repeated on his person until he should wholly
confess the truth ;

and that full justice should be given him ;

And he swore that he did not make the said accusation from

malice; and the said Gabriel de Granada having been

arrested on sufficient information (8) and confined in the

secret prisons of this Holy office, on the third day he asked

for an Audience of his own free will, and he continued them

before the said accusation was put against him and also

afterwards. And he confessed that about six or seven

months before a little more or less, he being about thirteen

years old his mother Dona Maria de Rivera called him when
alone and said to him that the Law of our Lord Jesus Christ

which he followed was not the good or the true but the law

of Moses which she, his mother, and her sisters observed and

followed. And that because he was her son and the love she

bore him she wished to take him out of the deception in

which he was and teach him the said law of Moses, because

that alone was the good and necessary law for his salvation :

and that as a boy of scant capacity he believed what his said

mother told him : and that from that instant he had departed
from the law of our Lord Jesus Christ and passed over to
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the Faith and belief of the said law of Moses; believing and

holding it for certain (as his said mother told him) that it

was the good and the true law and in which he must be

saved, and not that of our Lord Jesus Christ, knowing that

it was contrary to and different from the said law of Moses.

And that he had answered his said mother that he would

observe it and do what she might teach him. And that on

the said occasion and on many others she had told him and

taught him that in observance of the said law, in the month

of September, the fast of the great day must be kept, bathing
on the eve preceding and putting on clean clothes, supping
on fish & vegetable and not meat, and that wax candles

must be lighted and put on a clean cloth, and that they must

recite until after midnight without sleeping the prayers of

the said law
;
and the following day he must go without eat-

ing until the evening star appeared, again supping on fish

and vegetables and not meat : and that they must ask forgive-

ness the one from the other, those who had quarreled

becoming friends
;
and that they must observe Saturdays as

feast days not working on them : and that although he ob-

served them, not for that did he fail to go to school to read

and write. And that she had taught him that he must keep
other fasts in observance of the said law on Mondays and

Thursdays as well for the living as for the dead, supping on

the eve fish and vegetables going the whole of the next day
without eating until night after the evening star appeared,

and that he must sup on the said things and not on meat,

without doing any more ceremonies. And that there were

other fasts of the said law such as that of Queen Esther eat-

ing the eve thereof fish and vegetables and going the three

following days without eating or drinking all this time until

the night of the last when they again supped on the aforesaid

things, upon which they finished these fasts which were

voluntary. And that there were other passovers and solemn

feasts of the said law which she would teach him at the proper

time. And that fowls which were to be eaten must be
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beheaded with a knife, and that bacon must not be eaten nor

fish without scales. And that he must recite the prayers of

the said law morning and night for the living and the dead

and she taught him the said prayer : Lord, My soul calleth

upon Thee &c. which he sometimes recited in observance of

the said Law. And that in conformity with what his said

mother had told him and taught him, he kept with her and

with all the said persons his very near relations the fast of

the grand day on the past year of 1641 with the said ceremo-

nies bathing themselves in different rooms, putting on clean

clothes, supping together on fish and vegetables and other

things afterwards lighting four or five wax candles and put-

ting them on the floor of a bedroom on a clean towel, and

they recited such prayers of the said law as they knew,
and they embraced each other and asked forgiveness of each

other
;
and he and his brother Raphael de Granada kissed

their grandmother's hand and that of their mother who gave
them their blessing saying unto them, May God make ye

good ; and they went to sleep after midnight leaving the

candles lighted until they burnt out. And that he went to

the Alameda the day of the said fast and to other places to

spend the day upon which he did neither eat or drink any-

thing whatever, returning home after vespers where he

supped with the persons mentioned the same as the preceding

night. And that he had kept six or seven ordinary fasts on

Mondays and Thursdays : some for himself and others for

the soul of a certain person his very near relation supping on

fish and vegetables after the evening star appeared. And he

confessed that his name is Gabriel de Granada, a native of

this city of Mexico thirteen and a half years of age and that

he had no occupation and that he went to school learning to

read and to write
;
and that they had arrested him on the

030 twelfth of July 1642 at twelve o'clock at night
(4)

. And

having declared his genealogy he said he did not know of

what caste or generation he is.

And that his said Mother, grandmother and aunts were
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prisoners in this Holy office
; and that he was baptized and

confirmed in the Cathedral of this said city, and that he con-

fessed and took communion at Lent and the last time in the

said Cathedral with a certain clergyman, and that he took

the communion in the Sacrarium and that he has always had
a bull of the Holy Crusade in order to gain the Indulgences
and he crossed himself and repeated the Christian doctrine

as contained in the Catechism. And that he had learned to

read and to write in this said city of Catholic Masters, and
that he had not studied any profession. And that at the age
of one year his parents had taken him to San Luis Potosi

from whence he returned at the age of three years to this said

city from which he has not gone away nor had intercourse

with more persons than his relations and his school fellows.

And that he knew that for what he had confessed as being
an observer of the said law of Moses like his mother grand-

mother, aunts and brother who were prisoners they had

arrested him. And having been admonished three times to

confess the truth and to unburden his conscience, he

answered that he had declared and confessed what he remem-
bered a"nd that he solemnly promised that whenever and

wherever he should remember anything else that is, or

appears to be in offense of God our Lord and of his holy
catholic faith to ask for an audience and to confess it. And
in order to substantiate this his cause in conformity with the

law he was provided with a guardian in whose presences he

ratified his confessions and swore to answer the truth to the

said accusation which being put he answered it saying that

he is the person contained therein and fully satisfying all its

chapters; and a transcript of the said accusation having been

given to him and he having named an advocate with his

advice and opinion he alleged what suited him in his

defense and he closed for the question which by law might
occur :

And the cause being by US received or admitted to

proofs the said Fiscal made a reproduction of the witnesses
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of the Summary
5

requesting publication of them, and that

the witnesses should ratify their depositions and that the

concurring witnesses should be examined and they being
ratified and the said publication being made he answered on

oath which he swore in presence of his said guardian fully

satisfying (i. e. confessing) all that they had deposed against

him, and a transcript having been given him, by and with

the advice and consent of his lawyer he alleged and defini-

tively closed, of which a transcript was given to the said

Fiscal. And the said cause being at this stage the said

Gabriel de Granada asked of his own free will different

audiences and in them he confessed what came to his

memory as having done, seen done and heard as being done

against our holy catholic faith especially some atrocious

deeds at which he was found present and at which as a Jew

he felt a peculiar complacency, and likewise the prison com-

munications, the tricks and artifices which for accomplishing
them were used, principally the one mentioned of the tame

cat. Begging that the mercy which this Holy office is

accustomed to exercise towards those who truly repent
and voluntarily confess their crimes should be extended to

him. And that although he did not remember who had put
the mark of circumcision on him which he had he presumed
that his said mother had ordered it done by the hand of a

certain Jew his relation believing that he would be as great

a Jew as himself in which he was deceived. And that at

school he had read some books in Romance (Spanish) which

treated of Circumcision comparing it with holy baptism.
And the cause being at this stage to examine it and deter-

mine it, having had our accord and consultation with

persons of learning and upright consciences(-)

(Christi nomine invocato)

THE NAME OF CHKIST INVOKING
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WE decide considering the interlocutory decrees and merits

of the said process, that the said Promotor Fiscal proved
well and fully his accusation and complaint as well by wit-

nesses as by the confessions of the said Gabriel de Granada,
WE Give and pronounce his intent as well proven (his case

as well made out, or sustained, by proofs &c.) Wherefore

we ought to declare and we do declare the said Gabriel de

Granada to have been a Heretical Judaizing apostate a

favorer and abettor and concealer of Heretics, and of having

passed over to the accursed, perverse and dead law of Moses

and his followers, believing he would be saved in it and by
it. To have fallen into and incurred in a Sentence of the

greater excommunication and in all the other pains and disa-

bilities in which heretics who under the name and title of

Christians do and commit similar crimes fall and incur, and

in confiscation and loss of his goods which we apply to the

chamber and Exchequer of His Majesty and to his Receiver

in his name, from the day and time that he commenced to

commit the said crimes, the declaration of which we reserve

to US. And although with a good conscience we could con-

demn him to suffer the pains by law established against such

heretics but considering that the said Gabriel de Granada in

the confessions he made before US showed signs of contri-

tion and repentance, begging from God our Lord pardon for

his crimes, and from us penance with mercy, solemnly

promising that from henceforth he would live and die in our

holy Catholic Faith, and that he was ready to fulfil and

comply with any penance which we might impose upon him,

and to abjure the said errors and do every other thing by
Us commanded (considering that God desires not the death

of the sinner but that he should be converted and live) if it

so be that the said Gabriel de Granada becomes converted to

our holy Catholic faith from a pure heart and faith unfeigned

and that he has wholly confessed the truth naught concealing

about himself or other persons dead or alive anything what-

soever Willing to extend mercy towards him we ought to
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admit him and we do admit him to reconciliation, and We
Command that in pain and penance for what has been by
him done said and committed he shall go forth on the day
of the Auto to the scaffold with the other penitents, in per-

son, without a waist-band and bonnet, and with a penitential

habit of yellow cloth with two red bars in the form of St.

Andrew's cross, and carrying a green wax candle in his

hands where this our sentence shall be read to him, and

publicly abjure his said errors which before us he hath con-

fessed, and all species whatsoever of heresy and apostasy ;

And the said abjuration being made WE command the said

Gabriel de Granada to be absolved and we do absolve him

from whatever sentence of excommunication into which for

the above cause he may have fallen and incurred, and we
unite and incorporate him into the bosom of the holy cath-

olic mother church and we reinstate him to the participation

of the holy Sacraments and communion of the faithful and

Catholic Christians thereof and we condemn him to impris-
onment with a penitential habit for one year ;

and that he

wear the said habit over his vestments, and keep and observe

seclusion in the perpetual prison of this city, and that every

Sunday and feast day he go to hear high mass, and sermon

where there is any in the Cathedral church, with the other

penitents and on Saturdays go in pilgrimage to the church

which may be designated to him where on his knees and

with great devotion he shall recite the paternoster five times

with the Ave Maria creed and Salve Regina, and that he

confess and receive the Most holy Sacrament of the Altar

the three pasches of each year (Christmas, Epiphany and

Easter) all the days of his life, and to perpetual and precise

banishment from all these Western Indies and from the city

of Seville and town of Madrid, His Majestys Court, and

that he embark to fulfil it, in the first fleet leaving the port

of San Juan de Ulua (Vera Cruz) on its return to the King-
doms of Spain, and that as soon as he arrives in the said

Kingdoms, within one month, he present himself in the
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Tribunal of the Holy office of the Inquisition of Seville, in

order that he may be known and a description taken of his

person, and that a part and place be designated to him where

he shall finish what may remain unexpired of his imprison-
ment and habit j and in order that in case of contravention

the said Gabriel de Granada may be proceeded against as

against an impenitent a relation of this his sentence and

condemnation shall be sent with his description and age to

the Most Illustrious and Most Reverend Lord Inquisitor
General and Lords of the Council of His Majesty of the

Holy and General Inquisition and to the Tribunals of the

said Inquisition of Seville and of the Cities of Lima and

Carthagena in these said Western Indies ;
and we pronounce

the said Gabriel de Granada to be disabled and we disable

him from holding and obtaining dignities benefices Ecclesi-

astical or secular offices which may be public or of honor

nor to wear on his person gold, silver, pearls or precious
stones nor silk camelot, nor fine cloth, nor go on horseback,

nor carry arms nor exercise or use any of the other things

which by common right, laws and pragmatics of these King-
doms and Instructions of the Holy office of the Inquisition

are prohibited to those similarly disabled, and to his descend-

ants in the designated grade all of which we Command him

so to do and fulfil under pain of relapsed impenitency ;
and

by this our sentence definitively adjudged we thus pronounce
and command in and by these writings.

DOMINGO VELEZ D N FRANCISCO

DE ASSAS Y ARGOS DE ESTRADA Y ESCOBEDO

The Licdo Don BERNABE DJ P DE BARRIENTOS LOMELIN

DE LA HIGAY AMARILLA.
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Castillo, Sebastian del, 112, 113.

Castro, Julio = Castro Pedro, 4

footnote 2.

Castro, Pedro Fernandez de, 4

and footnote 2, 57.

Cepeda. bee Martinez, Juan.

Chagoia, Don Felipe de, 21.

Chato, Francisco Lopez, 58.

Circumcision, 112 f., 124.

Cisneros, Matheo de, 29.

Corcos, referred to, 57 foot-

note 4, 59 footnote 3.

Coronel, Manuel, 60 footnote 2.

Correa, Blanca, 14 footnote.

Correa, Diego, 2, 4, 14, 19, 20,

38, 56, 64, 65, 101; testimony
of, 85 margin.

Correa, Isabel = Silva, Isabel,
83 footnote.

Correa, Juan, 112.

Correa, Moses Alvarez, 14 foot-

note.

Criales, Francisco Murillo, 31,
108 and footnote 1.

Cuba, Marranos in, 19 footnote
3.

Daly-Kohler, referred to, 19

footnote 3.

Dead, fasting for the, 15, 69, 73,

76, 84, 87, 90, 107.

Dead, gold in the mouth of

the, 82, 87, 118.

Dead law of Moses, 6, 40, 116.

Dead, pearls in the mouth of

the, 75, 87, 118.

Diaz, Baltasar, 5, 59 footnote
3, 61, =Valle, 105 foot-
note 2.

Diaz, Diego, 35 footnote.

Diaz, Francisco Lopez, 3, 35
and footnote, 36.

Diaz, Lewis, 35 footnote.

Dietary laws, the, 16 f., 121 f.

Duarte, Dona Isabel, 3, 37 and
footnote 1, 48 and footnote
2, 95, 96.

El Chato = Diaz, Francisco
Lopez, 35 footnote 1.

Elvira, negress, 5, 64, 65.

Enriques, Jacob Jeosua Bueno,
26 footnote 1. See also un-
der Enriquez.

En Biques Joshua Mordekay,
26 footnote 1.

Enriquez, Anna, 37 footnote 2.

Enriquez, Antonio Bios Arias,
26 footnote 2, 30 footnote,
33 footnotes 2 and 3.

Enriquez, Dona Beatriz, 3, 26,
27 footnote 1, 33 and foot-
note 3, 36 and footnote, 37
and footnote 3, 38, 57, 65,

95, 96, 97; testimony of, 76

margin.
Enriquez, Blanca, 2, 26 and

footnotes 1 and 2, 30 foot-

note, 33 and footnotes 2

and 3, 36 and footnote, 56,

57, 98, 99, 100, 102, 106; tes-

timony of, 86 margin; tor-

tured, 3.

Enriquez, Catalina, 3, 95.

Enriquez, Fernando Bios, 36
footnote.

Enriquez, Isabel, 3, 34 and foot-

note, 35.

Enriquez, Juana, 3, 26, 28, 30
and footnote, 33, 34, 35, 36,

37, 38, 46, 56, 65, 95, 96, 98,

101, 107, 108.

Enriquez Dona Micaela, 2, 3, 26
and footnote 2, 33, 34, 35,

46, 57 footnote 3, 95; testi-

mony of, 82 margin.
Enriquez, Bafaela, 3, 26, 33

footnote 2, 57 footnote 2,

77 footnote 2, 95, 106, 107.

Erenchun, Thomas Lopez de, 7,

8, 11, 24, 25, 27, 31, 32, 36, 53.

Escobar, Nicolas de, 29.

Escobedo, Don Francisco de
Estrada y, inquisitor, 7, 10,

II, 25, 27-29, 32, 36, 38, 39,

46, 54, 55, 59, 62, 64, 104,

III, 127.

Espinosa, Anna, 65 footnote 2.

Espinosa, Isabel, 3, 105. See
also under Sevilla.

Espinosa, Pedro de, 3, 34, 48,

49, 57 margin, 58.
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Espinosa, Simon Xuarez de, 4,

58, 65 and footnote 2, 78
footnote 2.

Espinoza. See under Espinosa.
Esther, fast of, 16, 69, 72, 121.

Estrada, Gonzalo de, 31, 104.

Fasting- for the dead, 36, 41, 69,

73, 76, 84, 87, 90, 107.

Febo, Francisco 5, 66.

Fegueroa, Julio Xuarez de, 65
footnote 2.

Fergusson, Col. David, v.

Fernandez, Henrique, 5, 58.

Fernandez, Simon, 57 margin,
58 and footnote 2.

Figueroa, Isabel de, 58 foot-
note 4.

Figueroa, Nuno de = Perea,
Nuno de, 5, 57 margin, 58

and footnote 4.

Fleming, John, 61.

Fonseca, Rev. Abraham Haim,
57 footnote 4.

Fonseca, Francisco Lopez de, 4,

57 and footnote 4.

Fonseca, Joseph Nunez de, 57

footnote 4.

Friedenwald, Dr. Herbert, re-

ferred to, 4, footnote 4, 26

footnote 1.

Gavioja, Dr. Don Antonio, pro-
moter fiscal of the inqui-
sition, 38, 40, 43, 45, 47, 54,

55, 59, 62, 64, 66, 104, 106,

108, 110, 115.

Geronima, Dona Esperanza, 5,

59.

Gold in the mouth of the dead,
37, 82, 87, 118.

Gomez, Anna, 5, 60.

Gomez, Antonio, 57 footnote 3.

Gomez, Isabel, 102 footnote 2.

Gomez, Maria, 5, 59, 60, 64, 65,

104.

Gomez, Thoine, 5.

Gomez, Thomas, 63.

Gonzales, Francisco, 63 foot-

note.

Goys, 49 footnote 2.

Graetz, referred to, 14 footnote,
102 footnote 2.

Granada, Gabriel, principal de-

fendant, passim, arrest of,

11; genealogy of, 19 foot-

note; sentence against,
125-127.

Granada, Manuel de, 6 and
footnotes 1 and 2, 7, 13
footnote 2, 19 and footnote
1, 20, 40, 44, 69, 73, 114, 115,

116, 118.

Granada, Raphael de, 2, 3, 13
and footnote 2, 14-18, 20,

22, 33, 35, 65, 94, 96-101, 103,

122; testimony of, 67 mar-
gin.

Granado = Granada, Manuel, 6

footnote 1.

Granados, Gabriel = Granada,
Gabriel.

Guarda, Manuel Gil de la, 115

footnote 2.

Guebara, Pedro de, 103 foot-

note 3.

Guerta, Miguel Nunez de, 19

footnote 2.

Guevara, Christobal Sanchez
de, 7.

Guevara, Pedro de, 6, 103 and
footnote 1.

Henriques, Jacob Cohen, 26
footnote 1.

Henriquez, Vicente = Home,
Francisco, 3. See also un-
der Enriquez.

Hollander, Dr. J. H., referred

to, 4 footnote 1, 14 foot-

note.
Home. See Ome.
Huerta = Guerta.
Huerta, Isabel = Enriquez, Isa-

bel, 3.

Inallata, Esperanza Rodriguez,
4.

Inquisition, form of mandate
for arrest, 8-10; mode of

publication of testimony,
66 f.; sequestration of

property by, 6 f., 89.

Jabeira, Antonio, 58 footnote 4.

Jacinto. See Basan.
Jacobs, Joseph, referred to, 53

footnote 4.
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Juarez, Gaspar, 4.

Juliana, negress, 2, 17, 69 mar-
gin.

Kayserling, M., referred to, 4
footnotes 1 and. 4, 14 foot-

note, 19 footnote 3, 57 foot-
note 1, 105 footnote 2, 114
footnote.

Kohler, Max, referred to, 2
footnote 1, 26 footnote 1,
57 footnote 1, 61 footnote 2.

Kohut, G. A., referred to, 2
footnote 2, 28 footnote 1,
35 footnote, 57 footnote 4.

Lea, Henry C., v f.

Leon, Duarte de, 5, 50 and foot-
note 2, 61, 107.

Leon, Isabel Nunez Duarte de
6.

Leon, Juan Pacheco de, 3, 28,
33, 99.

Lewis, 50.

Lopez, Bias, 103 footnote 2.

Lopez, Constanza, 63 footnote.
Lopez, Elena = Silva Elena, 80

footnote.

Lopez, Simon = Kamirez, 5.

Machorro, Solomon = Leon,
Juan Pacheco de, 3.

Manila, 95, 115 footnote 2.

Manozca, Don Juan Saenz de,
inquisitor, 6, 7, 24, 26, 27,
29, 31, 32, 38, 39, 46, 48, 66,
85 footnote 2, 88 footnote,
94, 108, 111, 113.

Manso, Don Francisco, arch-
bishop, 21.

Manuel, negro, 105.

Maraiion, Francisco Kuiz, al-
caide of the inquisition, 11,

25, 64, 112.

Martinez, Juan Bautista, coun-
sel and guardian of Gabriel
Granada, 1, 29-32, 39, 45, 46,
48, 94, 108.

Martinez, Urbano, 112 footnote.
Mendes = Rivera Blanca, 12

footnote 1.

Mesquita, Benjamin Bueno de,
102 footnote 2.

Mesquita, Bueno de, family of,
102 footnote 2.

Mesquita, David Bueno de, 102
footnote 2.

Mesquita Luis de = Amesquita,
102 footnote 2.

Moedano, Diego de, 32, 110.
Mohedano = Moedano.
Mondays and Thursdays, fasts

of, 15, 41, 67, 118, 121.

Monforte, Thomas Lopez, 5, 63
and footnote.

Montero, Dona Elena, 113 foot-
note.

Montero, Simon, 113 and foot-
note.

Moses, Dr. Bernard, referred
to, 115 footnote 2.

Neto. See Nieto.

Nieto, Francisco, 5, 61 footnote
1.

Noroiia, Felipe Lopez de, 13
footnote 1, 14, 19, 20.

Nunez, Eleanor, 65, 104, 105.

Nunez, Isabel, 5, 50 footnote 2,
58 footnote 2, 60 and foot-
note 3, 61, 65, 107.

Nunez, Leonor, 5, 60 and foot-
note 2.

Nunez Luis, 105.

Nunez, Manuel, 3.

Nunez, Maria, 60 footnote 2, 63.

Nunez, Miguel, 19 and footnote
2.

Obregon, Luis Gonzalez,
"
Epo-

ca Colonial, etc.," cited,
passim in the footnotes.

Olivera or Oliveira, Matias
Rodriguez de, 5, 102 and
footnote 1, 106, 107.

Olmo, Jose del, referred to, 4
footnote 1.

Ome, Francisco, 3, 27 and foot-
note 2, 33.

Orduna, Antonio Lopez de, 2,

3, 49 and footnote 1, 57

margin, 58; testimony of,
84 margin.

Paula, Dona, 50.

Paz, Don Gaspar de la, 21.

Pearls in the mouth of the
dead, 37, 42, 75.

Pedro, Don = Correa, Diego, 86,

101, 119.
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Penalosa, Hernando de, 83, 91,
100.

Peralta, Thomas Nunez de, 4,

33 footnote 3, 37 and foot-
note 3, 38, 57.

Perea, Don Nuno, 5.

Peredo, Nuno de, 58 footnote 4.

Pereira, Inez, 5, 59 and foot-
note 3, 61, 64, 65.

Pereira, Nuno de, 58 footnote 4.

Perera, Isaac, 59 footnote 3.

Pereyra, Inez. See Pereira,
Inez.

Perez, Luis Nunez, 3, 48 foot-
note 3, 49.

Philippine islands, 6 footnote
1; Jews in, vi, 95 and foot-

note, 115 and footnote.

Phillips, N. Taylor, referred to,
102 footnote 2.

Portuguese = Vaez, Antonio, 59
footnote 3, 108 footnote 2.

Publications of the American
Jewish Historical Society, re-

ferred to, v, 2 footnotes 1

and 2, 4 footnotes 1 and 4,

14 footnote, 26 footnote 1,

27 footnote 1, 35 footnote,
37 footnote 1, 57 footnotes
1 and 4, 59 footnotes 3, 61
footnote 2, 102 footnote 2,

105 footnote 2.

Eamirez, Simon Lopez, 5, 63.

Relacion Historica, referred to,
4 footnote 1, 14 footnote,
57 footnote 1.

Eibera = Rivera, 1 footnote, 6

footnote 2, 12 footnotes 2

and 3, 14 footnote.

Rios, Domingo, 115 footnote 2.

Rios, Fernando, 26 footnote 1.

Rios, Isabel, 37 footnote 3.

Rios, Jeorge, 115 footnote 2.

Rios, Simon, 65 footnote 2.

Rios, Violente, 51 footnote.

Rivera, Dona Blanca de, 2, 12

and footnote 1, 13, 14, 16,

19, 20, 27-29, 33-37, 46, 50

margin, 51, 52 margin, 54

margin, 55 margin, 59, 60,

62, 95, 96.

Rivera, Dona Catalina de, 2, 3,

12 and footnote, 16, 19, 27-

29, 33-35, 37, 46, 60, 95; testi-

mony of, 72 margin.

Rivera, Catherine. See Rivera,
Catalina.

Rivera, Dona Clara de, 2, 3, 13

footnote 1, 19, 46, 95; testi-

mony of, 75 margin.
Rivera, Diego Lopez, 12 foot-

note 3, 14 footnote, 15 and
footnote, 19, 20.

Rivera, Francisco Ortiz de, 21.

Rivera, Dona Isabel de, 2, 3, 12

and footnote 3, 13, 16, 18,

20, 27-29, 33-35, 37, 44, 46, 60,

62, 94, 95, 98; testimony of,
83 margin.

Rivera, Margaret. See Rivera,

Margarita.
Rivera, Dona Margarita de, 2,

12-14, 16, 19, 27-29, 33-35, 38,

44, 46, 48, 49 footnote 2, 56

margin, 60, 62, 65, 94, 95,

97-101, 103, 105-107; testi-

mony of, 77 margin.
Rivera, Dona Maria de, 2, 3, 6

and footnote 2, 7, 12, 13, 16-

19, 27-29, 33, 34, 38, 40, 44,

48, 52 margin, 60, 94, 95, 97,

98, 116, 120; manner of
death of, 70 margin; testi-

mony of, 70 margin.
Rivera, family of, 2 footnote.

Robles, Antonio, 57 footnote 1.

Robles, David, 57 footnote 1.

Robles, Caspar de, 2, 4, 57 and
footnote 1; testimony of,

88 margin.
Rodriguez, Esperanza, 2, 56, 59,

61 and footnote 2, 98, 100,

103 and footnote 2; testi-

mony of, 85 margin and
footnote 1.

Rodriguez, Juana, mulatto, tes-

timony of, 92 margin.
Roldan, Luis Perez, 5, 60 and

footnote 3, 61, 65.

Roman, Sebastian, 5, 59.

Rule, Wm. Harris, referred to,

28 footnote 1.

Santillan, Manuel Diaz, 61.

Santillano = Diaz, Baltasar, 59

footnote 3.

Santtanna, Miguel de, 32.

Saravia, Eugenio de, inquisitor,
10, 26, 34, 112, 113, 115.

Sarmiento = Amesquita, Luis

de, 5, 102 footnote 2.
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Savielaga, Juan de, 39.

Scotus. See Martinez, Juan
Bautista.

Sebilla. See under Sevilla.

Segobia, Diego de Campos, 3

footnote.

Segovia, Isabel de, 4 and foot-

note 1.

Segura, Diego de, 39, 110.

Sepulveda, Peter de, 21.

Sequestration of property, by
the inquisition, 6, 7, 89.

Sevilla, Gaspar Vaez, 3, 28 and
footnote 2, 33-36, 102, 108.

Sevilla, Simon Vaez, 3, 28 and
footnote 1, 30 and footnote,
33-36, 57, 83, 95, 96, 101, 102,
108.

Silba, Batola Dias, 48 footnote,
3.

Silba, Catalina= Enriquez, Cat-

alma, 57 footnote 5; =Tin-
oco, Catalina, 33 footnote.

Silba. See under Silva.

Silva, Dona Clara de, 5, 59.

Silva, Diego Correa = Correa,
Diego, 12 footnote 2.

Silva, Diego Mendez de, 5, 63.

Silva, Dona Elena de, 2, 5, 58,

80 footnote, 95, 99, 100; tes-

timony of, 80 margin and
footnote.

Silva, Gomez de, 5, 58.

Silva, Dona Isabel de, 2, 3, 5,

14 footnote, 57 margin, 58,

78 footnote 3, 83 footnote;

testimony of, 83 margin
and footnote.

Silva, Nuno de, 5, 57, margin, 58

and footnote 3.

Sobremonte, Thomas Tremino
de, vi, 5, 59, 60, 65.

Soburto, Gaspar Gonzalez, 28

footnote 1.

Soburto, Simon Baez = Sevilla,

Simon Vaez, 28 footnote 1.

Solis, Francisco Lopez de, 29.

Suares. See under Xuarez.

Terrasas = Blandon, 60 foot-

note 4.

Texcoso, Clara, 51 footnote.

Texcoso, Francisca, 51 foot-

note.

Texcoso, Isabel, 51 footnote.

Texcoso, Pedro Gomez, 51 foot-

note.

Texcoso, Kafael Gomez, 51
footnote.

Texcoso, Violante, 51 footnote.

Tinoco, Catalina = Enriquez,
Catalina, 3.

Tinoco, Diego, 33 footnote 1,

57, 58 footnote 2, 78 foot-

note 3.

Tinoco, Isabel, 2, 3, 57; testi-

mony of, 78 margin and
footnote 3.

Tinoco, Dona Juana, 2, 3, 57,

65 footnote 2, 97; testimony
of, 78 margin and footnote
2.

Tinoco, Miguel, 4, 57 and foot-

note 5.

Tinoco, Pedro, 3, 57 and 'foot-

note 5.

Torez, Judieah, 4 footnote 4.

Torres, Francisco de = Acosta,
Manuel de, 78 footnote 3.

Torres, Jacobe de, 4 footnote 4.

Torres, Luis de, 4 footnote 4.

Torres, Simon Fernandez de, 4

footnote 4.

Tremino. See Sobremonte.
Tristan, Dona Isabel, 3, 49.

Tristan, Marcos Eios, 37 foot-

note 2.

Ubiedo, 50-52, 54.

Vaez (Baez). See under Por-

tuguese and Sevilla.

Vale, Jacob Fonceco, 105 foot-

note 2.

Valle (Balle). See under Car-
dado and Diaz, Baltasar.

Vega, Don Feliciano de, arch-

bishop, 21.

Vizcarra, Pedro de, 21.

Xaramillo. See under Leon,
Duarte de.

Xuarez, Dona Anna, 2 and
footnote 2, 4, 57, 95, 98;

testimony of, 80 margin.
Xuarez, Dona Blanca, 2, 4, 57;

testimony of, 77 margin
and footnote 2.

Xuarez, Gaspar, 57 footnote 2,

77 footnote 2.

Xuarez, Nuno de. See Silva,

Nuno de.

Ybanez, Gabriel, 21.

Zuniga, Juan Eamos de, 30, 31.
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